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FOREWORD
The Lockheed Missiles & Space Company is submitting
this Interim Report in partial completion of the
requirements of Contract NAS 3-12025, Thermal
Performance of Multilayer Insulations, dated June 27,
1968. The total scope of work, data, results and
conclusions pertinent to this program are being
presented in two report volumes. This first volume
covers analytical and experimental activities
performed under Tasks I and II of the contract. The
second volume is being submitted as the Final Report
and describes the analytical and experimental
activities performed under Task III.
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ABSTRACT
Aualytical and experimental studies were conducted to assess the thermal
performance of four multilayer insulations: double-aluminized Mylar/silk
net, double-goldized Mylar/silk net, crinkled single-aluminized Mylar, and
double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas. Heat flux and optical property measure-
ments were obtained for a wide range of variables including number of layers,
applied compressive pressures, thickness, and boundary temperatures. A
series of equations were developed which characterize the thermal performance
of each of the four insulations. All four insulations exhibited reproduci-
bility of heat flux as function of compressive pressure within -+20 percent.
The silk net and Tissuglas spacer composites exhibited reproducibility of heat
flux as a function of layer density within -+30 percent, whereas that for the
crinkled Mylar system varied up to -+80 percent. Comparison of insulation
and liquid hydrogen boiloff weights per unit area for a typical design heat
flux of 0.300 Btu/hr ft2 (0.946 w/m 2) and a 30-day mission revealed that the
Tissuglas spacer system was optimum if the design layer density values were
achieved, but that the double-goldized Mylar/silk net composite was optimum
if the actual layer density values exceeded the design values by 30 percent
or more.
xiii
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Section i
SUMMARY
The primary goal of this program was to develop a series of related analytical
expressions that can be evaluated and used to predict accurately the thermal
performance of each of four multilayer insulations as installed on a cryogen
tank and exposed to a vacuum environment. The four insulations are: double-
aluminized i/4-mil Mylar with double silk net spacers, double-goldized I/4-mil
Mylar with double silk net spacers, crinkled single-aluminized i/4-mil Mylar,
and double-alumlnized i/4-mil Mylar with Tissuglas spacers. Both analytical
and experimental studies were conducted to assess the heat transfer charac-
teristics and the thermal performance of these insulations. Heat flux
measurements were obtained for multiple specimens of each composite system
for hot boundary temperatures of 500°R (278°K) and 610°R (339°K), and for
cold boundary temperatures of 37°R (20°K) and 140°R (77°K). The heat flux
values were obtained as a function of the number of layers, applied compres-
sive pressure, and specimen thickness over a wide range of these parameters.
All four insulations exhibited reproducibility of heat flux as a function of
,
applied compressive pressure within - 20 percent. The reproducibility of
,
heat flux as a function of layer density was found to be within - 30 percent
for the silk net and the Tissuglas spacer systems; however, it varied up to
-*80 percent for the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system.
Insulation and propellant boiloff weight increments per unit area were
compared for the four insulations applied to storage of liquid hydrogen for
30 days in a space environment. For a typical design heat flux of 0.300 Btu/
hr ft2 (0.946 w/m 2) , it was found that the Tissuglas spacer system exhibited
the minimum incremental system weight of 1.34 ibm/ft 2 (6.54 kg/m 2) if the
design layer density values were achieved, and if maximum heat flux penalties
based on reproducibility were included. For these conditions, the unit system
weights were only slightly higher for the silk net spacer systems, and signi-
ficantly higher for the crinkled Mylar system. It was also shown, however,
I-I
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that the double-goldi_ed Mylar/silk net system exhibited the lowest unit
system weight if the actual layer density values achieved in practice were
higher than the design values by 30 percent or more.
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Section 2
INTRODUCTION
This report describes work performed under Tasks I and II of an analytical and
experimental study program conducted to investigate the thermal performance of
multilayer insulations which may be used for the long-term storage of cryogens
in space. This work was sponsored by the Liquid Rocket Technology Branch,
Lewis Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Cleveland,
Ohio.
The program goal was the development and verification of an analytical techni-
que for accurately predicting the thermal performance of multilayer insulations
when applied to an actual cryogen storage tank. The technical approach to the
problem was to determine by small scale laboratory tests the heat transfer
characteristics, in a direction normal to the insulation layers, of several
candidate insulations as a function of boundary temperatures, compressive
loading, thickness, and number of layers. These data then were used to derive
and subsequently to evaluate the accuracy of an analytical expression which
describes the one-dimensional thermal performance of each candidate insulation
in terms of the above variables. Verification of the usefulness of the expres-
sion as a means for predicting tank-installed performance then was accomplished
through testing of one selected insulation system on a %-ft-(l.22-m-) diameter
tank calorimeter under Task III.
To accomplish the program objective, the study effort was divided into three
consecutive tasks. During the initial phase, Task I, the accuracy and repeata-
bility of the experimental apparatus used for heat transfer studies was demon-
strated. Also, the degree of sample-to-sample reproducibility was established
for two types of multilayer insulation. Task II was directed toward the
measurements of heat transfer characteristics of multiple specimens of four
insulations and the derivation and subsequent evaluation of an analytical
model describing the thermal conduction and radiation processes for these
insulations. Using this model, equations were established for predicting the
2-I
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thermal performance of the tank test insulation in terms of boundary tempera-
tures, layer density and total number of layers. Under Task III one insula-
tion system, double-goldized Mylar with silk net spacers, was applied to the
4-ft-(l.22-m-) diameter tank, and tests were conducted to demonstrate the
accuracy of the thermal performance prediction procedure.
_r
Section 3 of this report discusses the Task I effort. It includes the
approaches taken to measure thermal performance and to demonstrate measure-
ment accuracy and repeatability. Specifications for the test materials and
procedures established for preparation of test specimens are described.
Results of heat transfer tests of multiple specimens of two insulations are
presented to illustrate the reproducibility of these materials. Tests were
conducted with LN 2 and LH2 cryogens. The two insulations used for these
studies are double-alumlnized 1/4-rail Mylar, with two layers of silk net for
each spacer, and crinkled, single-aluminized 1/4-mil Mylar. These were
selected as they represent the separate-spacer and integral-spacer concepts
in multilayer insulation. Also, the effects of compressive loading and
number of layers on thermal performance are qualitatively evaluated.
A flat plate type of apparatus was chosen for the thermal performance tests
as with this device heat transfer rates can be determined as a function of
applied compressive pressure and thickness on a single specimen without
disrupting the specimen or vacuum or temperature conditions. The "boil-off
calorimeter" technique was used for heat-flux measurements. It has good
accuracy over the range of the test requirements of this program and is
readily adaptable to the flat plate configuration (Ref. I). The Lockheed
16-in.-(_0.6-cm-) diameter double-guarded flat plate calorimeter (FPC)
apparatus (Ref. 2) was used for all laboratory heat transfer studies in
Tasks I and II.
As thermal radiation plays an important role in certain regimes of multilayer
insulation heat transfer (Ref. 3), it is necessary to understand the behavior
of the thermal radiation characteristics of the reflective shields as a
2-2
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function of temperature in the analysis of the overall heat transport process.
Measurements of the total hemispherical emittance, as a function of tempera-
ture, of several samples of each type of reflective shield were initiated in
Task I in order that the data would be available for the analytical studies
of Task II.
The derivation of the analytical heat transfer model is discussed in Section 4,
and the resultant equations for computation of the heat flux through the four
insulations are given in terms of temperature, compressive pressure or layer
density, number of layers and radiative properties of shields and spacers.
Experimental results of heat transfer tests conducted on multiple specimens
of the following insulations are discussed in Section 4.
o Double-aluminized I/4-mil Mylar with two layers of silk net* for
each spacer
o Double-goldized 1/4-mil Mylar with two layers of silk net for each
spacer
o Crinkled, single-aluminized 1/4-rail Mylar
o Double-aluminized Mylar with Tissuglas** paper spacers
Tests were performed at boundary temperatures of 610°R and 500°R (339°K and
278°K) to 140°R and 37°R (77°K and 20°K). Compressive pressures were varied
from 1 x lO-4 to 1 x lO-1 psi (0.69 to 690 N/m 2). Specimens were composed of
5, i0, 20 and 40 radiation shields. The results of the studies of temperature
dependence of the total hemispherical emittance of the radiative shields are
also presented in this section. Finally, the predictions of thermal perform-
ance for the selected tank test insulation, double-goldized 1/4-mil Mylar with
silk net spacers, are discussed.
* John Heathcoat Co.
** Pallflex Products Co.
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Section 3
TASK I - INSULATION REPEATABILITY AND CALORIMETER CHECKOUT
The overall objectives of this portion of the program were to demonstrate the
repeatability of the Flat Plate Calorimeter (FPC) apparatus for multilayer
insulation heat transfer data and subsequently to determine the reproducibil-
ity of two types of insulation material. These results form the basis for
evaluation of the data from tests of multiple specimens of four multilayer
insulations investigated in Task II. The specific objectives of Task I were
to:
o Demonstrate the absolute accuracies of the measurements of heat rate,
boundary temperatures, compressive load, and specimen thickness in
the FPC apparatus.
o Determine the repeatability of insulation heat flux measurements in
the FPC. Ideally, this information would result from the calibration
data. However, because of the high degree of anisotropy in multi-
layer insulations, the presence of the test specimen may alter the
heat flow paths in a manner such that the repeatability is a function
of not only the repeatabilities of each measurement, but also of the
effect of a specimen on the measurement. As no standard material of
known reproducibility exists for the multilayer class of insulation,
the repeatability to be expected for the Task II heat transfer tests
is determined from a series of tests on a single specimen under
identical conditions.
o Determine the degree of sample-to-sample reproducibility based upon
tests of several specimens of the same material.
Total hemispherical emittance measurements on representative specimens of
each reflective shield material also were initiated in Task I. These data
are necessary for the heat transfer analysis in Task II, as well as the
evaluations of the factors contributing to observed reproducibility in the
performance of several specimens of the same insulation system.
3-1
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3.I EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUSES AND PROCEDURES
3.I.i Flat Plate Calorimeter Measurements
In this device the thermal energy transferred through an insulation specimen
is measured by a calorimetric method. All of the energy crossing the cold
boundary in the central portion of a disk-shaped specimen is intercepted by
a fluid maintained at or near its normal boiling point. This energy goes
totally into the boiling of the calorimeter fluid (LH2 or LN2 for this
program). Heat flux is calculated from the fluid thermodynamic properties
and the measured boiloff rate. The apparatus also includes provisions for
measuring compressive force applied to the specimen and the separation between
hot and cold boundary surfaces in contact with the insulation.
Experimental Apparatus The flat plate apparatus consists essentially of
calorimeter and guard cryogen reservoirs, a hot-boundary surface plate, a
vacuum chamber and pumping system, and a means for remotely changing and
measuring specimen thickness (see Figs. 3-1 and 3-2). The calorimeter portion
is a 6.25-in. (15.9-cm)-diameter by 8-in.-(20.3-cm)-high vessel constructed of
stainless steel with an 0.25-in.-(O.64-cm)-thick copper plate that contacts
the specimen. The calorimeter is filled with copper wool to improve internal
heat transfer and has concentric fill and vent tubes entering at the top.
The inner guard reservoir is constructed from stainless steel and measures
16-in.(40.6-cm)O.D. by 6.5-in.(16.5-cm)l.D. and it surrounds the sides and
top of the calorimeter vessel. A copper cylinder is placed vertically in the
guard chamber to minimize thermal gradients and also to ensure that the
measuring section fill and vent-line thermal grounding remains at constant
temperature and is not a function of cryogen level. All surfaces contacting
the insulation are painted with a flat black paint* having a total hemispher-
ical era!trance (Ref. 4) ranging from 0.78 at 90°R (50°K) to 0.95 at 540°R
(300°K). The outer guard reservoir, of all stainless steel construction, is
28-in. (71.l-cm)O.D. by 23-in.(58.4-cm)l.D. and surrounds the inner guard as
shown in Fig. 3-2. Three 2-in.-(5.l-cm)-diameter passages are located
120 degrees apart in the side wall of this vessel for viewing the specimen
*Finch Paint and Chemical Co. "Cat-a-lac", Code 463-3-8.
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iFig. 3-1 Flat Plate Calorimeter (FPC)
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and boundary plate edges. Outer guard level is maintained within O.5-in.
(l.3-cm) of the top by an automatic level sensor-fill device. Compressive
forces on the calorimeter section are transmitted to the guard section through
three spherical glass contacts. Adjustment means are provided to maintain
the surfaces contacting the insulation in the same plane within % x 10-3
in. (I x lO-2cm). Calorimeter section vent and fill lines are thermally
grounded to the guard reservoir, and a radiation baffle is provided in the
fill line. A platinum resistance thermometer is attached to the thermal
connection between the measuring section fill and vent line and the inner
guard reservoir for monitoring of any temperature changes with guard liquid
level. Three carbon-resistance thermometers are placed vertically in the
guard at the vent position to sense cryogen level. The outer edge of the
inner guard is also instrumented with a resistance thermometer and a cgpper-
constantan thermocouple.
Hot boundary temperature is maintained by a 16-in.-(%O.6-cm)-diameter by
0.25-in.-(O.64-cm)-thick copper heater plate painted black*on the surface in
contact with the insulation. A stainless-steel-sheathed "Kanthal" heater
winding is brazed to the underside of this plate, and the assembly is therm-
ally insulated from the water-cooled support plate. Five chromel-alumel
thermocouples are peened into the plate, one for control and four for hot-
boundary-temperature measurement. Control of heat temperature to + O. 5°R
(_+0.3°K) is achieved using a Leeds and Northrop CAT controller with null
detector and set-point unit in conjunction with a silicon-controlled-rectifier
power supply. An edge-guard unit is provided for control of the radiative
environment viewed by the circumferential edge of the specimen. This unit
may be operated at temperatures between 700°R (389°K) and l%0°R (77°K).
Five chromel-alumel thermocouples are attached to the ring for temperature
control and measurement.
* Finch Paint and Chemical Co. "Cat-a-lac", Code %63-3-8.
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The compressive force exerted on the specimen is measured by a strain-gage-
type load cell centrally located between the hot boundary surface unit and
a moveable plate having linear bearing guides. The plate is raised and
lowered by a remotely operated screw-type jack located in_the bottom of the
main vacuum chamber. The load cell accuracy is _ 0.I ibf (_0.4N) for forces
up to I00 Ibf (445 N).
Specimen thickness is determined by measurement of the separation between
the fixed calorimeter and guard surface and the moveable heater plate surface.
Plate separation is measured optically using Gaertner Model MI01AT micro-
scopes with Model M3OIA micrometer slides mounted at three viewports located
120 degrees apart. Accuracy of the distance measurement is 1 x l0-3 in.
(2.5 x 10-3 cm).
The vacuum chamber is fabricated from stainless steel and is 30-in. (76.2-cm)
in diameter by 24-in. (61-cm) high. The pumping system includes a 4-in.
(lO.2-cm) LN 2 trapped oil diffusion pump and a 15-cfm (0.42 m3 per min) fore
pump. During testing, chamber pressure is maintained at 5 x l0-6 tort or
less before filling of the cryogen reservoirs. During heat flux measurements
chamber pressure is 1 x lO-6 torr or less.
The instrumentation provided for continuous data acquisition is primarily
that required for temperature, pressure, compressive load and calorimeter-
section boiloff measurements. A 12-point stripchart recorder is used for
monitoring thermocouples. A Leeds and Northrop K-3 precision potentiometer
used in conjunction with an amplifier and precision current supply is used
for resistance thermometry and measurement of hot boundary thermocouples.
Boiloff gas temperature is measured with a mercury-in-glass thermometer in
the wet-test meter, and gas pressure at the meter is measured with a Wallce
and Tiernan absolute pressure gage. Ionization gages are used for vacuum-
chamber pressure measurement. The calorimeter boiloff gas flow is measured
simultaneously by a thermal-type mass flowmeter (_chucco) and a precision wet-
test meter connected in series (Fig. 3-3). The mass flowmeter and guard-to-
calorimeter differential pressure transducer outputs are continuously recorded
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on variable-range, adjustable-zero recorders. Gas pressures in both the cal-
orimeter and guard reservoir are maintained to within 0.03 in. Hg (0.76 mm Hg)
by cartesian type manostats connected to both flow circuits and located up-
stream from mechanical vacuum pumps. The manostats are adjusted to maintain
the guard reservoir at a pressure of 0.08 in. Hg (2 mm Hg) greater than that
in the calorimeter vessel. Because the flow-measuring devices and the mano-
stats are sensitive to ambient temperature changes, they are located in a
constant-temperature box. The manostats are also placed in separate ovens
in this enclosure for precise control of their temperatures. A record of the
wet-test meter flow, based on one complete revolution of 0.11 ft 3 (3 liters)
is recorded as a function of time. Load cell output is continuously recorded
on a variable-range, adjustable - zero, lO-in. (25.4 -cm) strip chart recorder
(Leeds and Northrop AZAR-W). Auxiliary equipment is provided for control of
heater temperatures and automatic filling of the outer guard reservoir.
Experimental Procedures Prior to the start of each test the load cell
calibration is checked by placing a 1.O0 lbm (0.454 kg) weight, equivalent to
a 4.98 x lO -3 psi (34.3 N/m 2) compressive load, ln the center of the hot bound-
ary surface plate. The tare load of this hot boundary unit is compensated
for by an adjustable zero feature of the load cell electronic unit. The
plate is then moved up and down to verify that the cell output is not affected
by variations in bearing friction in the plate guides. The weight is removed,
and the insulation specimen is placed on the hot boundary plate. The uncom-
pressed thickness of the specimen is determined by raising the lower plate
until the upper insulation surface is visually observed to contact the cold
surface plate, and the spacing between plates is measured st the three viewing
ports. The separation between the hot and cold surfaces is then set to at
least two times the initial specimen thickness so that the insulation is not
subjected to any compressive loading during evacuation of the apparatus.
After a chamber pressure of 5 x 10 -6 torr is achieved, the cryogen reservoirs
are filled, and the hot boundary plate is raised until the desired initial
thickness or compressive load is achieved. The hot boundary temperature is
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set, and the test is continued until equilibrium conditions are attained as
determined by constant boil-off data for periods of 3 to 72 hours, this time
being a function of the specimen heat rate and cryogen. When a minimum of
four complete revolutions of the wet test meter, a total of 0./+2 ft3 (12
liters) of boiloff flow, show agreement to within 5 percent, equilibrium con-
ditions are considered to be met. The continuous record of the mass flow
meter is also examined for this time period to confirm thst stesdy state wss
reached. Temperatures are recorded at hourly intervals, and test reservoir
to inner guard reservoir pressure differential and load cell output are con-
tinuously recorded. Plate separation and the wet test meter temperature and
pressure are recorded periodically throughout the test duration. The time to
complete one test condition varies from 8 to 96 hours depending upon the in-
sulation configuration and the cryogen used to achieve the desired cold
boundary temperature.
The next test point is obtained by raising (or lowering) the hot boundary
temperature to the next level without changing thickness or load. At the
conclusion of this test the thickness (load) is changed, and the test re-
peated for both of the hot boundary temperatures. This sequence is repeated
for additional increments of load until the maximum desired value is reached.
The load is then decreased in several increments with data taken for both
hot boundary temperatures. For a single specimen, heat flux is measured at
each compressive load for two hot boundary temperatures with a single cold
boundary temperature, either 37°R(20°K) or l_0°R (77°K).
The rate of heat input to the calorimeter, Qc' is computed from
where $ is the volumetric boiloff rate, _H v is the latent heat of vaporiza-
tion and P is the gas density at the wet test meter temperature and pressure.
The pressure of the cryogen is the total pressure at the meter minus the
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partial pressure of water (saturation conditions) for the meter temperature.
Specimen heat flux is computed by dividing Qc by the calorimeter surface
area, 0.213 ft 2 (1.98 x 10-2m2).
Apparatus Calibration The accuracies of the individual measurements asso-
ciated with the Flat Plate Calorimeter testing were determined from a series
of experiments designed to separately evaluate each of the following parameters:
o Hot boundary temperature
o Separation between boundaries (i.e., thickness)
o Load cell force measurement
o Wet test and mass flow meter calibration
o Calorimeter heat rate
Accuracy of the hot boundary temperature measurement was confirmed by compari-
son of the thermocouples installed in the surface plate with a calibrated
platinum resistance thermometer attached to the plate surface. Tests were
performed in vacuum with a glass fiber paper composite placed between the hot
and cold surfaces. Checks were made at 500°R (278°K), 550°R (306°K) and 610°R
(339°K). Prior to installation in the plate, the thermocouples were individu-
ally calibrated at the triple point and at the boiling point of water. Maxi-
mum uncertainty in hot boundary temperature measurement is l°R (0.6°K).
The accuracy of the measurement of plate separation using the telescopes was
verified by placing gage blocks between the surface plates. The lower plate
was then raised until solid contact between the block and upper plate was es-
tablished. Distance between plate edge reference marks was measured at each
telescope location. Maximum uncertainty in this measurement was found to be
I x lO-3 in. (2.54 x lO-3 cm).
Load cell calibration was accomplished by comparison against standard load
cells in a testing machine and through the use of dead weight loads. Over the
force range of 0 to 1OO Ibf (0 to 445 N) the maximum uncertainty is O.1 Ibf
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(0.4 N) which corresponds to a pressure of 5 x 10-4 psi (3.45 N/m 2) in the
flat plate apparatus. From I00 to 400 lbf (445 to 1779 N) the accuracy is
0.2 lbf (0.9 N) corresponding to a compressive pressure of 1 x lO-3 psi
(6.9 N/m2).
The wet test meter was calibrated using a water displacement method to force
a calibrated volume of saturated air through the meter at constant pressure.
Calibration runs were made at flow rates of 0.0048, 0.0103, 0.0163, 0.0353,
0.0689, 0.122, 0.177, 0.252, and 0.357 ft3/hr (0.136, 0.292, 0.461, 1.00,
1.95, 3.45, 5.00, 7.14, and lO.1 _/hr, respectively). From these data a
curve of indicated versus true flow rates was established. At flow rates of
0.177 ft3/hr (5.0 _/hr) or greater the time flow rate was within 1 percent
of the indicated flow rate. The maximum deviation of a smooth curve passed
through all points and any single data point is 0.3 percent. The uncertainty
in total volume displaced is 0.5 percent, and the resultant maximum uncertainty
in volume flow rate is 0.8 percent. The mass flow meter was calibrated
against the wet test meter, using GH2 and GN2, in the Flat Plate Calorimeter
flow loop. Mass flow meter maximum uncertainty is 5 x lO-6 lbm/hr (2.27 x
lO-6 kg/hr) over the 5 x lO-4 to 1 x 10-2 lbm/hr (2.27 x 10-4 to 4.54 x l0-3 kg/
hr) range.
Calibration of the calorimeter section was accomplished by introducing a known
amount of thermal energy into the cold surface plate, snd comparing this energy
with that calculated from boiloff data. Any extraneous thermal exchanges
between the calorimeter section and the remainder of the apparatus, such as
through the fill and vent lines, are determined by this procedure. Also, it
provides a direct comparison between energy entering the cold surface and that
computed from boiloff volume measurements, computed gas density, and latent
heat of vaporization of the cryogen.
The experiment is conducted with the configuration shown schematically in Fig.
3-4. The i/2-w resistor is attached to the midpoint of the calorimeter sur-
face plate with a silver-filled epoxy cement, and its exposed surfaces are
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Fig. 3-4 Calorimeter Heat Input Calibration Configuration
covered with an aluminum tape to minimize radiative losses to the surroundings.
The calorimeter surface is polished copper for this test. A dished, I/8-in.-
(0.318-cm)-thick polished copper plate is attached to the inner guard surface,
using indium wire to increase heat transfer, in order to provide an enclosure
at guard temperature. The lower surface of the plate is insulated with I in.
(2.54 cm) of multilayer insulation, and the hot boundary is maintained at 140°R
(77°K). Under these conditions, heat transfer from the copper plate to the
test section is by radiation only. By thermally connecting the plate to the
guard and by insulating it from any higher temperature surroundings, it re-
mains uniformly at the temperature of the inner guard which is approximately
O.05°R (0.028°K) above calorimeter temperature. Under these conditions, the
only heat input into the calorimeter is that from the resistor plus any from
the inner guard to the calorimeter or down the fill and vent tube which is not
intercepted by the radiation baffle and guard. The maximum uncertainty in
electrical power measurement is 1.03 x 10-5 Btu/hr (3.02 x 10-6 w).
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An initial test point was obtained for LH2 with zero electrical input to the
resistor. Under these conditions the calorimeter section boiloff was 8.1 x
10-% ft3/hr (2.3 x 10-2 _/hr) which corresponds to a heat rate of 7 x 10-4
Btu/hr (2.05 x lO-4w ). Because of the extremely small boiloff rate, a
better evaluation of the calorimeter section heat rate accuracy is obtained
by comparison of heat rates at electrical inputs corresponding to the estimated
range of heat fluxes for the insulations to be investigated. With both cryo-
gens the heat rate determined from boiloff data agreed with the electrical
power to within I x 10-3 Btu/hr (2.9 x lO-4w) over the range of inputs of
1.02 x 10-2 to 2.56 Btu/hr, (2.99 x 10-3 to 0.75 w). Five data points were
obtained for each cryogen.
Experimental Unc_rtaintie_ The maximum uncertainty in specimen heat flux is
the sum of the individual maximum uncertainties in boiloff volume flow rate
(0), gas density (p), calorimeter extraneous heat leak (Qc), cryogen latent
heat of vaporization (AHv), and heat transfer cross-sectional area, (Ac).
No independent measurements were made of the latent heats of vaporization of
the two cryogens, and it is assumed the uncertainty in these values is zero.
For the heat transfer area it is assumed that no two-dimensional effects are
present so that this area is equal to the cold plate surface area of the calor-
imeter. The error in this term is less than 0.i percent and is neglected. The
resultant maximum percentage uncertainty in heat flux becomes
,,,Ae x loo = + + lOO (3.1)
where Qc is the total calorimeter heat rate. The last term on the right side
of equation 3.1 ranges from 1.5 to <O.1 percent. For the lowest value of heat
flux measured, on the order of 0.1 Btu/hr ft2 (0.315 w/m2), the maximum un-
certainty is calculated to be 4.5 percent; and this decreases to 3.0 percent
at heat fluxes of 1.O Btu/hr ft2 (3.15 w/m 2) or greater. This is in good
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agreement with the calorimeter heat rate calibration data. For an electrical
heat input of 1.02 x 10-2 Btu/hr (2.99 x lO-3w), the heat rate based upon
boiloff data was 1.12 x 10-2 Btu/hr (3.28 x lO-3w). Subtracting the zero
input value of 7 x 10-4 Btu/hr (2.05 x lO-4w) from the latter figure yields
a difference of 3 percent.
The maximum uncertainty for the compressive load data is the sum of the un-
certainties in force measurement and insulation specimen area; the percentage
error is
p x lOO (3.2)
s
where P is pressure, F is Force and A is specimen area in compression. Thes
specimen area uncertainty is estimated to be nearly 2 percent assuming an
accuracy of _ I/S-in. (_0.318-cm) in the specimen diameter. The resulting
maximum erro_ in pressure varies from 50 percent at the lowest loads, i x 10-3
psi (6.90 N/m 2) to less than 3 percent at 0.I psi (690 N/m2).
Layer density maximum uncertainty is directly proportional to the maximum
error in thickness which is the sum of the errors in measurement of separa-
tion between plates and the flatness deviations of the two surfaces. These
errors are IxlO -3 in. (2.54 x 10-3cm) and 4 x 10-3 in. (1.02 x 10-2 cm) re-
spectively. For the minimum thicknesses investigated, this corresponds to a
maximum uncertainty of 9 percent.
The error introduced by two dimensional heat transfer is a function of speci-
men thickness and the ratio of normal to parallel thermal conductivities of
the particular insulation. For the majority of tests this error was less
than I percent. However, for the thickest specimen the two dimensional effect
was significant and corrections were made in the data as discussed in Section
3.5.
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3.1.2 Total Hemispherical Emlttance Measurements
A calorimetric method was selected for measurement of the total hemispheri-
cal emittance of each shield material over the temperature range of lO0 to
560°R (56 to 311°K). This method was chosen because it measures total hemispher-
ical emittance directly, is not affected by surface conditions (i.e., crinkled
or smooth), and accuracy is very good over the entire temperature range.
Experimental Apparatus The calorimetric Emittance Apparatus consists of a
2-1/2-in.-(6.35-cm-) diameter by 3/16-in-(O.476-cm-) thick aluminum, brass or
copper sample substrate mounted to a liquid nitrogen or liquid hydrogen
cooled vacuum chamber (see Fig. 3-5). Sample temperature is controlled from
cryogen temperature to 560°R (311°K) using a spiral wound heater imbedded in
a 2-1/4-in.-(5.72-cm-) diamater copper heating block. Temperature readout
is provided using a Rosemount Engineering Company 104 AHI platinum resistance
thermometer.
Radiated sample energy is collected using a blackbody absorber mounted to
the cryogenically cooled supporting structure within 30 mils (0.76 mm) of the
sample front face. This absorber consists of a series of thin wall metal
tubes, 3/16-in. (0.476-cm) O.D. by I0 mil (0.25-mm) wall by 1-in. (2.54-cm)
long, fitted to the interior of an aluminum shell. The inside of the shell and
tubes are coated with "Cat-a-!ac" flat black epoxy paint. The geometry of the
blackbody coupled with the high absorptance of the paint leads to a calculated
theoretical absorptance of 0.97. The blackbody thermal link is selected so
that absorbed sample energy raises blackbody temperature between I0 and 20°R
(6 and ll°K) above that of the bath once thermal equilibrium is reached. For
the present experiments, two thermal links were needed: three 20-mil-(O.51-cm-)
diameter stainless steel wires were used for sample temperatures between i00
and 290°R (56 and 160°K), while a I/4-in (0.635-cm) O.D. by 20-mil (0.51-cm)
wall stainless tube was used for sample temperatures between 290 and 560°R
(160 and 311°K). Blackbody temperature is monitored using a platinum or
germanium resistance thermometer.
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Fig. 3-5 Calorimetric Emittance Apparatus
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Experimental Procedure The procedure used to obtain emittance and calibration
measurements is described below. For the emittance measurement the black body
and samples are clamped in place with the front faces spaced approximately 30
mils (0.76 mm) apart. The shell assembly is then bolted together and lowered
into the 1.06-ft 3 (30-liter) dewar. While at room temperature the apparatus
is evacuated to a pressure of 10 -5 torr. Liquid nitrogen is then added to the
dewar's guard section while the space surrounding the shell assembly is filled
with liquid hydrogen. The pressure is then reduced to 10 -8 torr.
After allowing both the sample and blackbody receiver to cool to sink temper-
ature, the sample heater is set for the desired sample temperature. The
thermal energy from the sample's front surface increases the temperature of
the body. For the measurements obtained during this program, the blackbody
thermal link was chosen so that blackbody temperature would not exceed 70°R
(39°K) when using liquid hydrogen as the thermal ground. This minimizes the
radiation energy lost by the blackbody receiver, both to the blackened shell
walls and to the front face.
Once sample and blackbody temperature equilibrium are attained (after approxi-
mately 18 hr), their respective temperatures are recorded. A four-lead tech-
nique is used for these measurements. A Leeds and Northrop K-3 potentiometer
is used for voltage measurements. Current measurements are made using a pre-
cision standard resistor in conjunction with the K-3 potentiometer.
To define the thermal energy reaching the blackbody from the sample, it is
necessary to calibrate the blackbody receiver. This is accomplished by allow-
ing the sample to cool to the cryogenic bath temperature and supplying heat
energy to the receiver through a 200-ohm carbon resistor heater mounted to
its back face. Once blackbody thermal equilibrium is attained, the power dis-
sipated in the carbon resistor is measured and the temperature (thermometer
resistance) is recorded. The process is then repeated for different power
levels. A curve of blackbody temperature versus power input to the blackbody
is then generated. This technique produces a very reproducible curve, since
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not only the blackbody thermal llnk, but all the leads to the resistors
mounted on its back face are thermally grounded to the cryogenic bath.
Emit_ance Calculations With a radiating sample present, the heat rate reach-
ing the blackbody thermal link is equal to the radiated sample energy, which
is absorbed by the blackbody, minus the radiated blackbody energy, which is
either absorbed by the sample or the chamber walls. Therefore, the heat rate
to the blackbody thermal link is given by:
Q_ " A'_'_F1-_(i s)(1-%) 1-_(1-%)(i_) Y, (3.3)
where Y is the blackbody radiation exchange with the walls during the sample
s
run. During calibration the heat rate reaching the link is:
where :
i-_(i- %)(i-,') z.F2(1.%)(_.._) (3.5)
' Qc is the calibration power input,and Yc
wlth the walls during calibration.
is the blackbody radiation exchange
Thus, Q_ has been defined with a radiating sample present, and with a calibra-
tion heat input Qc; so, for corresponding blackbody temperatures combining
Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) yields
_bas
z-_2(1-,) (1-%) Y_
1-_(z- _)(z-_;)
b _._.,b)(i.%) -Y@
(3.6)
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The second term on the left-hand side and the second and third terms on the
rlght-hand side of Eq. (3.6) can all be neglected since Tb and Tc<< Ts.
This introduces an error estimated at less than 1%. Also, Yc = Ys and thus
%%
"
(3.7)
can now be calculated since all the terms in Eq. (3.7) are
The emittance, E s'
known including ab, which can be calculated using an iterative process and
data obtained by substituting a blackbody radiator identical to the blackbody
absorber for the sample. The emittance, or absorptance, of the blackbody
from 145 to 560°R (80 to 311°K) was found to be 0.98 + O.O1.
Experimental Uncertainties
values are calculated from
.  LCD- loo. 
The percentage maximum uncertainty in emittance
A(%) A(%) AF_ 1-------+ x 1CO+ Qe + %
(3.8)
Table 3-1 summarizes typical emittance measurement errors for gold and alumi-
num surfaces at sample temperatures of lO0, 180, and 560°R (56, lO0, and
311°K, respectively). For the Mylar surface the errors are 6.4, 5.1, and
3.5 percent for the above temperatures, respectively. As shown in the table,
measurements at the lowest sample temperature are subject to the greatest un-
certainty, principally because the AT between the blackbody absorber and the
cryogen bath is approaching the same order of magnitude as the barometric
pressure shifts at cryogenic liquid temperature. At the higher sample temper-
atures, the principal source of error is attributable to the AT's across
the 2-1/2-in.-(6.35-cm-)diameter sample.
A source of error which was not listed in Table 3-1 but which can be very sig-
nificant, is heat transfer to or from the blackbody absorber due to residual
gas conduction. In the present experiments, great care was taken in designing
and fabricating the experimental vacuum chamber so that a pressure of less than
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Table 3-1
MAXIMUM UNCERTAINTIES IN TOTAL HEMISPHERICAL EMITTANCE DATA
Parameter
Sample
Temperature
°R (OK)
ioo (56)
18o (ioo)
560 (311)
%, Btu/_ (w)
oRT s , (°K)
ab
F
Qc' Btu/hr (w)
Ts,°R (°K)
ab
F
Qc' Btu/hr (w)
• , °_ (°K)
a b
F
Nominal
Parameter
Value, N
6.8xlO-5 (2xlO-5)
ioo (56)
o.98
0-99
o.oo9
5.5x10 -4 (i. 6xlO -4)
]_8o
0.98
0.99
O.011
Parameter
Uncertainty
AN
5.ixlO-6 (1.5xlO -6)
o.9 (o.51
0.01
O.Ol
5.ixlO -6 (i.5xlO -6)
(i00 ) i.2
0.01
0.01
negligible
(0.67)
1.7xlO -I (5.1xlO -2)
560 (31i)
O.98
0.99
o.o25
2.0
O.Ol
O.Ol
(i.i)
Percent
Err or
7.5
3.6
1.0
1.O
i3.1
1.0
2.7
1.0
1.0
5.7
0
1.5
1.0
i.o
3.5
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10-8 torr could be realized. At the lowest sample temperature, it can be
shown that heat transfer by residual gas conduction is of the same order of
magnitude as heat transferred by radiation if the chamber pressure is of the
order of lO-5 tort.
3.1.3 Shield Reflectance Measurements
In order to check the consistency of emittance of the reflective shields used
in the heat transfer test specimens, near normal infrared reflectance measure-
ments were made on each shield. This was accomplished using a Gier Dunkle
Instruments, Inc. Model DB100 Infrared Reflectometer. The instrument was
standardized against a gold surface, and the reflectance data were compared
against specimens of each shield material on which calormetric total hemis-
pherical emittance measurements had been made at room temperature. Using
this method, the reflectance of each shield relative to a standard was ob-
tained. The total hemispherical emlttance in turn is inferred by using the
ratio of reflectance to total emittance for the standard.
The Gier Dunkle _flectometer is a portable device, and the shield is placed
on top of the measuring head. The sample surface is alternately irradiated
by energy from two cavities at different temperatures. A vacuum thermo-
couple detector receives energy emitted by the sample and that reflected by
the sample from each cavity. Only the reflected energy varies as the sample
is alternately illuminated by the two cavities. Therefore, the measurement
is independent of sample temperature.
Although the accuracy of the reflectance measurement is 1 percent, the repro-
ducibility is 0.2 percent. For the high reflectance materials this represents
a variation in reflectance of 0.002 for a reflectance of 0.98 which in turn
corresponds to a reproducibility of _ 0.002 for the infrared shield emittance,
or 7 to lO percent for the aluminum and gold surfaces.
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3.2 MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Descriptions of the spacer and reflective shield materials used for fabrication
of the test specimens investigated in this program are given in Table 3-2.
Sufficient quantities of material were procured to accomplish all of the in-
vestigations in Tasks I and II as well as to insulate the 4-ft-(1.22-m-)
diameter tank calorimeter used in Task III.
Table 3-2
INSULATION MATERIALS DESCRIPTION
Designation
"Illusion Silk Net,"
approx. 1/16-in.
(O.159-cm) Hexagonal
Mesh
"Tissuglas," Style
60G
Crinkled, single-
aluminized 1/4-
mil (O.O064-mm)
Mylar*
Double-aluminized
i/4-mil (O.O064-mm)
Mylar*
Double-goldized
i/4-mil (O.O064-mm)
Mylar*
Us____e
Spacer
Spacer
Shield
with
integral
spacer
Shield
Shield
Source
John Heath-
coat Co.,
New York,
N.Y.
Pallflex
Products Co.
Putnam, Conn.
National
Metallizing
Division,
Standard
Packaging
Corp., Cran-
bury, N.J.
Same as
above
Same as
above
Nominal
Thickness,
mils (ram)
5 (0.13)
0.6 (0.015)
0.25
(0.0064)
0.25
(o.oo64)
0.25
(o.oo64)
Average
Specific
Weight_
Ibm/f_ z
(k_/m _)
2.3 x 10-3o
(i.i x I0-_)
* E.I. DuPont
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The space materials were ordered by the description given in Table 3-2. The
sources listed are the only producers of these materials. A purchase speci-
fication, given in Appendix A, was prepared for the metallized Mylar mater-
ials, and it was sent to four vendors for quotation. A single source was then
selected on the basis of agreement to comply with specifications in all re-
spects, delivery, and price. The vendor's tests were conducted with a Lion
Research Corporation Model 25 "Emissometer" using secondary standards furnished
and calibrated by LMSC. The calibration was based upon total hemispherical
emittance measurements and subsequent comparison with a Model 25 emissometer
at LMSC. The vendor reported a purity of 99.78 percent for the aluminum
used for evaporation. No purity was stated for the gold.
Upon receipt of the metallized Mylar material, nine samples were selected
from each lot, and Lion emissometer measurements were made on each sample.
These data are given in Table 3-3 together with the results of calorimetric
total hemispherical emittance tests on one sample.
Adhesion tests were conducted on two specimens of each material. No removal
of metal was visually observed in any case. The test was conducted by apply-
ing a i/2-in._(1.27-cm-) wide by 2-in.-(5.OS-cm-) long piece of cellulose
tape to the metal surface, covering an area 1/2-in. (1.27-cm) by 1-in. (2.54-
cm). The tape was set by rubbing with a finger. The end of the tape was
pulled at an angle approximately perpendicular to the film surface at a rate
of 1 to 2 in. (2.54 to 5.08 cm) per minute.
The double-goldized Mylar material had numerous holes, which appeared to be
due to melting of the substrate material, throughout the roll. These ranged
in size from approximately 1/16-in. (0.159-cm) to i/2-in. (1.27-cm) in diame-
ter. Several tears were also present in the material. The locations and des-
criptions of these defects were recorded during the vendor's inspection pro-
cedure. All reflective shields were taken from area free from visible defects.
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Table 3-3
REFLECTIVE SHIELD EMITTANCE INSI_CTION RESULTS
Specimen
0esigna-
_io_(a)
-i
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
Side
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
DG
o.o15
0.02
0.02
o.o15
o.o15
0.02
0.02
o.o25
o.o15
0.02
o.o25
o.025
0.02
o.oi5
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
T,ion(b)
DA
_J
0.03
o.025
o.o3
0.025
o.o3
o.o3
o.o3
o.025
o.o3
o.025
o.03
o.025
o.o35
0.o3
o.o3
0.025
o.o3
0.025
SA
o.o35
o.o3
o.o3
0.03
0.o3
o.035
0.o3
o.o3
0.035
w--
• TH
@ 5_o°R(3oo°I<)( _
IX] DA
o.o24
0.022
SA
0.030 0.036
O.O29 --
Notes:
(_
(b)
(c)
Designation is DG-I, etc., for double-goldized Mylar, DA-I, etc.,
for double-aluminized Mylar, and SA-!, etc., for single-alumlnized
Mylar
± o.o05
± 0.001
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3.3 INSULATION SPECIMEN PREPARATION
To assure uniformity in preparation of the test specimens for Tasks I and II,
the following sample preparation and handling procedure was established:
i. Shield and spacer materials were visually inspected so that disks were
cut from areas free from defects, large wrinkles, or creases.
2. The materials were cut to proper size using an electric shears and a
template.
3. Total near-normal reflectance of each shield was measured at two points
on each side. For the metallized surfaces the reflectance did not de-
viate from the average of all readings by more than 0.003 for more than
lO percent of the readings. No single reading deviated more than 0.005
from the average value.
4. To reduce any effects due to wrinkling caused by packaging of the double-
coated Mylar and net spscers, they were stscked sepsrstely snd subjected
to a uniform compressive load of 1 psi(6.9xlO 3 N/m 2) for 96 ± 24 hours prior
to assembly of the test specimen. Two layers of smooth kraft type paper
were placed between each shield or spacer so that a wrinkle in one layer
would not be transferred to adjacent ones during the loading period. The
load was applied through a i/4-in.-(O.635-cm-) thick aluminum plate of
the same diameter as the shield or spacer.
5. For the specimens having separate spacers, a spacer layer was included
at each exterior boundary. For the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar,
the Flat Plate Calorimeter tests were conducted with the aluminized side
facing out and in contact with the warm boundary.
6. The assembled specimen was weighed and the weight recorded.
7. The specimen was installed in the Flat Plate Calorimeter within one hour
after preparation was completed.
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At the conclusion of the calorimeter testing, the specimens were stored in
the laboratory environment. One shield at or near the middle of the speci-
mens was removed, and a sample prepared for room temperature calorimeter
emittance tests.
3.4 FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER REPEATABILITY
A specimen was prepared from the double-aluminized Mylar and silk net mater-
ials for testing to evaluate the repeatability of the Flat Plate Calorimeter
data. Ten sheets of Mylar and 22 sheets of net were used; each spacer layer
consisted of two sheets of the netting. The test sequence consisted of equi-
librium condition boiloff measurements using LN2 for a 72-hr period with a
single compressive load. The load was then relieved to zero for 8 hr. After
this period the load was readjusted to the initial value, and the test con-
tinued until a 24-hr period of equilibrium boiloff was recorded. The data for
these tests are presented in Table 3-4 for run number 1-A through 1-D. The
average heat flux values for the first three 24-hr periods agreed to within
1.5 percent. After the load was removed and the original conditions reestab-
lished the new values of heat flux was within 2 percent of the maximum value
observed during the initial 72-hr period. These tests indicate that for moder-
ate heat flux levels and compressive pressures the apparatus repeatability
is 2 to 3 percent.
Testing was continued over a range of increasing and decreasing compressive
loads. The cryogen was next changed to LH2 and tests conducted for several
additional conditions as shown in Table 3-4. For the two successive 24-hr
equilibrium periods with LH2, the heat flux data deviation was 2 percent
which is consistent with the LN2 data. This test was conducted with no ex-
ternal compressive load applied to the specimen so no loading variations
are present in these results.
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Fig. 3-6 illustrates the heat flux data as a function of compressive load for
all test conditions. No single point deviates more than 7 percent from the
curve. The major portion of this deviation is probably due to the uncertain-
ty in compressive load below ixl0 "2 psi (69 N/m2). At ixlO -3 psi (6.9 N/m 2)
the maximum uncertainty in force is 50 percent. However, the resolution of
the instrumentation to measure load cell output at this level is i0 percent,
and the repeatability for this variable corresponds to this figure. On the
basis of the data, the apparatus overall repeatability is estimated to be 12
percent at the lowest applied load. At pressures above ixlO -2 psi (69 N/m 2)
the repeatability is 5 percent.
3.5 INSULATION REPRODUCIBILITY
A total of ten specimens were tested in the Flat Plate Calorimeter for the
study of insulation reproducibility. Four were of double-aluminized i/4-mii
Mylar with two layers of silk net for each spacer, and six were of crinkled,
single-aluminized I/4-mil Mylar. Additional tests were conducted on this
Latter material to evaluate two-dimensional heat transfer effects in the Flat
Plate Calorimeter apparatus for thick specimens. All tests were conducted
with a hot boundary temperature of 500°R (278°K) and a cold boundary tempera-
ture of 37°R (20°K), and compressive loadings ranged from 1.5 x 10 -4 psi
(i.03 N/m 2) to i x 1O -I psi (690 N/m2). Ambient pressure in the test appara-
tus was less than 8 x 10 -7 torr for all tests.
3.5. i Double-Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net
The heat transfer versus compressive loading characteristics of two specimens
each of I0 shields and 22 layers of silk net and 20 shields and 42 layers of
silk nef were investigated. The data obtained for each specimen are presented
in Table 3-5. Total hemispherical emittance data, measured at 540+5°R (300 +
3°K), for the fifth shield (number i refers to shield adjacent to the hot
boundary) of each specimen are shown in Table 3-6, together with a summary of
the near-normal reflectance data on all shields in each specimen.
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Table 3-5
FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER REPRODUCIBILITY TEST DATA (a)
WITH DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR/SILK NET SPECIMENS
Run
No.
Specimen
Measured Equivalent
Compressive Compressive Pressure
Force(b)
ibf (N) psi (N/m 2)
No. 2, l0 shields/22 net, Weight = 0.061 lbm
I O.061(e) I 0.27}
2 0.25 [ I.I )
3 0.7O ( 3.1 )
4 2.30 (10.2)
5 1.0 ( 4.4 )
6 20.0 (89.0)
7 1.7 (7.6)
8 0.25 ( 1.t )
9 O.061(e) (0.27)
1.51o% !1.03)(e)
1.25x10_ L 8.63)
3.5xi0 "_ (24.1)
1.15xI0_-(79.5)
5.0xlO f (34.5)
1.0_0-_ (690)8.5x10 _ (58.5)
1.25_I0/(8 63)
1.5x10-4 (1.03)(e)
No. 3, I0 shields/22 net, Weight = 0.059 IbmSpecimen
l.Sxlo-!(1.03)(e)
1.5x10 -L (1.03) (e)
I.OxiO-_ (6.90)
2.0xtO-_ (13.80)
1.2xlO-:(82.8)
2.5xlO-" (172)
Measured _ _ Layer
Thickness _cj Density
in. (cm) No./in. (No./om)
(0.028 kg) Uncompressed Thickness =
0.177 (0.450) 62.1
0.139 (0.353) 79,2
0.121 (0.307) 90.9
0.ii0 (0.279) iO0.0
0.122 (0.310) 90.2
0.095 (0.242) 115.7
O.l]-i (0.290) 96.5
0.132 (0.336) 83.3
0.171 (0.435) 64.3
(0.027 kg) Uncompressed
(24.4)
(31.2)
(35.8)
(39.4)
(35.5)
(45.6)(38.0)
(32.8)
(25.3)
Thickness
(io.4)
(18.9)
(27.4)(32.5)
(39.4)
(43.3)
m
Measured
Heat Flux
B$u/hr ft2 (w/m 2)
0.15 in.
(0.38 cm)(d)
0.252 (0.795)
0.378 (1.19)
0.625 (1.97)
I.I0 (3.47)
0.752 (2.37)
2.34 (7.37 I0.985 (3.11
0.366 (1.16)
0.206 (0.650)
= 0.14 in.
(0.36 cm)(d)
1 0.059(e) (0.26)
2 0.059(e) (0.26)
3 0.2 ( 0.9 )
4 o.4 ( 1.8 )
5 2.4 (10.7)
6 5.0 (22.2)
0.417 (1.060) 26.4
0.229 (0.582) 48.0
0.158 (0.402) 69.5
0.133 (0.338) 82.6
0.Ii0 (0.279) I00.0
o.I00 (0.254) ii0.0
0.282 (o.890)
0.234 (0.738)
0.295 (0.930)
0.407 (1.28)
0.989 (3.12)
1.54 (4.85)
Specimen
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Specimen
I
2
3
4
Notes:
No. 4, 20 shields/42 net, Weight = 0.12 ibm
0.12 (e) (0.53)
0.12 (e) (0.53)
o.25 (i.i)
1.0 ( 4.4 )
8.8 (39.1)
21.0 (93.4)
io.o (44.5)
i,o (4.4)
0.12 (e) (0.53)
3.OxlO-_ (2.07)(e)
3.0xiO -4_ (2.07)(e)
1.25xi_3_(8.63)
3.0xlO- (20.7)
4.4xlO-Z. (304
1.05x-l£_ ± (725 1
5.Ox_O_ (345)
5.ox_o:_(34.5)
3.0x/O " (2.07)(e)
No. 5, 20 shields/42 net, Weight = 0.13 ibm
0.13 (e) (0.58)
0.2 ( o.9 )
0.5 ( 2.2 )
io.o (44.5)
3.25x10:4 (2.24)(e)
1.0xlO:_ ( 6.9 )
2.5xi0 . (17.2)
5.0xlO -_ (345 )
(0.054 kg) Uncompressed Thickness = O.31 in.
(1.04 om)(d)
0.407 (1.030)
0.315 (0.800)
0.260 (0.660)
0.218 (0.554)
0.173 (0.440)
0.161 (0.409)
0.175 (0.445)
0.207 (0.526)
0.315 (0.800)
51.6 (20.3)
66.7 (26.3)
80.8 (31.8)
96.3 (37.9)
121.5 (47.8)
130.3 (51.3)
120.0 (47.2)
101.5 (40.0)
66.7 (26.3)
0.244 (0.77)
0.179 (0.565)
0.214 (0.675)
0.267 (0.842)
0.872 (2.75)
1.26 (3.97)
0.937 (2.95)
o.415 (1.31)
0.168 (0.530)
(0.059 kg) Uncompressed Thickness = 0.27 in.
(0.69 om)(d)
0.578 (1.47) 36.3 (14.3)
0.315 (0.800) 66.7 (26.3)
0.215 (0.547) 97.8 (38.5)
0.179 (0.455) 117.2 (46.1)
o.2eo (o.82o)
0.203 (o.641)
o.261 (o.824)
0.835 (2.64)
(a) Data shown were o_taine_ for a hot boundary temperature of 500°R (278°K) and
temperature of 37vR (20_K)
(b) Force measurement accuracy = ! O.1 lbf (! 0.4 N)
(c) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates
(d) Measured with a dial gage prior to installation in the FFC
(e) Force = Specimen weight; average pressure = ½ wei_it/unlt area (assumed)
a cold boundary
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Measured heat flux as a function of the applied compressive load for the lO-
shield and 20-shield specimens is shown by Figs. 3-7 and 3-8, respectively.
Horizontal bars through some of the data points illustrate the effect of the
maximum uncertainty in force on computed compressive load in the lower range.
The lowest values shown are computed assuming that the pressure is equal to
one-half the specimen weight per unit area (i.e. no external force applied to
the system). For specimens 2 and 3 (Fig. 3-7), the thicknesses corresponding
to the lowest pressure were greater than the values of uncompressed thickness
measured prior to testing. For these points a definite separation exists be-
tween the cold surface of the apparatus and the coldest insulation layer. The
spread in data between the two 10-shield specimens is approximately 15 percent
at i x 10 -3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) decreasing to i0 percent at i x 10 -2 psi (69 N/m2).
This is nearly equal to the repeatability of the apparatus, discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4, which was 12 and 5 percent for these two pressures, respectively.
The flagged points for specimen No. 2 represent decreasing compressive load
values after reaching a maximum load of i x i0 -I psi (690 N/m2). Some hystere-
sis appears to be evident at the lower pressures which might be attributed to
a reduction in the total number of shield-to-spacer contacts after the speci-
men was subjected to the highest load value. However, no definite conclusion
can be drawn in this regard as the differences are within the apparatus re-
peatability percentages. At 1.5 x 10 -4 psi (i.O N/m2), the boundary plate
Table 3-6
DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR EMITTANCE AND REFLECTANCE DATA
Specimen No.
2
3
4
5
TH (Calorimetric) P N
,, , ,, ,
0.0286 @ 552°R (307°K)
0.0279 @ 540°R (300°K)
0.0281 @ 570°R (316°_)
O.O275 @ 560°R (311°_)
O.O284 @ 541°R (300°_)
0.979 + "003
OO5
0.977 + .003
.oo6
oo2
O.977 + 004
o.98o -+ .oo3
.oo3
(TH from PN (a)
o.o28
o.o31
o. O3l
0.027
Note (a)
TH 1.33 x _TN (Ref. 5), _TN i - P N
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separation was greater than the initial thickness so that a discontinuity
exists at the cold boundary interface. The effect of such a separation may
increase or decrease the heat transfer. If the gap is sufficiently large_
energy may be transferred parallel to the surface and into the calorimeter_
resulting in an apparent increase in heat flux.
The data for the two 20-shield specimens are in excellent agreement as shown
in Fig. 3-8. These are well within the apparatus repeatability. In comparing
the performance of i0 shields (ii spacer layers) and 20 shields (21 spacer
layers) the initial assumption is that the heat flux for the latter would be
between 50 and 52 percent of that for the former. The data show that the heat
flux for the 20-shield specimens is 63 percent of the average of that for the
lO-shield specimens at i x 10 -3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) and 47 and 53 percent at i x
10 -2 psi (69 N/m 2) and i x i0-I psi (690 N/m2), respectively. This increased
heat transfer in the low pressure region may be due to the greater initial
pressure resulting from the increased weight of the 20-shield specimens. Con-
sider that the heat flux through the solid portion of the insulation is pro-
portional to some function of the compressive pressure as is discussed in
Section 4.1; i.e., qs _ a(p)n" For the case of no external forces applied to
the system, the only pressure on the insulation layers is that due to the weight
of the insulation itself. Thus_ the insulation pressure for no external load,
Po' is proportional to the weight. The heat flux then becomes
(%)o = f(w)
From the slopes of heat flux versus pressure in the high pressure region, where
radiation becomes very small, the pressure proportionality approximates the 1/2
power. If this is valid at the lower pressures, and assuming that the pressure
at any layer is equal to the weight per layer times the number of layers above
the layer in question, the heat flux due to the insulation weight is approxi-
mated by (I/2W) I/2. The solid contribution to the heat flux is then
!
qs ---ao + al(Pa )m
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where a _ " -/(I/2W)I/2 and the applied pressure is P . In the Flat Plate Cal-
o a
orimeter the load cell measures the weight of the sample plus the applied load
so Pa = (P - Po ) where P is based upon the load cell reading. At the low pres-
sures where P _ P ,the heat flux ratio for the solid conduction of the 20-
o a
shield versus the lO-shield specimen is nearly 70 percent. If radiatiom and
conduction are of equal magnitude, the resultant total heat flux for 20 shields
approximates 60percent of that for i0 shields.
The heat flux data for the i0- and 20-shield specimens were plotted as a func-
tion of layer density (see Fig. 3-9). The definition of layer density is the
total number of layers (each layer is one shield or boundary surface plus two
layers of silk net) divided by the separation between boundary plates. This
corresponds to ii layers for the lO-shield specimen and 21 layers for the 20-
shield specimen in the Flat Plate Calorimeter apparatus. For a given layer
density the ratio of heat flux between the 20- and iO-shield specimens varies
from 0.65 at 70 layers/in. (27.6 layers/cm) to 0.30 at ii0 layers/in. (43.3
layers/cm). Layer density versus compressive pressure data for the four spe-
cimens are presented in Fig. 3-10. At Ii0 layers/in., the 20-shield specimens
correspond to a lower pressure and, therefore, a lower heat flux than do the
lO-shield specimens. At the lower pressures, such as 80 layers/in., the pres-
sure is nearly equal for all specimens at this layer density.
On the basis of heat flux versus compressive pressure data of Task I, this in-
sulation system is reproducible to better than i0 percent. Similarly, good
reproducibility was observed when comparing heat flux in terms of layer den-
sity. However, heat flux does not exhibit a constant proportionality to total
number of layers. At the low pressures or layer densities, it is expected that
a decreasing difference in performance will occur as the total number of layers
is increased.
3.5.2 Crinkled, Single-Aluminized Mylar
Initially, the reproducibility tests of this type of insulation system were
planned to include five specimens, three of i0 shields and two of 40 shields.
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Fig. 3-9 Reproducibility of Heat Flux as a Function of Layer
Density for Double-Aluminlzed Mylar/Silk Net
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Fig. 3-10 Reproducibility of Compressive Pressure as a Function
of Layer Density for Double-Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net
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However, in view of the two-dimensional heat transfer effects observed d_ming
the 40-shield tests a sixth specimen was utilized to evaluate these effects in
the Flat Plate Calorimeter. The preparation procedure of preloading the ma-
terials prior to assembly of a test specimen was not followed for this insu-
lation system as it is believed this pre-treatment would have removed much of
the crinkling, and the tests would, therefore, not be representative of this
type of material. The individual shields were cut from the roll, and the spe-
cimen immediately assembled and placed into the Flat Plate Calorimeter appar-
atus. Room temperature calorimetric total hemispherical emittance data for
single shields from representative heat transfer test specimens are presented
in Table 3-7 together with a summary of the normal reflectance data. Calori-
metric emittance measurements of the Mylar surface were made on only two spe-
cimens as the emittance of this surface is relatively high and small variations
in it will have a negligible effect on the radiative transfer when compared to
the effect of corresponding differences for the highly reflective aluminum
surface.
The initial lO-shield specimen, No. 6, was assembled with the directions of
the crinklcs or striations oriented at 90 ° for adjacent layers. The remain-
ing two lO-shie!d specimens, Nos. 7 and 8, were assembled with the crinkle
direction parallel for all layers. The experimental data for these three spe-
cimens are presented in Table 3-8. Heat flux as a function of compressive
pressure is shown by Fig. 3-11. Specimen No. 6, 90 ° crinkle orientation,
initially showed a lower heat flux at compressive pressures in the ixlO -3 to
ixl0 -2 psi range (6.9 to 69 N/m2). However, after loading to ix!O -I psi
(690 N/m 2) the heat flux markedly increased at decreasing pressures. This is
attributed to an increase in contact area and/or number of contacts due to the
high loading. The data for the two similarly oriented specimens (Nos. 7 and 8)
agree tc within I0 percent from 5xlO -4 to 1.5xlO -2 psi (3.45 to 103 N/m2). The
reproducibility of this system of i0 shields is within i0 percent for heat
transfer on the basis of compressive pressure.
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Table 3-7
CRINKLED_ SINGLE-AI/D4INIZED MYLAR EMITrANCE AND REFLECTANCE DATA
Specimen & Shield
No.
6- 5, AI
6 - 5 Mylar
7 - 5_ AI
7- 5 Mylar
9 - 21, AI
9 - 21 Mylar
i0 - 21, AI
i0- 21 Mylar
TH (Calorimetric)
o.O3Ol
O. O322
0.0341
0. 384
0.0292
o. 375
PN
.004
O. 975 +
.006
o.641 + .oo7
- .oo4
.oo5
0.972 .004
.0o4
o. 972 + .007
0.619 + .005
.O03
0O3
0.977 ± [008
0.623 + .005
- .0O7
TH from DN (a)
0.033
O. 38
O. 037
0.037
o.4o
0.031
0.40
Note: (a) E
TH
ET N
= 1-33 cT.I for alaminum and 1.05 E_ for Mylar (Ref. 5)
=I-P N
Data for the first 40-shield specimens (Nos. 9 and i0) are given in Table 3-8,
and heat flux as a function of compressive pressure is shown by Fig. 3-12. Al-
though the data for the two specimens are in good agreement for heat flux in
terms of compressive pressure, the heat flux for the 40-shield specimens at
ixlO -3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) is identical with that measured for the lO-shield speci-
mens at this loading. As pressure increases_ the heat flux difference in-
creases and approaches a factor of four at i0 -I psi (690 N/m2). The tests at
the lower compressive pressures for the 40-shield specimens were conducted at
thicknesses in the range of 0.4 to 1.0 in. (1.02 to 2.54 cm), and for highly
anisotropic materials the two-dimensional heat transfer effects become signi-
ficant in the 16-in.-(40.6-cm-) diameter Flat Plate Calorimeter. In order to
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Table 3-8
FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER REPRODUCIBILITY TEST DATA
WITH CRINKLED, SINGLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR SPECIMENS
Ru_
No.
Ibf
Measured
Compressive
Force (b)
(N)
Specimen No.
2-(e)0.0 3,
0.023 _el
0.5
1.2
3.0
t8.3
1.0
0.2
o.o23(e)
psi
Equivalent
Compressive
Pressure 2
(N/m)
Measured (c) Layer Measured
Thickness Density Heat Flux
in. (cm) No./in. (No./cm) Btu/hr ft 2 (_/m2)
Specimen No.
w
1 0.023(e)
2 0.I
3 0.2
4 0.25
5 1.0
6 (e)7 • 3
6, I0 Shields, Weight = 0.023 ibm (0.0104 kg), Uncompressed Thickness
Crinkle Directions Oriented at 90 ° for Adjacent Layers
5(0)6x10-,, , (0.41)
6xlO-_<P; (0.41)
2.5x10-; (17.3)
6.OxlO-: (41.5)
1.5xlO-: (103.5)
9.1xlO-: (62.8)
5.0x20-: (34.5)
l.OxlO- (6.90)
6xlO -_(' ) (0.41)
(0.102)
(0.102)(2.2)
(5.3)
(13.3)
(81.4)(4.4)
(o.9)
(0.102)
0.746
0.364
0.333
0.234
0.122
0.067
0.133
0.169
0.238
(1.893) 14,7
(0.925) 30.2
(0.845) 33.0
(0.594) 47.0
(o.31o) 90.0
(0.170) 164.0
(0.338) 82.6
(0.429) 65.1
(0.605) 46.2
.... J
= 0.35 in. (0.89 cm) (d)
(5.8)
(il.9)
(i3.o)
(18.5)
(35.4)
(64.6)
(32.5)
(25.6)
(18.2)
0.568
0.4O6
o. 395
O. 540
2.50
20.05
l. 195
O. 65O
O. 428
(1.79)
(1.28)
(1.24)(l.7O)
(7.88)(63.3)
(3.77)
(2.05)(1.35)
7, I0 Shields, Weight = 0.0227 Ibm (0.O103 kg), Uncompressed Thickness
Crink!ed Directions Oriented Parallel in Adjacent Layers
(0.102) 6xlO -5(e) (0.41) 0.631 (1.600) 13.4
(0.4) 5.0xlO-_ (3.45) 0.376 (0.955) 29.2
(0.9) 1.0x10:_ (6.90) 0.313 (0.795) 35.1
(1.1) 1.2xlO _ (8.29) 0.286 (0.726) 38.4
(4.4) 5.0x10-3_ (34.5) 0.156 (0.396) 70.5
(ll.1) 1.25x10 -z (86.3) 0.120 (0.305) 91.5
(0.102) 6xlO-5(e) (0.41) 0.433 (1.100) 25.4
Specimen No.
= 0.39 in. (0.99 cm) (d)
(6.9)
(11.5)
(13.8)
(15.1)(27.8)
(36.0)
(10.0)
O. 563
O. 384
O. 467
O. 463
O. 880
2.44
O. 318
(1,78)
(1.21)
(1,47)
(1.46)
(2.77)
(7.70)
(1.so)
1 o.0249! (OLO7)
2 0.024 _e) (0.107)
30.l (0.4)
4 0.2 (0.9)
5 0.6 (2.7)
6 1.5 (6.7)
2.0 (8.9)0.O24 (e) 0 107)
8, I0 Shields,
Crinkled D! Specimen No. 7
0.396
0.282
0.244
0.200
0.167
0.125
o.nl
0.203
Weight : 0.0236 Ibm (O.0107 kg), Uncompressed Thickness : 0.28 in, (0.71 cm) (d)
rections Oriented Same as
6xlO-5(e)
6xlO_5(e ) (0.41)(o.41)
5.o,ao-_ (3.45)
1.o_o-_ (6.9o)
3.o,ao'_ (20.7)
7.5xlo-: (51.7)
1.Ox_lO -z (6.90)
6xlO-5(e) (0.41)
Specimen No. 9, 40 Shields, Weight = 0.14 Ibm (0.064
1 _ ,,(e)
2 ;:{i (_)
3 0.25
4 1.0
5 1.7
6 2.2
7 4.5
8 [0.0
9 1.0
IO 0.25
(1.005)
(o.716)
(0.620)
(0.508)
(0.424)
(0.318)
(0.282)
(o.515)
Spec.imen No,
.(e)
O.14(e )
o.14if4
o.14_7_
O.lai_
O. 14"-"
0.2
0.5
1.7
3.0
27.8 (10.9)
39.0 (15.4)
45.0 (17.7)
55.0 (21.7)
65.8 (25.9)
87.9 (34.6)
99.0 (39.0)
54.2 (21.3)
kg), Uncompressed Thickness
0.468
0.425
0.382
0.382
0.578
1.15
1.68
0.385
= 1.02 in. (2.59 cm) (d)
(1.47)
(1.34)(1.2o)
(1.20)
(1.82)
(3.62)
(5.29)
(1.21)
Crinkle Directions
e)(0.62) 3"5_°-4 r)(0.62) 7.OxlO-4
(1.1) 1.25x3_0-"(4.4) 5.o,ao-_
(7.6) 8.5xlo'_
(9.8) l.ixlO--,
(2o, o) 2.25x10-'
(44 5) 5.o_ao-_
(4.4) 5.0xlO-',
(i,i) 1.25xlO -_
Oriented Parallel
(2.40)(4.8o)
(8.64)
(34.5)
C58.6)
(75.9)
: (155)
(345)
(34.0)
(8.64)
0.780
0.437
0.400
0.355
0.315
0.287
0.226
0.171
0.355
0.408
(1.978) 52.5
(1.100) 93,8
(1.015) 102.5
(0.902) 115.5
(0.800) 130.0
(0.729) 142.7
(0.574) 181.1
(0.435) 239.5
(0.902) 115,5
(1.037) 100.3
(20.7)
(36.9)
(m.4)
(45.5)
(51.2)
(56.2)
(71.3)
(94.3)
(45.5)
(39.5)
0.365 (1.15)
0,412 (1.30)
0.514 (1,62)
0.675 (2.13)
0.770 (2.43)
0.928 (2,93)
1.64 (5.17)
2.99 (9.44)
0.470 (1,48)
0.445 (1.40)
Notes:
I0. 40 Shields.
(0.62)
(0.62)
(0.62)
(0.62)
(0.62)
(0.9)
(2.2)
(7.6)
(13.3)
Weight
3.5 x.lO-'
3.5xi0-'
7. Ox2,.O-'
7. OxlO-'
7. OxlO-'
1 .oxlo-:
2,5xlO-:
8.5xlO-:
I. 5xlo-'
: 0.!4 Ibm (0.064
(e)
(e) (2.4o)(2.4o)
(f) (4.80)
(f) (4.80)
(f) (4.80)
(6.9o)(7.2)
(58.6)
(103.5)
(a) Data
kg),
1.06
1.00
O.788
0.665
0.575
0.445
0.394
0.315
0.256
Uncomoressed Thicknes_=
(2.592) 38.6
(2.540) 41.o(2.000) 52,0
(1.689) 61.7
(1.460) 71,3
(1.130) 92.2
(1.000) 104.0
(0.800) 130.0
(0.650) 160.0
1.12 in,
(15.2)
(16.1)
(20.5)
(24.3)(2s.1)
(36.3)
(40.9)
(51.2)
(63.0)
(_4 cm) (d)
0.348 (I.I0)
0.310 (0.98)
0.344 (1.09)
0.367 (1.16)
0.420 (1.32)
0.525 (1.66)
0.638 (2.01)
0.820 (2.59)
1.08 (3.40)
shown were obtained for a hot boundary temperature of 5000R(278°K) and a cold boundary temperature
of 37°R(20°K). + _ N).(b) Force measurement accuracy = - O.l lbf ( 0.4
(c) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates.
(d) Measured with a dial gage prior to installation in the FPC.
(e) Force = specimen weight; average pressure = 1/2 weight/unit area (assumed).
(f) Force = specimen weight I no gap; load cell indicated contact with specimen; average pressure = specimen
weight/unlt area (assumed).
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iI ! i
evaluate this effect for the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar System, a two-
dimensional heat transfer analysis was performed on the test configuration.
A sixth specimen which was installed with a nearly isotropic intermediary in-
sulation st the edge was also tested for comparison with the data for specimens
9 and i0. All heat flux tests were conducted using an edge boundary ring,
spaced approximately 1/4 in. (0.635 cm) from the edge of the specimen. The
edge ring was formed from a single layer of i/2-mil-(0.Ol3-mm-) thick by 1-in.-
(2.54-cm-) wide Mylar, painted black on the interior surface and taped to the
inner guard outer wall. Two thermocouples were cemented to the Mylar ring,
1/8 in. (0.318 cm) and 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) from the cold surface of the guard
section. Temperatures measured by these thermocouples indicated the gradient
from the cold guard to the lower edge of the ring was approximately linear,
from 40 to 450°R (22 to 250°K). For the 3/4- to l-in.-(l.91- to 2.54-cm-)
thicknesses, the specimen edge viewed all of this edge ring. The linear grad-
ient was chosen as it was felt this would produce the minimum in two-dimensional
effects. However, at thicknesses greater than 3/8 in. (0.95 cm), it appears
that the insulation anisotropy is sufficiently large that significant errors
are introduced in the calorimeter heat flux.
The model employed to evaluate the two-dimensional effects consisted of a l-
radian segment of the test disk having a radius of 8 in. (20.3 cm). The net-
work consisted of 8 radial columns, each 5 nodes deep, for a total of 40 nodal
volumes. Three columns represent the test section, 3.125-in.-(7.938-cm-) rad-
ius. The outer edge of the disk is radiatively coupled to a ring consisting
of five nodes of the same height as the disk nodes. Insulation edge and ring
_ittances were taken as 0.85. Each surface of the segment is bounded by two
nodes which represent the test section and guard areas. These upper nodes are
assumed to operate at the sink temperature and the lower ones at the source or
hot boundary temperature. The output of the program consists of steady-state
temperatures of each node, heat balances between each node, and the total heat
transferred into test, guard, and edge areas.
For the analysis, the insulation and intermediary thermal properties were con-
sidered to be independent of temperature and pressure. The properties were
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evaluated at the average insulation temperature, 270°R (150°K) and at a layer
density of 70 to 80 layers/in. (27.6 to 31.5 layers/cm) which corresponds to a
compressive pressure of approximately 2 x 10 -3 psi (13.8 N/m2). The thermal
conductivity across the thickness for the single aluminized material was
!xl0 -5 Btu/hr ft°R (1.73 x 10 -7 w/cm°K), and a conductivity of 3xlO -2 Btu/hr
ft°R (3.46 x 10 -4 w/cm°K) was taken from Ref. 6 for the direction parallel to
the layers. The intermediary, when used_ was assumed to be isotropic and to
have a thermal conductivity of 2 x 10 -3 Btu/hr ft°R (3.46 x 10 -5 w/cm°K). The
edge node temperatures were set to conform to a linear gradient from 40 to [O0°R
(22 to 278°K). The conditions investigated were for 40-shield specimens with
no intermediary and with a 2-in. (5.08-cm-)wide annular intermediary correspond-
ing to the test conditions for specimen No. ii.
The results of the analytical studies are shown by Fig. 3-13 in which a ratio
of measured heat flux to heat flux for the one-dimensional csse_ Qc/Qld, is
plotted as s function of specimen thickness. These data indicate that for
thicknesses greater than 0.30 in. (0.76 cm) significant errors ( >i0 percent)
will be present in the heat flux measurements for the case of no intermediary
which corresponds to the test conditions for Specimens 6 through i0. The 2-
in. (5.08-cm) intermediary increases the maximum acceptable insulation speci-
men thickness and also reduces the error at greater thicknesses. The sixth
test specimen of this material was made up of 40 shields of the crinkled, single-
aluminized Mylar cut to a 12-1/2 in. (31.8-cm) diameter. Two in. (5.08 cm),
radially_ of Dexiglas paper were used as the intermediary. The Mylar was in-
terleaved with the Dexiglas for a distance of approximately i/4 in. (0.635 cm).
The specimen edge, Dexiglas, radiated to the Mylar strip which produced a near-
ly linear gradient for the edge boundary. At the larger thicknesses, the mid-
point of this ring was maintained at approximately the average of the hot and
cold bouudary temperatures; actual temperature was 270 to 285°R (150 to 158°K).
No meast_rements of compressive pressure were made as a portion of the load was
taken by the intermediary so no correlation could be obtained in this manner
with the specimens tested previously.
* C. H. Dexter & Sons Paper Co.
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Heat flux was measured as a function of thickness which then was related to
layer density. The data are given in Table 3-9.
Table 3-9
INTERMEDIARY SPECIMEN ka_
Specimen No. ii, 40 Shields, 2-in.-(5.08-cm-) wide Dexiglass Intermediary
Run
No.
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
Measured (b)
Thickness
in.(cm)
o.891 (2.263)
0.894 (2.270)
0.750 (1.9o3)
0.627 (1.591)
0.500 (1.27o)
O._lO (1.o4o)
0.250 (0.635)
Layer Measured
Density Heat Flux
No. in. Btu/hr ft 2
(No./cm) (w/m@)
46.0 (18.1)
45.8 (18.o)
34.7(13.7)
65._ (25.7)
82.0 (32.3)
i00.0 (39.4)
164.0 (64.6)
0.214 (0.675)
0.210 (0.662)
o.235 (o.741)
0.270 (0.852)
0.335 (1.061)
0.510 (1.61)
1.07 (3.37)
Corrected- "
Heat Flux
Bt u/hr ft 2
(,,,/m2)
0.O92 (0.290)
0.090 (0.284)
0.120 (0.378)
0.168 (O.530)
0.256 (0.807)
0.4a7 (1.41)
1.07 (3.37)
Notes: (a) Data shown were obtained for a hot boundary temperature of 500°R
(278°K) and a cold boundary temperatmre of 37°R (20°K)
(b) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates
(c) Correction taken from Fig. 3-13; i.e., Corrected Heat Flux =
Measured Heat Flux
The heat flux data for specimens 9_ i0 and ii are shown ss a function of layer
density in Fig. 3-14 for a comparison of the effect of the intermediary insu-
lation on measured heat fluxes. At the lower layer densities, the use of the
intermediary material reduces the measured heat flux by a factor of two over
that for specimens 9 and i0. The curves of Fig. 3-13 were then employed to
correct the measured heat flux values for specimens 7 through ii. In regard
to the lO-shield specimens, the corrections were relatively small for the
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Fig. 3-14 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for Crinkled, Single-
Aluminized Mylar With and Without Intermediary Edge Insulation
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greatest thicknesses. They ranged from 29 percent for No. 7 at 29.2 layers/in.
(11.5 layers)cm) to 8 percent at 38.4 layers/in. (15.1 layers/cm) and from 3
to 8 percent for Specimen No. 8. The corrected values of heat flux arc given
in the last column of Table 3-9 for specimen No. ii. Heat flux data for the
five specimens are plotted in Fig. 3-15 as a function of layer density. The
corrected points are denoted by the vertical flags. Good agreement was achieved
for the corrected values of all three of the 40-shie!d specimens. The data for
the !O-shield specimens exhibit a relatively large difference between the in-
dividual specimens on the basis of layer density. Comparison of layer density
versus co_pressive pressure data from Table 3-8 shows a similarly large devia-
tion for specimens 7 and 8. This lack of reproducibility in the layer density/
compressive pressure relationship results in the poor reproducibility of heat
flux ss a function of layer density for the i0-shield system.
Comparing the corrected heat flux data for the 40-shield specimens with an
average for the lO-shield ones yields heat flux ratios for 40 to i0 shields of
0.16 at i00 layer/in. (39.4 layers/cm), 0.22 at 80 layers/in. (31.5 Isyers/cm),
and 0.26 at 60 layers/in. (23.6 layers/cm). At the lowest layer density values,
the corresponding heat flux ratios for 40 to i0 layers are 0.25 for radiation
and 0.27 for conduction which are in good agreement with the corrected data.
At the higher layer densities where conduction is the dominate mechanism the
experimentally determined ratios are much less than theory would predict. This
is apparently due to the differences in behavior of the layer density/pressure
relationship. At i00 layers/in. (39.4 layers/cm) for the 10-shield specimens,
the corresponding compressive pressure approximates i x 10 -2 psi (69 N/m2),
whereas, for the 40-shield specimens the compressive pressure for the same
layer density is 2 x 10 -3 psi (13.8 N/m2), as seen Jn Table 3-8.
In summary_ the reproducibility of this type of insulation is i0 percent for
heat flux versus compressive pressure. However, in terms of layer density it
varies from 15 to nearly 80 percent depending upon the number of layers.
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Fig. 3-15 Corrected Heat Flux as a Function of Layer
Density for Crinkled, Single-Aluminized Mylar
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Section 4
TASK II - MULTIIAYER INSULATION PERFORMANCE
The primary objective of Task II was to develop a series of mathematical
expressions which could be used to predict or to evaluate heat transfer
characteristics for four specified multilayer insulation systems. In order
to satisfy this objective, it was necessary to obtain experimental measure-
ments of optical properties and total heat transfer for multiple specimens
of each of the four systems. A second objective was to adapt the resulting
heat transfer equation for one system selected from the four to predict its
thermal performance when applied to a 4-ft-(l.22-m@ diameter tank calorime-
ter. The actual thermal performance of the selected system was subsequently
verified by tests conducted in Task Illo
The four multilayer insulation systems which were investigated are:
o Double-aluminized i/4-mil (0o0064-mm) Mylar reflective
shields with two 5-nil (O.13-mm) silk net spacers per
shield
° Double-goldized i/4-mil (0.0064-n_) Mylar reflective
shields with two 5-mil (O.13-mm) silk net spacers per
shield
o Crinkled, single-aluminized i/4-mil (O.O064-mm) Mylar
reflective shields
° Double-aluminized i/4-mil (O.0064-mm) Mylar reflective
shields with single 0.6-mil (O.Ol5-mm) Tissuglas fiber
paper spacers
Initially in the task_ the form of a general heat transfer equation was
developed. It was applicable to multilayer insulations operating with
cryogenic cold boundary and space-ambient hot boundary temperatures° Then,
equations of this general form were developed to describe the total heat
transfer through each of the four insulation systems. Using these expres-
sions, heat transfer can be predicted in terms of either compressive
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pressure or layer density, boundary temperatures, and optical properties
of the shields and spacers. The tests to provide experimental measurements
of total heat transfer and total hemispherical emittance for each of the
four insulation systems were conducted concurrently with the analysis.
Heat transfer measurements for multiple specimens of each system were ob-
tained on the Flat Plate Calorimeter as functions of the number of layers,
compressive loading, and boundary temperatures° Total hemispherical emit-
tance measurements for representative specimens of each shield material
were obtained on the Calorimetric Emittance Apparatus as a function of
shield temperature.
4.1 HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS
The goal of this portion of Task II was to develop a method of heat transfer
analysis by which data from small scale laboratory tests, such as those per-
formed on a flat plate calorimeter, could be used to predict the thermal
performance of large scale insulation systems over a wide range of physical
conditions. It was intended that this analytical method also would provide
a tool by which an insulation system could be optimized for a specific mis-
sion through knowledge of the effects of temperature, pressure, and thermo-
physical properties of the material on overall system heat transfer.
4. i. i Theoretical Background
Thermal energy transfer in multilayer insulations occurs through the simul-
taneous action of convection, conduction, and radiation processes. For
application to long-term storage of cryogenic fluids in space, the convective
mechanism can be neglected because the void dimensions of the insulation are
small, and also because the gas pressure within the insulation must be less
than 10-3 torr for the insulation to be sufficiently effective for such use.
Conduction occurs through the solid insulation materials as well as through
any residual gas present in the voids between radiation shields and spacers.
In order to develop an analytical technique which is useful for both the
evaluation of experimental data and the prediction of insulation system
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performance for a wide range of space environments, the effect of interaction
between the simultaneously acting radiation and conduction processes must
first be examined. Once approximate limits regarding the geometry of the
system_ temperature conditions_ and optical properties of the materials have
been defined_ the form of the appropriate solution for total heat transfer
can be established.
Viskanta (Ref. 7) and Wang and Tien (Refs. 8 and 9) have investigated the
problem of the interaction of radiation and conduction for the case of paral-
lel walls separated by a conducting_ absorbing_ emitti_4_ and scattering
medium. The results of these investigations are in good agreement_ but the
solutions proposed by Wang and Tien are more easily applied to the analysis
of multilayer insulations. All of the solutions are based upon a continuous
isotropic layer separating the boundaries (reflective shields). Strictly_
this applies only to the case of a continuous spacer (i.e., paper type) when
the layers are highly compacted. At low layer densities even a paper type
spacer is not continuous on a macroscopic scale because of the wavy nature
of the shields and the spacers and the relatively small shield-to-spacer
contact areas. However_ when one considers that the space between the re-
flective shields is either a totally transparent medium (vacuum or gas at
greatly reduced pressure) or a combination of this transparent medium and
a nearly isotropic material_ a good approximation is to treat the radiation
process as did Wang and Tieno Similarly for conduction_ the spacings be-
tween shields and the conducting media and between fibers in the spacer
itself are small. Therefore_ the temperature difference between adjacent
solid portions is small compared to the absolute temperature_ and the
continuous media solution again is approximately correct.
With the method of Wang and Tien_ three dimensionless parameters are used
to define the problem in terms of the importance of the interaction between
radiative and conductive transport mechanisms. These describe the ratio of
the heat increments transferred by the conduction and the radiation processes_
the optical thickness of the spacer_ and whether true absorption or scatter-
ing of radiation dominates. They are defined_ respectively_ as
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_oT1B
The conductivity term in the numerator of the first expression includes
both solid-to-solid conduction and conduction through any residual gas.
The basis for the use of this simplifying ass_mption in the identification
of the applicable solution is that although the mechanisms are not physicsl_y
identical, nor do they necessarily exhibit the same temperature dependence,
the heat transfer used in each case may be expressed in terms of a conducti-
vity and a local temperature gradient.
The optical thickness parameter, To, is evaluated to determine whether or not
the conditions fit the solution for the opaque limit for which ¢o >>i, or the
transparent limit for which To<< I. Examination of _, 4' and 6, with the
latter defined as U
B =
X'%2
identifies whether or not radiation or conduction is predominant and whether
or not these processes interact strongly or weakly. For the case where N << 1
and 6<< !_ the conduction and radiation process cannot be considered indepen-
dently. Physically_ this is typical of a high-temferature application for
which the product of conductivity and extinction coefficient, k$_ is small
and To >i_ if absorption is dominant, or >>i_ if scattering is dominant. An
example of the latter would be a 0.4-in.(l-cm) thickness of a low density
unbonded glass-fiber material exposed to an 1800°R (1000°K) vacuum environ-
ment. The total heat flux for such a case becomes
31_k_s(_]-_2)+ _o(_'_-_2) (_.l}
q =
" -
o J t%/
,%_ t
3+ 213
For the optically thin case_ where re <i_ when either _>>i or6_l_ the appro-
priate total heat flux solution is
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q._(T1._2)+_2o(_1_._2_)i31_?oi2_.,l+112v_-_,_o+l12v3-_,_ol_t2-_/' ll2t_h _. _o+112"_I_hV_-_ " i
t_ h _' _o sin h_-_o
This condition occurs for very small insulation thicknesses, i.e._ on the
order of 4 x 10-3 in. (0.01 cm), or for materials which have very low ex-
tinction coefficient values such that To<<I. At very low temperatures_
N>>I. At higher temperatures such thatw< i_ while To remains << i, 6 becomes
>>i. As discussed later_ this corresponds to the case of multilayer insula-
tions exposed to cryogenic temperature environments. The interaction increases
total heat flux as can be seen by comparison of the second term on the right
side of equation (4°2) with the pure radiation case. This effect becomes
negligible where _'To<<l_ which is typical for a pure scattering case
withX'= 0, or for an optically thin case where ro<<l, and equation (4.2)
reduces to
q = T 1 +
Also, if _'To>>l, which is typical for optically thick oases where _o>>1,
the solution becomes
k
q - _(_z-T2) + 3/_
The three types of insultation systems studied in this program can be de-
fined in terms of the parameters discussed above in order to select the type
of heat flux solution appropriate to each case.
° Consider first the case of the crinkledj single-aluminized
Mylar insulation where the space between adjacent shields
is a totally transparent medium; i.e. _ it is evacuated or
contains gas at a greatly reduced pressure. For this case_
and To are both equal to zero. Equation (4.1) is meaning-
less because of the definition of _ as applied to the basic
(4.2)
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differential equation for heat flux. Heat is transferred
by both radiation and conduction, but there are no inter-
actions between the processes, and total heat flmx is
simply the sum of the indlvidual fluxes as given by
The insulation with the open netting spacers presents a
somewhat different problem than that for the case described
above in that the nettin_ is approximately 954 open ares,
but some absorption does occur in the solid area. On the
basis of normal transmission measurements, the extinction
coefficient, _, for the silk net is approximately i00 ft -I
(328 m -1) for two layers of 5-mil-(0.13-mm)-thick material.
The optical thickness, ro_ is 7 x 10 -2 which conforms to the
transparent limit (optically thin case)° Thus, Equation (4.2)
applies. The absorption coefficient is not known for the silk
materi_l_ but assuming it represents one-half of the total
extinction coefficlent,V_-_' To _0.09, and Equation (4.3)
describes the total heat flux. As 3/4 ro is negligible com-
pared to (2 _ i), the heat flux is computed using Equation
A multilayer insulation which includes a fibrous, glass
paperlike spacer was the final case that was examined. For
the Tissuglass material, the absorption and extinction coef-
ficients are 600 ft -1 (1970 m -1) and 7000 ft -I (22,970 m-l),
respectively (Ref. i0). The thickness is 0.6 mil (0.015 ram),
_f= 9 x 10 -2 , and ro = 0.35. This places this system between
the transparent and opaque limit cases. In a vacuum environ-
ment the effective conductivity of the solid phase may be as
small as i x 10 -6 Btu/hr ft °R (i.7 x 10-8 w/cm °K) at low
layer densities, and _ ranges from 5 x 10-3 to i for the
room temperature to cryogenic temperature applications. The
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value of _ varies from 0.4 to >>i for these conditions.
For _>I_ total heat flux is the sum of the conduction and
radiation fluxes as computed from Equation (4.2). When
3= 0.4 to 1.0, Equation (4.2) still presents an adequate
prediction for the total heat flux as long as ro < 0.5 and
A'-_0. This is also in agreement with Viskanta's results
(Ref. 7) for ro<l in that conduction and radiation raay be
treated separately for engineering applications.
In summary_ the total heat flux through all of the insulation systems inves-
tigated in this program can be treated as the sum of the components which
result from individual conductive and radiation transport processes. For
systems using the fibrous_ paper-like spacers_ the effect of interaction
of conduction and radiation is to increase the radiative heat transfer over
that of pure radiation alone.
4.1.2 Model Development
As shown in the preceding section_ the properties of the insulation systems
investigated in this program are such that total heat transfer through each
of these systems can be evaluated by a summation of the conduction and radi-
ation process components. The two-component equations derived in this task
permit computation of heat flux in terms of temperature_ number of layers_
compression or layer density_ and temperature dependent properties of spacers
and reflective shields.
The equations were developed by treating the insulation as a continuous and
homogenious medium. Consider first a single element of a multilayer compo-
site. The physical model is depicted in Fig. 4-1 and consists of a single
spacer or void layer bounded by shields having highly reflective surfaces.
The reflective shield may be metallized on one or both surfaces_ in which
case the different optical properties of both boundaries are included. The
spacer layers consist of either a second material or a void_ as in the case
of the crinkled_ single-aluminized Mylar system. The general considerations
and assumptions used in the analysis are as follows:
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Reflective Shield
Spacer or Void Layer
Reflective Shield
I
h
Fig. 4-1 Schematic of Physical Model for Single-Element Analysis
Each radiation shield operates at a uniform temperature
as its thermal resistance in the thickness direction is
negligible compared to the resistance across the spacer
layer. For example, the resistance of a 0.25-mil-(0.0064-mm-)
thick plastic film is at least three orders of magnitude less
than the equivalent shield-to-shield resistance in s typical
multilayer insulation system.
Radiation tunneling across the spacer or void layer may be
neglected. Typical minimum spacer layer dimensions are on
the order of 10 -2 in (0.025 cm) so the tunneling effect is
not a consideration above 40°R (22°K), as discussed in Ref. ii.
The radiation and conduction mechanisms are independent and
separable.
4.1.3 Characteristic Equations
Expressions describing the thermal performance of each of the four multi-
layer insulation systems investigated in this program were developed using
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the solutions derived and presented in Appendix B. The coefficient and
exponent of the solid conduction term for each system were evaluated from
the experimental data of heat flux versus compressive pressure and layer
density as a function of compressive pressure at constant boundary temper-
atures. Measurements of shield total hemispherical emittance as a function
of temperature were obtained in order to formulate an expression for the
temperature dependent emittance term for each type of reflective shield
material. The assumptions which governed the analysis of these insulation
systems are as follows:
° All tests _ere conducted at an ambient pressure of less
than 1 x l0 -6 tort. Conduction through the residual gas
phase at this pressure is negligible and, therefore, the
gas conduction term can be eliminated from the general
heat transfer equation. For the typical path lengths be-
tween adjacent radiation shields in these multilayer insu-
latlons,2<2 x lO -2 in.(O.051 cm), the effective gas phase
thermal conductivity, kg, _as computed to be nearly two
orders of magnitude less than the total effective conductivity
of the insulation system.
° Refractive index of the spacer layer is unity for both the
integral spacer and the net spacer. For the former, the
void consists of a vacuum. For the latter, the index of the
vacuum-silk fiber mixture is considered to be nearly the same
as that of a vacuum because of the small fraction occupied by
the silk material. Based upon the data of Caren (Ref. 12),
the effective index of refraction for the fibrous glass paper
spacer layer is 1.1_.
° Temperature dependence for the conduction term is linear, and
the coefficient is constant over several orders of magnitude
of compressive pressure. The data of Ref. lO show this to be
a valid approximation for the conditions investigated in this
program.
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° For the layer densities investigated, _ h as typical values
of h are 2 x 10 -2 to 5 x 10-3 in.(O.05! to 0.013 cm), whereas
reflective shield thickness (h-_) is 2.5 x 10 -4 in .(6.4 x 10-1!cm)_
° The boundary temperatures, denoted by subscripts i and 2, are
the temperatures of the hot and cold external surfaces of the
insulation composite, respectively.
With application of the above assumptions, Eq. (B. IO) in the appendix reduces
to:
q = 2 ,e\ I+ \b4+%1 \ No /
which is the fundamental equation used for analysis of the insulation system
thermal performance. Setting b] = a separating out _ = T and
2N c ' 2 m'
fTR4 _TR5
substituting b 4 = (540)a4 and b5 = (540)_ 4 in order to put the equation
in a form using a room temperature value of total hemispherical emittance,
_TR, Eq. (4.6) becomes
As the Flat Plate Calorimeter experimental data is based upon measurement and
control of the temperatures of the flat plate surfaces in contact with the
specimen_ and not the exterior surface temperatures of the insulation, it
was necessary to modify Equation (4.7) further to include the thermal resis-
tances between the insulation specimen and the boundary plates. Assuming
that the boundary surface emittance values approach one (_b_O'8), the ra-
diation term can be approximated by considering these surfaces to be equi-
valent to one additional reflective shield. This can be done because the
radiant exchange factor between the shield of _ i and the boundary of @o _i
¢i
is equal to _i_ whereas between adjacent shields it equals _- . For the
conduction term, the spacers between the exterior shields and the boundary
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plates represent two additional resistances which increases the number of
elements by two. Equation (4.7) was therefore modified to suit the flat
plate calorimeter test conditions by substituting (Ns + l) for No in the
first term, and Ns for No in the second term in the right side of the
equation, where Ns is the numberof radiation shields_ and by substituting
TH and TC (the hot and cold boundary plate surface temperatures) for T1
and T2, respectively. Evaluation of Equation (_.7) for each of the four
multilayer insulations investigated, with n omitted for those systems where
its value was found to be unity, thus results in the following:
Crinkled_ Sin$1e-Aluminized M_lar
(4.8)
Double-Aluminized Myl_Silk Net
q- W+l (_-Tc)÷ a_-_c_÷
Double-Goldized Mylar/Silk Net
+
(4.9)
(_.io)
Double-Alumlnized M_lar/Tissuglas
a,.,,pm""Tm
q = N +l
8
÷
(4÷%)(5_o)_.
(_.ii)
In these equations, the primed constants _a _ and "m '_ denote coefficients
and exponents peculiar to each insulation system. The values _TRA; _TRM,
and _TRG refer to average room temperature emittance values for aluminized
Mylar, Mylar, and goldized Mylar surfaces, respectively. For the two sys-
tems with double-aluminized Mylar shields, _TR4 = _TR 5 = _TRA" Similarly,
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for the double-goldized Mylar shield system, _TR4 = 6TR 5 = _TR@" For the
range of Mylar substrate and metallized surface thicknesses investigated
in this program, the temperature dependency exponent, _ 4, was found to be
approximately constant and equal to 0.67 for both the aluminum and the
Mylar surfaces. However, for the gold surfaces, this value varied with
thickness over the range investigated. Complete results of the emittance
measurements as a function of temperature are presented in Section 4.2.
In the analysis, the radiation heat transfer components of Equations (4.8)
through (4.11) were computed using the room temperature emittance and tem-
perature dependency values obtained from least-squares curve fits of the
calorimetric emittance data. Subsequently, the radiation components were
subtracted from the total measured heat flux for each flat plate calorimeter
test to determine the solid conduction heat transfer components. The re-
sultant solid conduction heat flux values were then evaluated as a function
of compressive pressure to determine the constant coefficient and exponent
values 'ra'_and _m _ for each of the four multilayer systems. This evaluation
was accomplished by again using least-squares curve fits of the data. The
process was repeated for each variation of number of layers and boundary
temperatures that was investigated.
A second method was also used with limited success to determine coefficients
and exponents of the heat transfer equations. This consisted of fitting the
experimental heat flux versus compressive pressure data to an equation of
the form
y = Axn + B
where B is the radiative heat transfer term_ x is compressive pressure_ and
y is heat flux - all for a particular set of boundary temperatures. The
advantage of this analysis method is that B is not computed separately, but
rather from total heat flux data. These results can then be used to evalu-
ate the type of solution proposed for the radiative transport term. Diffi-
cu?_ty was encountered in using this method as a larger number of data points
than were obtained for a single set of temperature conditions would be re-
quired to obtain accurate values of the coefficients and exponents.
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Although compressive pressure is an important parameter in the study of the
heat transfer process, it is not useful for insulation system design or for
the prediction and analysis of tank performance. Rather, heat flux data as
a function of the number of layers and total system thickness are required
for these studies. Therefore, in the analysis, a consistent relationship
between compressive pressure and layer density was needed so that a layer
density term could be substituted for the pressure term in Equation (4.7).
On the basis of the experimental data, the best approximation of the layer
density-pressure relationship was found to be of the form
P = c(N) n
Substitution of this pressure-layer density relationship into the heat trans-
fer Equation (4.7) yields
q = Ns+l (_-_c)÷(4.+%.)(5_)-"(_¥,.__5)n,,\n. c /
(_.z2)
Subsequent to completion of the flat plate calorimeter tests, the constant
coefficients a and c and the constant exponents n and m were evalua-
ted from the best fit of the data for solid conduction heat flux as a function
of compressive pressure, and compressive pressure as a function of layer
density. Results of these evaluations are presented in Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2,
4.3.3, and 4.3.4 for the double-aluminized Mylar/silk net, double-goldized
Mylar/silk net, crinkled single-aluminized Mylar, and double-aluminized My-
lar/Tissuglas multilayer systems, respectively. Summarized below are the
equations which result when the constant values of a, c, n, and m, evaluated
independently for each of the multilayer systems, and the constant value of o
are substituted into Equation (4.12).
Crinkled_ Single-Aluminized Mylar
q =" . + ", (_.+,.,_)¢5_)-_¢+_),_K c 7
where _ < 87 layeri/In. (3_-3 layers/en)
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and
q-
8.57xlO'9(N-)2"O2Tm 6.852xiO'9 _ _ .
N + _ ¢_K'_c)+(_+_)¢5_o)_¢__RA)_ H c
where W 5 8T layers/in, (3_- 3 layers/cm)
Double-Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net
7._6xlO'le(i)3"56Tm 3.4a6xlO "9 _ • / ,+a _+a \
q = _, +_ (_"_c)+ (_.+'_.)(5_) i,\ /
(_.l_)
(_,.15)
Double-Goldized Mylar/Silk Net
Double-Aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas
i"13xlO'13(N-)3" 91_ . "+ (_.17)
In using these equations, it should be remembered that each one represents
the best fit of all of the data obtained during the program for that particu-
lar multilayer system. Consequently, comparison of the heat flux curve ob-
tained from the equation for any one system with the test data obtained for
any one specimen of that system will result, generally, in a poor correlation
due to the relatively wide scatter of the heat flux and compressive pressure
data as a function of layer density for specimens with different numbers of
layers.
Best fits of the data for individual specimens and specimens of the same
number of layers also were investigated for one of the four multilayer sys-
tems, double-goldized Mylar/silk net. Results of this investigation are pre-
sented and discussed in Section 4.4.
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For all four of the multilayer systems investigated, the best fits of solid
conduction heat flux data as a function of compressive pressure were obtained
using a least-squares curve fitting process. In fitting compressive pressure
data as a function of layer density for the double-goldized MYlar/silk net
system, best fits were obtained using both least-squares and graphic fitting
processes. It was found that the small additional precision afforded by the
least-squares method was not justified, since the scatter of these data is
relatively wide. Consequently, the data of compressive pressure as a function
of layer density were fit graphically for each of the other multilayer systems.
4.2 REFLECTIVE SHIELD EMI_fANCE MEASLrREMENTS
Calorimetric total hemispherical emittanee measurements were obtained as a
function of temperature on specimens of each type of reflective shield mater-
ial in order to evaluate the temperature-dependent emittance term in the heat
transfer equation used for analysis and prediction of multilayer insulation
thermal performance. Emittance determinations were also made at 540°R (300°K)
on selected shields from the heat transfer test specimens so that the radiative
transport component could be computed for each system at the various boundary
temperatures. The apparatus used for these measurements is described in
Section 3.1.2. The shield materials investigated were double-aluminized
1/4-mil Mylar, double-goldized 1/4-mil Mylar, and crinkled, single-alumlnized
1/4-mil Mylar. Measurements were made on both the aluminum and the Mylar
surfaces of the latter material. The results are presented in this section.
As the radiation shields used in this program are plastic films with thin
vacuum-deposited metal coatings on one or both surfaces, it is important to
understand the relationships of shield radiative properties to temperature
and metal coating thickness. The first theoretical work on the radiation
properties of thin metallic coatings (Ref. 13) was based upon the Drude
single (or free) electron theory (DEE) of optical constants for bulk metals.
Howe_;er, later investigations (Ref. 14) showed that the anomalous skin effect
theory (ASE), which was also initially derived for bulk metals, should be
used for the cryogenic temperature range. Domoto (Ref. 15) has shown recently
that the values of total hemispherical emittance predicted from the ASE
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theory are nearly an order of magnitude greater than those predicted by the
DSE theory at low temperatures. Also, it has been shown that when the
metallic coating thickness becomes less than the electron mean free path,
the electrical and thermal properties of the coating will differ from those
of the bulk metal (Refs. 16 and 17).
From Ref. 15, for the cryogenic temperature range, the total normal emittsnce
of metals including aluminum and gold can be approximated by
"131 = Ci(3/II + "V3"3/_) _A (li..18)
where CI includes the Fermi velocity, the constant, _ is related to the
electrical conductivity, and A is proportional to the absolute temperature
to the two-thirds power. Total hemispherical emittance, which is the most
suitable parameter for evaluation of heat transfer data, is given by
_TH = 1.33 ETN (Ref. 5)- For thin coatings, the electrical conductivity
is proportional to the bulk metal electrical conductivity divided by the
ratio of the electron mean free path to the film thichnesses (Ref. 17)o As
the thickness becomes less than the electron mean free path, the film conduc-
tivity decreases. This decrease in conductivity results in a corresponding
increase in emittance.
Substituting _ cc C2a(T)and A m C3 T2/3 into Equation (4.18) yields
where CI, C2, and 0 3 are constants.
Except at very high temperatures, C3T2/3 << i, and the second_ term in paren-
theses on the right side of Equation (4.19) approaches C3T_. For higher
temperatures, _ < 2/3, and as temperature decreases, _approaches the value
of two-thirds. For thin films, the _ term becomes
c2°(T)
• + = c2a ) +. i o:)"
where d is the film thi@kness and % is the bulk eondu@tivity.
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Thus the temperature dependence of emittance is given by
,_(T) _ e("÷O )
The value of a increases with increasing d, whereas _ is independent of d.
Qualitatively, ( a + _ ) may be greater than or less than 0.67 for very
large values of d, and as d becomes very small (a +_ ) <0.67. Thus, for the
thin metallic coatings_ the temperature dependence of emittance may be a
function of the film thickness depending upon the properties of the particular
metal.
4.2.1 Double-Aluminized i/4-milMylar
Total hemispherical emittance data as a function of temperature from IIOOR
to 560°R (61°K to 311°K) for five specimens are shown in Fig. 4-2. The data
fall into two well defined groups_ both of which are in good agreement with
the temperature dependence of T 2/3. The experimental data were fit using a
least-squares method to evaluate the coefficients and exponents of the equa-
tions given in Fig. 4-2. The expression for the average emittance of all of
the specimens of this material is _TH = 4.14 x 10 -4 (T) 0"67 where the tem-
perature is in °R. On the basis of emittance at 540°R (300°K), as used in
the heat transfer equation_ this expression yields a value of 0.0275. The
measured values of emittance at this temperature ranged between 0.025 and
0.030, so the average is within _ i0 percent of the maximum and minlmum
values which were determined experimentally.
4.2.2 Double-Goldized i/4-mil M_'lar
The experimental data for six samples of this material are shown in Fig. 4-3.
The value of total hemispherical emittance as a function of temperature as
predicted by the ASE theory (Ref. 18) for the bulk metal is shown by the
dashed line. The temperature dependence far this case Is T 2/3. However,
for the actual metalized shields used in the program, the temperature depen-
dence is less than that predicted for the bulk material. This is believed
to be due to the thickness effect on the exponent as discussed earlier.
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No accurate measurements were obtained of film thickness for these shields
but from electrical resistance measurements of the coatings_ the higher
emittance samples exhibited higher resistances,which indicates less thick-
ness than was indicated for the lower emittance specimens. Recent studies
of gold coating on several substrates (Ref. 19) have shown this trend for
o
gold thicknesses in the range of 400 to 700 A. The goldized shields used
in this program had coatings in this approximate thickness range.
The experimental data for specimens II-lO and II-12 were best fit by the
equations corresponding to the broken lines shown in Fig. 4-3. For the
other four specimens, the best fit is shown by the solid line which corre-
sponds to the expression _TH = 8.76 x 10 -4 (T) 0"509, where T is in °R.
This expression also approximates the best fit of the data for all six
specimens. At a temperature of 540°R (300°K), it yields an emittance value
of 0.0215_ and the range of measured values corrected to this temperature
agrees within approximately_ i0 percent.
4.2.3 Crinkled, Single-Alumlnized i/4-mil Mylar
Measurements were obtained on three specimens of the Mylar side and on three
specimens of the aluminum side of this material. The emittance data are
shown in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5, respectively. Total hemispherical emittance of
the Mylar side increases with increasing temperature in proportion to T _/3.
The experimental data are fit to within i0 percent by the equation
_TH = 5.58 x 10 -3 (T) 0.667
over the temperature range of II5°R to 560°R (64°K to 311°K). Total hemis-
pherical emittance of this surface is an order of magnitude higher than
that for an aluminum surface over the temperature range investigated. A
possible reason for this is that the absorption coefficient of the Mylar
may be nearly constant over the wavelength range of i0 to i00# m.
The data for the aluminum side of this material do not appear to fit an
equation of the simple temperature dependence form such as those derived
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!q II
for the other metallic surfaces or for the Mylar side. The data would be
best fit by a curved line - which at this time is unexplained. This appar-
ent departure from the behavior exhibited by the double-aluminized material
is particularly curious in view of the agreement of the data from the Mylar
side of the crinkled; single-aluminized material with the simple temperature
dependence function. From 200°R to 540°R (lllOK to 300°K), the data are in
reasonably good agreement with ( cot 2/3 as shown by the solid line in Fig. 4-5.
!
However, at lower temperatures the departure from this line is significant
and it appears to increase with decreasing temperature. A better approxima-
tion to all of the data is obtained using a temperature-dependence exponent
of 0.45 as shown by the dashed line in the figure. However, the agreement
is still poor over the entire temperature range.
For the analysis of the heat transfer data presented in Section 4.3, the T 2/3
expression was used, since this provides the best fit of the data at the
k[gher temperatures. At the lower temperatures; radiation heat transfer is
small compared to that by conduction, and any inaccuracy introduced by an
underestimation of the true emittance is very small.
4.3 HEAT TRANSFER TESTS
Flat plate calorimeter tests were conducted for a total of twenty specimens
of multilayer insulation during the Task II effort. Of these, six specimens
each of the double-aluminized Mylar/silk net, double-goldized Mylar/silk net,
and double-aluminized Mylar_issuglas systems were tested. In addition, two
specimens of the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system were investigated.
During the tests, heat flux measurements based on equilibrium boiloff flow-
rates of the test cryogens were obtained as functions of applied compressive
force, specimen thickness, and the boundary temperatures imposed. Equivalent
compressive pressures corresponding to the applied forces ranged from 1.5 x
10 -4 psi (1.04 N/m2), the compression due to specimen weight only, to approxi-
mately 5 x I0 -I psi (3450 N/m2). Four discrete combinations of boundary
temperatures were imposed with hot boundary temperatures of 500°R and 610°R
(278°K and 339°K) and with cold boundary temperatures of 140GR and 37°R
(77°K and 20°K). Ambient gas pressures within the test apparatus were reduced
to less than 8 x lO -7 torr for all of the tests.
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Results of the Task II flat plate calorimeter tests are presented in this
section.
4.3.1 Double-AluminizedMylar/Silk Net
Heat transfer characteristics of this material system were investigated for a
total of six specimens. Of these, two specimens each were composed of 5
shields with 6 double net spacers, i0 shields with ii double net spacers, and
20 shields with 21 double net spacers.
A tabulation of the experimental data obtained for all six specimens is
presented in Table 4-1. For each data point, the tabulated values include
measured compressive force, measured thickness based on separation of the hot
and cold boundary plate surfaces, and the boundary temperatures imposed. Also
included are computed values of equivalent compressive pressure, layer density,
and heat flux for each data point.
Plots of heat flux as a function of compressive pressure for the six specimens
tested are shown in Figs. 4-6 and 4-7. All of the data appear to fit a general
expression for heat flux where the conduction component is proportional to
pressure to a power. This relationship can be expressed for constant boundary
temperatures as
q = a(P) m + b
where b is the radiation term. The data plots shown a slight upward curvature
which is due to the radiation component. The curvature is more pronounced for
the 610°R (339°K) hot boundary as the radiative term for this condition is
more than twice that for the 500°R (278°K) hot boundary.
The ratios of heat flux measured for the 5-, i0-, and 20-shield specimens are
in good agreement with calculated values obtained using inverse ratios of the
number of layers. A comparison of the ratios of experimental heat flux for
the 5--and lO-shield specimens to those for the 20-shield specimens is shown
in Table 4-2. On the basis of the number of layers, the predicted heat flux
ratio for 5- to 20-shield specimens is 3.50, and for lO- to 20-shield speci-
mens is 1.91. Inspection of the table shows that the ratios determined from
the experimental data are in agreement with the predicted ratios to within
+
approximately - lO percent.
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Table 4-i
FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER TEST DATA FOR DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED
MYLAR/SILK NET
Run
NO.
Measured
Compressive
Force(aS
tbf (S)
Specimen No.
l 0.06 (c) (0.27)
1 0.06 (c) (0.27)
2 0.06 (d) (0.27)
2 0.06 ((|) (0.27)
3 0.25 (1.11)
3 0.25 (1.115
4 0.4 (1.8)
4 0.4 (1.85
5 0.7 (3.I)
5 0.7 (3.15
6 1.5 (6,7)
6 i.5 (6.7)
7 10.5 (46.7)
7 10.5 (46.7)
8 0.7 (3.1)
8 O. 7 (3.1)
9 0.25 (1.11)
9 0.25 (i. II)
Specimen No.
Equivalent Measured
Compressive Thickness(b)
Pressure
psi (N/m 2) in. (em)
Boundary
Temperatures
Th T e
OR (°K) °R (°K)
Layer
Density
No./in. (No./cm)
Measured
Heat Flux
Btu/hr R 2 (w/m 21
1I-1, 10 shields/22 net, weight 0.06 lb (0.027 Kg), Uncompressed Thickness = 0.15 in. (0.38 cm) (e)
1.5 x 10 -4c5 (1.0) 500 (278) 37
610 (339) 37
610 (339) 37
500 (278) 37
500 (2785 37
610 (339) 37
610 (339) 37
5OO (278) 37
500 (278) 37
610 (339) 37
610 (339) 37
500 (278) 37
5O0 (278) 37
610 (3395 37
610 (3395 37
500 (2785 37
5O0 (278) 37
0.238 (0.605)
1.5 x 10 -4(c) (1.0)
3.0 x 10 -4(d) (2.1)
3.0 x l0 -4(d) (2.1)
1.25 x 10 -3 (8.6)
1.25 x 10 -3 (8.6)
2.0 x 10 -3 (13.8)
2.0 x 10 -3 (13.8)
3.5 x 10 -3 (24.1)
3.5 x 10 -3 (24.1)
7.5 x 10 -3 (51.7)
7.5 x 10 -3 (51.7)
5.25 x 10 -2 (362)
5.25 x 10 -2 (3625
3.5 x 10 -3 (24.1)
3.5 x 10 -3 (24.1)
1.25 x 10 -3 (8.6)
0. 236 (0. 599)
0.185 (0.470)
0.185 (0.470)
0.169 (0.429)
0.171 (0.434)
0.153 (0.389)
0.154 (0.301)
0.134 (0. 3405
0.134 (0. 340)
0.112 (0. 284)
0.112 (0.2845
O. 0945 (0. P.d0)
0. 0945 (0,240)
0.128 (0.325)
0.128 (0.325)
0.157 (0.399)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20) 72.0
(20) 71.5
(20) 82.2
(20) 82.2
(20) 98.3
(20) 98.3
(20) 116.5
(2o) 116.5
(20) 56.0
(20) 86.0
(20) 70.0
46.2 (18.2)
46.6 (18.45
59.5 (23.4)
50.5 (23.4)
65.2 (25.7)
64.4 (25.4)
(28.4)
(28.2)
(32.4)
(32.4)
(38.7)
(36.7)
(45.9)
(45.95
(33.9)
(33.9)
(27.6)
0.378
0.572
0.419
0,251
0.444
0.722
0.821
0.520
0.650
1,030
1.390
0.883
1.790
2.730
1.112
0.710
0.481
(1.19)
(1.80)
(1.32)
(0.79)
(1.40)
(2.285
(2.59)
(t.84)
(2.055
(3.25)
(4.38)
(2.78)
(5.64)
(8.615
(3.51)
(2.24)
(t.52)
1 0.06 (c) (0.27)
1 0.06 (c) (0.27)
2 0.2 (0.9)
2 o. 2 (0.9)
3 0.3 (1.9)
3 0.3 (I.3)
4 0.7 (3.1)
4 0.7 (3. l)
5 1.0 (4.4)
5 1.0 (4.4)
6 13.0 (57.8)
6 13.0 (57.8)
7 1.0 (4.4)
7 1.0 (4.4)
8 0.2 (0.9)
S 0.2 (0.9)
1.25 x 10 -3 (8.6) 0.157 (0.399) 610 (339) 37 (20) 70.0 (27.65
II-2, 10 shields/22 net, Weisht 0.06 Ib 10.027 K_)_ Uncompressed Thickness = 0.14
500 (278) 140
610 (339) 140
610 (339) 140
500 (278) 140
50O (278) 140
610 (339) 140
610 (339) 140
50O (278) 140
50O (278) 140
610 (339) I40
610 (3395 140
500 (278) 140
5O0 (278) 140
610 (3395 140
610 (339) 140
50O (278) 140
(77) 46.6 (18.4)
(775 46.6 (18.4)
(77) 64.4 (25.45
(77) 64.4 (25.4)
(77) 73.3 (28.9)
(77) 73.3 (28.9)
(77) 84.7 (33.4)
(77) 84.7 (33.4)
(77) 98.3 (38.7)
(77) 98.3 (38.7)
(77) 116,5 (45.9)
(77) 116.5 (45.95
(77) 102.7 (40.5)
(77) 103.6 (40.85
(77) 70.0 (27.6)
(775 70.0 (27.6)
0.753 (2.37)
1.5 x t0 -4(c) (1.0)
1.Sx t0 -4(c) (I.0)
1.0 x t0 -3 (6.9)
1.0 x 10 -3 (6.95
1.5 x 10 -3 (10.3)
1.5 x 10 -3 (10.3)
3.5x 10 -3 (24.1)
3.5x 10 -3 (24.1)
5.0 x 10 -3 (34.5}
5.0 x 10 -3 (34.5)
6.5 x 10 -2 (448)
6.5 x 10 -2 (448)
5.0 x 10 -3 (34.5)
5.0 x 10 -3 (34.5)
1.0 x 10 -3 (6.9)
l. 0 x 10 -3 (6.9)
0.236 (0.599)
0.236 (0.599)
0.171 (0.434)
0.171 (0.434)
0.150 (0.381)
0.150 (0.381)
0.130 (0.330)
o.13o (0.330)
0.112 (0.284)
0.112 (0.284)
0.0945 (0.240)
0.O945 (O.24O)
0.I07 (0.27_
O. 106 (0. 269)
0.157 (0.399)
0.157 (0.3905
in. (0.36 cm) (e)
0.324
0.450
0.750
0.435
0.475
0.812
I. 140
0.690
0.820
1.370
3.08
1,990
0.863
1.480
0.810
0.490
(1.02)
(1.42)
(2.36)
(1.37)
(1.5o5
(2.56)
(3.59)
(2.19)
(2.59)
(4. 325
(9.71)
(6.27)
(2.72)
(4.67)
(2. 555
(l. 545
Specimen No.
0.03(d) (0.13) 1.5x 10 -4(d)
0.03 (d) (0.135 1.5 x 10-4( d5
0.4 (1.8) 2.0x 10 -3
0.4 (1.8) 2.0x 10 -3
2.0 (8.9) 1.0 x 10 -2
2.0 (8.0) 1.0 x 10 -2
8.0 (35.6) 4.0 x 10 -2
8.0 (35.6) 4.0 x 10 -2
20 (89.0) 2.0 x 10 -1
I1-3, 5 shields/12 net, Weight 0.03 Ib {0.014 K_), Uncompressed Thickness
(I.0) 0. II0 (0. 279) 54.5
(I.0) 0. II0 (0. 279) 54.5
(13.8) 0.0867 (0.2205 69.2
(13.85 0.0867 (0.220) 69.2
(69) 0.071 (0.180) 84.5
(69) O. 071 (O. 180) 84.5
(276) 0. 059 (0.150) 101,5
(276) 0. 059 (O. 150) 101.5
(1389) 0.047 (0.119) 127.7
500 (278) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
500 (278) 140 (77)
500 (278) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
610 (3395 140 (77)
500 (278) 140 (775
500 (2785 140 (77)
= 0.09 in. (0.23 em) (e)
(21.5)
(21.5)
(27.3)
(27.35
(33.3)
(33.3)
(40.0)
(40.0)
(50.3)
0.522
1.100
1.720
0.955
1.650
3.160
4.910
2.730
6.270
(i.65)
(3.47)
(5.42)
(3.01)
(5.20)
(9.96)
(15.48)
(8.61)
(19.76)
Notes: (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(_)
Force measurement accuracy ±0.1 lb (+_ 0. 4 N)
Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates
Force =: specimen weight; average pressure - 1/2 weight/unit area (assumed)
Force : specimen weight; no gap; load cell indicated contact with specimen; average pressure spccimen weight/unit
area _as sumed_
Measured with a dial gage prior to installation in the FPC
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Table 4-1 (Cont'd)
Run
No.
Mcasured
Compressive
Force( a)
Ibf iN)
Specimen No. 1I-4.
__i
1 0.03 (d) (0.13)
1 0.03 (d} (0.13)
2 0.3 (1.3)
2 0.3 (1.3)
3 3.0 (13.3)
3 3.0 (]3.3)
4 46.0 (205)
4 46.0 (205)
5 2.5 ill. l)
5 2.5 ill. l)
6 0.15 (0.67)
8 0.15 (0.67)
Equivalent Measure(l
Compressive Thickness(b)
Pressure
psi (N/m 2) in. (cm)
Boundary
Temperatures
Th Te
°a (OK) OR (OK)
Layer Measured
Density Heat Flux
No./in. (No./cm) Btu/hr ft2 (w/m 2)
5 shie!ds/12 net, Weight -: 0.03 lb (0.014 Kg), Uneompressed Thickness = 0.10 in. (0.25 cm)(e)
0. 920
0.462
0.943
1.77
3.58
2.39
5.83
9.67
3.36
2.10
0.750
I. 305
1.5 x i0-4(d) (l.0)
1.5 x I0 -4(d) (1.0)
1.5 x 10 -3 (10.3)
1.5 x 10 -3 (10.3)
1.5 x 10 -2 (103)
1.5 x 10 -2 (i03)
2.3 x 10 -I (1590)
2.3 x 10 -1 (1590)
1.25 x 10 -2 (86.2)
1.25 x 10 -2 (86.2)
7.5 x 10 -4 (5.2)
7.5 x 10 -4 (5.2)
610 (339) 37 (20) 50.0
500 (278) 37 (20) 50,0
500 (278) 37 (20) 60.0
610 (339) 37 (20) 60.0
610 (339) 37 (20) 83.8
500 (278) 37 (20) 84.5
500 (278) 37 (20) II3.0
610 (339) 37 (20) 113.0
610 (339) 37 (20} 92.5
500 (278) 37 (20) 92.5
500 (278) 37 (20) 63.5
610 (339) 37 (20) 63.5
(19.7)
(19.7)
(23.6)
(23.6)
(33. O)
(33.3)
(44.5)
(44.5)
(36.4)
(36.4)
(25.o)
(25.o)
0.120 (0.305)
0.120 (0.305)
o.1oo (0.254)
o. I00 ( 0. 254)
0.0716 (0,182)
0.0710 (0.180)
0.0531 (0,135)
0.0531 (0.136)
0.0650 (0.165)
0.0650 (0.165)
0.0945 (0.240)
0.0945 (0. 240)
(2.90)
(1.46)
(2.97)
(5,59)
(11.28)
(7.25)
(18.38)
(31.11)
(10.59)
(6.62)
(2.36)
(4.11)
Specimen No. lI-5,
1 0.12(c) (0.53)
1 0.12 (c) (0.53)
2 0, 2 (0.9)
2 O.2 (0.9)
3 1.0 (4.4)
3 1.0 (4.4)
4 4.75 (21.1)
4 5.0 (22.2)
5 500 (2224)
5 500 (2224)
6 0.1 (0.4)
6 0. I (0.4)
20 shields/42.net t Weight
0.429
0,429 (1.090)
0. 288 C0. 732)
0. 288 C0. 732)
0.221 (0.561)
0.221 (0.561)
O. 200 C0. 508)
0. 200 (0. 508)
0.124 (0.315)
0.124 (0.315)
0. 266 (0. 726)
0. 286 (0. 726)
3.Ox 10 -4(c) (2. t)
3.0 x 10 -4(c) (2.1)
1.0 x 10 -3 (6.9)
1.0 x 10 -3 (6.9)
5.0 x 10 -3 (34.5)
5,0 x 10 -3 (34.5)
2.3 x 10 -2 (159)
2.5 x 10 -2 (159)
2.5 (17p200)
2.5 (I7,200)
9.0 x l0 -4 (3.4)
i 5.0 x 10 ...4 (3.4)
0.12 Ib (0.054 Kg), Uncompressed
(1.090) 500 (278) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
500 (278) 140 (77)
509 (278) 140 (77)
619 (339) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
509 (278) 140 (77)
500 (278) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
610 (339) 140 (77)
500 (278) 140 (77)
Specimen No. II-6,
0.12(c) (0.53)
0.12(c) (0.53)
0.2 (0.9)
0.2 (0.9)
0.8 (3.6)
0.9 (3.6)
1.8 (8.0)
2.0 (8.9)
8. O (35.6)
9.o (35.6)
32. o (142)
32.0 (142)
1.0 (4.4)
1.0 (4.4)
20 shields/42 net, Weight
3.0 x 1O -4(c) (2.1)
3.0 x l0 -4(c) (2.1)
1.0 x 10 -3 (6.9)
1.0 x 10 -3 (6.9)
4.0 x 10 -3 (27.6)
4.0 x 10 -3 (27,6)
9.0 x 10 -3 (62.1)
I. 0 x 10 -2 (69.0)
4.0 x 10 -2 (276)
4.0 x 10 -2 (276)
1.6 x 10 -1 (1100)
1.6 x 19 -1 (1100)
5. O x 19 -3 (34.5)
5.9 x 10 -3 (34.5)
0.12 lb (0. 054 K_t, Uncompressed
0.407 (1.034) 500 (278) 37 (20)
0.407 (1.034) 610 (339) 37 (20)
0.358 (0.909) 610 (339) 37 (20)
0.358 (0.909) 500 (278) 37 (20)
0,255 (0.648) 500 (278) 37 (20)
0.255 (9.648) 610 (339) 37 (20)
0.222 (0,564) 610 (339) 37 (20)
0.222 (0,564) 500 (278) 37 (20)
0.181 (0.460) 500 (278) 37 (20)
0.181 (0.460) 610 (339) 37 (20)
0,157 (0.399) 619 (339) 37 (20)
0.157 (0.399) 500 (278) 37 (20)
0.242 (0.915) 500 (278) 37 (20)
0.242 (0.615) 610 (339) 37 (29)
Notes: (a) Force measurement accuracy *0.1 lb (& 0. 4 N)
(b) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates
72.9
95.0
95. O
105.0
105. O
169.2
169 2
73.4
73.4
Thickness - 0.25 in. {0.64 cm) (e)
49.0 (19.3) 0.480
49.O (19.3) 0.610
72.9 (28.7) 0.388
(29.7) O. 224
(37.4) 0.426
(37.4) O. 610
(41.4) 1.105
(41.4) 0.645
(66.7) 4.15
(66.7) 6.55
(26.9) 0.410
(28.9) 0. 276
Thickness - 0.29 in. (0.74 cm) (e)
82.4
82.4
94.7
94.7
116.0
116.0
133.8
133.8
86.8
86.9
(1.51)
(1.92)
(1.22)
(0.706)
(1.34)
(1.92)
(3.48)
(2.03)
(13.08)
(20.65)
(1.29)
(O. 870)
51.6 (20.3) 0.339
61.6 (20.3) 0.408
58.7 (23.1) 0.385
58.7 (23.1) 0. 225
(32.5) 0. 355
(32.5) 9. 570
(37.3) 0 •740
(37.3) 0.490
(45.7) O. 802
(45.7) I. 27
(52.7) 2.24
(52.7) t. 52
(34.2) 0. 428
(34.2) 0. 650
(1.07)
(1.29)
(1.21)
(0. 709)
(1.12)
(1.8o)
(2.33)
(1.51)
(2.53)
(4.oo)
(7.06)
(4.79)
(1.35)
(2.05)
(c) Force = specimen weight; average pressure : 1/2 weight/unit area (assumed}
(d) Force - specimen weight; no gap; load cell indicated contact with specimen; average pressure = specimen weight/unit
area (assumed)
{e) Measured with a dial gage prior to installation in the FPC
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Table 4-2
VARIATION OF HEAT FLUX WITH NUMBER OF LAYERS
Hot Boundary
Tem_erature
5o0 (27%
610 (339)
°R (°K)
Heat
Flux
Ratio
q5/q20
qlo/q20
q5/q20
qlo/q20
1 x 10-3Rsi
(6._ N/mZl
3.50
1.82
3.75
1.78
Compressive Pressure -
i x lO-2_osi
16(#N/m _)
3.54
1.95
3.93
1.92
3.47
2.03
3.61
1.98
The effect of hot boundary temperature on heat flux can be evaluated by
comparing heat flux ratios for specimens with the same number of layers, and
with the same applied compressive pressures, for the two hot boundary tempera-
tures imposed during the tests. For example, at a compressive pressure of
1 x lO-3 psi (6.9 N/m2), the ratio of heat flux for 610°R (339°K) to that for
500°R (278°K) ranges from approximately 1.64 to 1.80, depending upon the
number of layers in the specimen. At a compressive pressure of 1 x lO-2 psi
(69 N/m2), the corresponding ratios range from approximately 1.55 to 1.75, and
at a compressive pressure of 1 x lO-1 psi (690 N/m2), they range from approxi-
mately 1.49 to i. 59.
Extending this comparison a step further, the ratio of the predicted solid
conduction heat flux component for 610°R (339°K) to that for 500°R (278°K),
based on the assumption that the conduction components are proportional to
the product of average temperature and temperature difference (Ref. Eq. 4.7),
ranges from 1.49 to 1.53 depending upon the cold boundary temperature selected.
Similarly, the ratio of the predicted radiation heat flux component for 610°R
(339°K) to that for 500°R (278°K) is 2.53, based on the assumption that the
radiation components are proportional to TH4"67--_ TC4" 67.
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When similar heat flux ratios were evaluated for the two cold boundary tempera-
tures imposed during the tests, it was found that the influence of these tem-
peratures was overshadowed by minor specimen-to-specimen variations (system
reproducibility) and small data inaccuracies (calorimeter repeatability).
This was expected since the ratios of predicted solid conduction heat flux
for 37°R (20°K) to those for 140°R (77°K) are only 1.O8 for the 500°R (278°K)
hot boundary, and 1.05 for the 610°R (339°K) hot boundary.
The same heat flux ratio comparisons which were presented above to show the
effect of hot boundary temperature on heat flux also can be used to qualita-
tively evaluate the relative influences of the solid conduction and radiation
heat transfer mechanisms. For this multilayer system, the proportion of the
total heat flux due to each of these mechanisms varied widely at different
applied compressive pressures and at different hot boundary temperatures.
For example, at the high compressive pressure value of i x i0 -I psi (690 N/m2),
the radiation heat transfer component was found to be relatively small compared
to that for conduction. For this case, the ratio of total experimental heat
flux for 610°R (339°K) to that for 500°R (278°K) ranged from 1.49 to 1.59
depending upon the number of layers in the specimen. This ratio range agrees
very well with the predicted range of 1.49 to 1.53 for solid conduction alone,
indicating that the influence of radiation was indeed small. However, at
lower compressive pressures the influence of radiation was much greater, and
the total experimental heat flux ratios increased accordingly, i.e., 155 to
1.75 at i x 10 -2 psi (69 N/m2), and 1.64 to 1.80 at i x 10 -3 psi (6.9 N/m2).
The relationship of heat flux with layer density for this mu!tilayer system is
shown in Figs. 4-8 and 4-9 for 500°R (278°K) and 610°R (339°K) hot boundary
temperatures, respectively. For the i0- and 20-shield specimens, the data
fall within a -+20 percent band which is consistent with the results obtained
in Task I for this system (Ref. Section 3.5). For the 5-shield specimens,
however, the variations of discrete data points with respect to a curve fit
through the data are large compared to those where the curves were fit as a
function of compressive pressure. This is primarily because the compressive
pressure/layer density relationships of the two 5-shield specimens were quite
different, whereas for the two 10-shield and the two 20-shield specimens,
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Fig. 4-8 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for Double-
Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net with TH = 500OR(278°K)
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Fig. 4-9 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for Double-
Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net with TH : 610°R(339°K)
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these relationships were quite similar. Figs. 4-10 and 4-11 show these
relationships for the specimens tested at 140°R (77°K) and 37°R (20°K), respec-
tively. The differences noted for the two 5-shield specimens are probably
due to geometrical and physical differences in the specimens rather than
temperature, however, since no similar differences were noted for the i0- and
20-shield specimens.
At constant layer density values, the ratios of heat flux for the 5- and !O-
shield specimens differ significantly from those at constant compressive
pressures (Ref. Table 4-2). For example, at 90 layers/in. (35.4 layers/cm),
the ratios of the heat flux for the 5-shield specimens to those for the 10-
shield specimens (Figs. 4-8 and 4-9) are approximately 3.2 in each case.
The corresponding ratios are approximately 2.0 and 1.8 at constant compressive
pressures of i x 10-3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) and i x i0 -I (690 N/m2), respectively.
This characteristic results from the fact that the compressive pressure for
the 5-shield specimens is significantly greater than that for the lO-shield
specimens at any particular layer density value. However, ratios of heat flux
for the i0- and 20-shield specimens, based upon constant layer density and con-
stant compressive pressure, respectively, agree more closely since the compres-
sive pressure/layer density relationships for these specimens are nearly iden-
tical (Ref. Figs. 4-10 and 4-11).
Analysis of the heat transfer data was accomplished using Eq. (4.9). The
radiative term was computed for the average shield emittance (temperature
dependence of emittance is 0°67), boundary temperature, and number of shields.
The average room temperature emittance values used for these computations are
given in Table 4-3. The radiation contribution to heat flux was computed and
then subtracted from the total heat flux data for each data point to yield the
conduction heat flux as a function of compressive pressure. This value was
then normalized for boundary temperatures and the number of layers as indi-
cated by the expression
¢ =
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Fig. 4-10 Compressive Pressure as a Function of Layer Density for
Double-Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net with TC = 140°R(77°K)
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Fig. 4-11 Compressive Pressure as a Function of Layer Density for
Double-Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net with TC = 37°R(20°K)
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Table 4-3
EMITTANCE VALUES FOR DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR/SILK NET
Specimen No.
II-i
II-2
II-3
II-4
II-5
II-6
Average Value of *
at 540°R (/pO°K_ Th
0.030
0.028
0.029
0.028
0.027
0.028
*Based upo_p N measurements for all shields and eTH for a single
shield where CTH = 1.33 _TN (Ref. 5), and _TN :I- PN
and the parameter _ was plotted sss function of compressive pressure in
order to evaluate the conduction term coefficient and exponent. As the pressure
determined from the load cell measurements includes the load due to the
specimen weight, the applied pressure term was evaluated ss
Pa = (P-P)
o
where P is the applied compressive pressure, P is the pressure from the load
a
cell data, and Po is the pressure due to the specimen weight per unit ares.
The correlation of _ with (P-Po) is shown in Fig. 4-12. A least-squares
method fit of the data resulted in the expression
$ = 5.45 x i0 "g (P-Po)0"_37
where pressure is in psi (N/m 2) and (_ is Btu/hr ft 2 °R 2 (w/m 2 °K2). The
broken lines in the figure represent ±15 percent deviations from the equation.
Of the 53 data points plotted all but 6 fall within this band. The resulting
equation for prediction of total heat flux for this material system, based
upon the Task II data, is
1"1 °'n'm "67"'c /
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where _ is the total hemispherical emmittance at 540°R (300°K).
TR
Similar data for the specimens investigated in Task I are shown in Fig. 4-13.
The best fit to these data shows a slightly different coefficient and exponent.
These differences are due to the fact that only i0- and 20-shield specimens
were investigated in Task I, and the coefficient and exponent varied slightly
with the total number of layers. Also, the correlation in Fig. 4-12 is based
upon more data points. Therefore, best fits were obtained independently for
the 5-, i0- and 20-shield specimen data. The results for two specimens each
of 5, i0, and 20 shields are as follows:
-4 p_po)0.475 shields, _ : 6.6 x i0 (
i0 shields, _ - 5.4 x 10 -4 (P-Po)0"43
20 shields, _ - 4.9 x 10 -4 (P-Po) 0"40
in addition, variations were observed for the four individual specimens of i0
and 20 shields each. For example, for the 20 shield specimens, the coefficient
varied from 4.48 x 10 -4 to 5.19 x 10 -4 and the exponent varied from 0.394 to
0.414. The least-squares fit based upon 83 data points obtained in Tasks I
and II for the conduction heat flux yielded
5 •7_I0"_ (P-Po) O" _5_(TH.Tc)qe = N +i
B
By substitution of the above expression for solid conduction heat flux into
Eq. (4.20), the euqation for prediction of heat flux in terms of compressive
pressure, based upon all of the data obtained for this system, is
5- 79xi0" _ (P-Po)0" _Tm (
Finally, compressive pressure was evaluated as a function of layer density for
this mult:Tlayer system using the relationship P-P = c (_)n discussed previously
o
in Section 4.1.3. Values of c and n were determined for the best fit of the
data obtained for all six of the Task II specimens and substituted into equation
(4.21). The resulting expression is
7" xi0=12( 3"56Tin l'lOxlO=ll ( '67 T C'67)q = Ns +i "(Ts=TC ) + =
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4.3.2 Double-Goldized Mylar/Silk Net
A total of six specimens of this multilayer composite were tested on the Flat
Plate Calorimeter in Task II. Of these, two specimens each were composed of
5 shields with 6 double net spacers, two additional specimens each consisted
of i0 shields with ii double net spacers, and the two final specimens each
were assembled using 20 shields with 21 double net spacers.
Data obtained from these tests is presented in Table 4-4. The tabulated values
include measured compressive force, computed equivalent compressive pressure,
measured specimen thickness, boundary temperatures_ and heat flux computed from
boiloff flowrates for each data point.
The data for heat flux as a function of compressive pressure are summarized in
Figs. 4-14 and 4-15 for 500°R (278°K) and 610°R (339°K) hot boundary tempera-
tures, respectively. These data show that the thermal performance of this
system is similar to that of the double-aluminized Mylar/silk net composite.
At the higher hot boundary temperature, and for low compressive pressures_ the
total heat flux values are approximately i0 percent less than those measured
for the aluminized Mylar specimens with the same number of layers. This im-
provement in thermal performance is due to the lower emittance of the gold
surface in the compressive pressure/temperature region where radiation heat
transfer is a more significant proportion of the total. As the compressive
pressure value increases, the difference in total heat flux decreases for
equivalent goldized Mylar and aluminized Mylar specimens. Also, for the 500°R
(278°K) hot boundary temperature, the radiation component is less than one-
half of that for 610°R (339°K), and the difference in total heat flux between
the goldized Mylar and the aluminized Mylar specimens is less than the variation
due to m_terial reproducibility. Consequently, the effect of the lower
emittance of the gold surface is less apparent at high compressive pressures or
at the low hot boundary temperature. At compressive pressures below 8 x lO-4psi
(5.5 N/m2), the data points in Figs. 4-14 and 4-15 correspond to spacings
between the flat plate apparatus surfaces that are greater than the uncompressed
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Table 4-4
FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER TEST DATA FOR
DOUBLE-GOLDIZED MYLAR/SILK NET
Run
No
Equivalent
CompressiveCompressive Measured
PressureForce (a) Thickness (b)
Ibf (N) Psl ( N/m 2 in. (¢m)
Boundary
Tern eraturesT
"R(°K) "R_K) Layer ] Measured
Density Heat Flux
No./in, (No./cm) BTU/hr ft2 (w/m 2
Specimen No. II-7, 10 shields ] 22 net, Weight = 0. 076 lb (0. 034 Kg), Uncompressed thickness = 0. 20 in. (0. 51 crn) (e)
l
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
8
6
7
8
8
o. o76 (c) (o. 34)
o. o76 (c) (o. 34)
o. 7 (3. 1)
0.7 (3.1)
i.2 (5.3)
1.2 (5. 3)
z. o (8.9)
z. o (8.9)
80.0 (356 )
86. o (383 )
3,3 (14.7)
I. 6 (7. I)
o. 3 (1.3)
o. 3 (1.3)
i. 9xlO -4(c) (I. 3)
I. 9xi0 -4(c) (1. 3)
3. 5xlO -3 (24. I)
3. 5xlO -3 (24. 1)
6. OxIO "3 (41. 4)
6, 0x10 -3 (41. 4)
I. Ox10 -2 (69 )
1.0x10 -2 (69 )
4.0x10 "1 (2760 )
4. 3x10 -I (Z970 )
1. 65x10 "z (114 )
8. OxlO -3 (55, 2)
1. 5x[O -3 (10. 3)
1. 5xlO -3 (10. 3)
0.248 (0.630)
o. 248 (0. 630)
0.166 (0.422)
o. 166 (0.422)
o. 143 (0.363)
0. I43 (0. 363)
O. 120 (0. 305)
O. IZO (0. 305)
O, 0805 (0. 204)
O. 080 (0. 203)
0.111 (0.282)
o. izo (0. 305)
0. 167 (0. 424)
o. 167 (0. 424)
I .......
_00(278) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
500(278) 140(77)
500(270) 140(77)
610{339) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
500(278) 140(77)
500(278) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
6[0(339) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77}
610(339) 140(77)
500(278) 140(77)
44.4 (17. 5)
44. 4 ([7. 5)
66. 3 (26. I)
66.3 (26.1)
76.9 (30. 3)
76. 9 (30. 3)
91. 7 (36. 1)
91.7 (36.1)
136.6 (53.8)
137. 5 {54. I)
99.1 (39.0)
91, 7 (36, i)
65. 9 (25.9)
65.9 {25.9)
0.535 (1.69)
0.776 (z. 45)
i. 04 (3.28)
0.645 (2.03)
0.858 (2,70)
1.42 (4.48}
1.72 (s. 42)
1.17 (3.69)
4.80 (15.1)
7. 53 (23. 7 )
2.03 (6.40)
1.50 (4.73)
O. 715 (2. 25)
0. 564 (1.78)
Specimen II-8, 10 shields/22 net, Weight 0. 076 lb (0. 034 Kg), Uncompressed thickness = 0. 18 in. (0. 48 cm)(e)
1 O. 076 (c) (0. 34)
1 O. 076 (c) (0. 34)
2 o.5 (2.2)
2 0. 5 (Z. 2)
3 0.8 (3.6)
3 0.8 (3.6)
4 z. o (8.9)
4 z. o (8.9)
5 25.0 (111 )
6 80.0 (356 )
7 2.0 (8.9)
7 2. o (8.9)
8 0.4 (1.8)
8 o. 4 (1.8)
Specimen 11-9,
1 O. 04(c) (0. 18)
1 O. 04(c) (0. 18)
z o. 2 (0.9
z o. 2 (0.9
3 0.3 (1.3
3 0.3 (1.3
4 60. o (267
4 60.0 (267
5 0.6 (2.7
5 0.6 (2.7
6 o. 04 (d) (o. 16
6 0.04 (d) (0, 18)
NOTES:
1. 9x10 -4(c) (1. 3)
1. 9xlO -4(c) (1. 3)
2. 5xlO -3 (17.2)
2, 5xlO -3 (17.2)
4.0x10 -3 (27.6
4.0xl0 -3 (27,6
1.0x10 -2 (69
1.0x10 -2 (69
1.25x10 -i (862
4.0x10 -1 {2760
1.0x10 "2 (69
1.0xl0 -z (69
2.0x10 "3 {13,8
2.0xlO "3 (13. 8)
o. 232 (0. 589)
0.232 (0,589)
o. 157 (0. 399)
O. 157 (0. 399)
O. 142 (0. 361)
0, 142 (0, 361)
0. 121 (0. 307)
o. 121 (o. 307)
O. 095 (0. 241)
0,081 (0.206)
0.110 (0.279)
0.112 (0. 284)
o. 158 (o. 4ol)
o. 158 (0. 401)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
610(339} 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500[278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
47, 4 (18. 7)
47. 4 (18. 7)
70. I (27. 6)
70. I (27.6)
77, 5 (30. 5)
77. 5 (30. 5)
90.9 (35.8)
90.9 (35.8)
115. 8 (45.6)
135, 8 (53. 5)
100.0 (39.4)
98. 2 (38.7)
69.6 (27.4)
69. 6 (27.4)
0.583 (l. 84)
0. 777 (2.45)
o. 902 (2.84)
o. 657 (2.07)
0.720 (2.27)
1.04 (3.28)
1. 52 {4.79)
1.05 (3.31)
2. 58 (8. 13)
6.68 (_.I. l )
i. 58 (4.98)
1.02 (3.22)
o. 475 (1.50)
o. 760 (2.40)
shields [ 12 net, Weight 0.04 lb (0. 018 Kg), [rncornpressed thickness : 0. 10 in. (0.25 cm) (e)
l. OxlO-4(c) (0. 691
I. 0x10 -4(c) (0.69)
I. 0xl0 "3 (6. 9)
I. 0xl0 -3 (6. 9)
I. 5x10 -2 (103 )
I. 5xlO -2 (103 )
i3,0xlO -I (2070 )
3,0xlO -I (2070 )
2.0xlO -3 (13.8)
2.0x10 "3 (13.8}
2.0xlO -4(d} (1. 4)
2.0xl0 -4(d) (I. 4)
0.124 (0.315)
O. 124 [0. 315)
O. 0965 (0, 245)
O. 0965 (0. 245)
O. 067 (0. 170)
0. 067 (0. 170]
0.055 (o. 140)
0.055 (0. 140)
o. 0866 (0.22o)
O. 0866 (0. 220)
o. 0985 (0. 250)
0.0985 (0. 250)
500(278) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
500{278) 140(77)
500(278) 140{77)
610(339) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
500(278) 140(77)
500(278) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
610(339) 140(77)
500(278) 140(77)
48.4 (19. 1)
48. 4 (19. 1)
62.2 (24.5)
62.2 (24. 5)
8q. 6 (35.3)
89. 6 (35. 3)
109. [ (43.0)
109. i (43. O)
60. 3 (27.3)
69. 3 (27. 3)
60. 9 (24.0)
60.9 (24. O)
(a) Force measurement accuracyl- 0.1 lb (,+_ 0.4N)
(b) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plate_
(c) Force = specimen weight; Average pressure = 1/2 weight/unit area (assumed)
(d} Force = specimen weight; No gap; Load ceil indicated contact with specimen;
Average pressure = specimen weight/unit area (assumed)
(e) Measured with a dial gage prior to installation in the FPC
0,633 (2.00)
0. 970 (3.06)
I. 32 (4, 16)
0. 850 (2.68)
2. 20 (6.93)
3.82 (12.0)
1o. 4o (32.8)
7.03 (22.2)
0.893 (2.81)
1.70 (5.36)
I. 27 (4. 00)
o. 815 (2.57)
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specimen thicknesses, and the apparent increase in heat transfer is due to
energy exchange between the calorimeter test section and the edge of the
apparatus through the gap at the cold boundary.
The heat flux versus compressive pressure data for this multilayer system are
consistent for similar specimens within approximately ±15 percent st any par-
ticular compressive pressure and hot boundary temperature. The basic repro-
ducibility of the material, allowing for variations due to the repeatability
of the apparatus, is therefore approximately ±i0 percent in terms of compressive
pressure.
From the data presented in Figs. 4-14 and 4-15, it can be seen that the radi-
ation heat transfer component is generally a smaller proportion of the total
<or the double-goldized Mylar/silk net system than was the case for the double-
aluminized Mylar/silk net composite. Therefore, in the general form of the
heat transfer equation given by q : a(P) m + b, values of the rsdiation component
b are relatively small, and the curves drawn through the data points are very
nearly straight lines.
For this multilayer system, the increase in measured heat flux for specimens
with fewer layers is in reasonably good agreement with that calculated using
the inverse ratio of the number of layers. Over the range of compressive pres-
sures investigated for both hot boundary temperatures, the measured and pre-
dicted ratios based on the number of layers generally agree within +20 percent
to -i0 percent. For example, the ratio of the measured heat flux for a 5-
shield specimen to that for a 20-shield specimen, for a compressive pressure
of i x 10 -3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) and a 610°R (339°K) hot boundary temperature, is
&.20. The predicted value for this ratio is 3.50 based on the number of layers.
Therefore, the ratio of the measured values is approximately 20 percent higher
than that predicted.
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The effect of hot and cold boundary temperatures on heat flux for the double-
goldized Mylar/silk net system based on ratios of the measured values obtained
is also in good engineering agreement with that calculated using the analytical
model. For example, the ratio of the measured heat flux for a 5-shield speci-
men at a compressive pressure of I x 10 -3 psi (6.9 N/m2), for a hot boundary
temperature of 610°R (339°K) compared to that for 500°R (278°K), is 1.56.
Based on the product of mean temperature and temperature difference, the ca!cu-
fated solid conduction heat flux ratio for these two hot boundary temperatures
ranges from 1.49 to 1.53 depending upon the cold boundary temperature selected.
The ratio of the radiation heat flux components calculated for these two hot
boundaries approaches 2.50, the exact value depending upon the temperature
dependency exponent value derived for Eq. (4.10).
The variation of heat flux with layer density for this multilayer system is
shown in Figs. 4-16 and 4-17 for 500°R (278°K) and 610°R (339°K) hot boundary
temperatures, respectively. For specimens with the same number of layers, these
data generally agree within approximately !25 percent. However, the data for
the two 5-shield specimens agree within approximately ±5 percent. This trend
is exactly opposite to that observed for the double-aluminized Mylar/silk net
system where the greatest variation of data occurred for the 5-shield specimens.
There is no apparent reason for this trend, and the close correlation of the
double-goldized Mylar/silk net specimen data appears to be simply fortuitous.
The relationship of compressive pressure and layer density for the double-
goldized Mylar/silk net system is illustrated in Figs. 4-18 and 4-19 for the
specimens tested at 140°R (77°K) and 37°R (20°K),respectively. As expected,
this material behaved very much like the double-aluminized Mylar/silk net
composite. However, for the double-goldized Mylar/silk net system, curves
drawn t_ough the data points cross at a layer density value of approximately
75 layers/in. (29.5 layers/cm)_ whereas they did not cross in the range of
layer densities investigated for the material with the aluminized Mylar shields.
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Fig. 4-16 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for
Double-Goldized Mylar/Silk Net with T H : 500°R(278°K)
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Fig. 4-17 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for
Double-Goldized Mylar/Silk Net with TH = 610°R(339UK)
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Fig. 4-18 Compressive Pressure as a Function of Layer Density for
Double-GoldizedMylar/Silk Net with TC = 140°R(77°K)
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Because the compressive pressure/layer density relationship is similar in the
region of approximately 65 to 85 layers/in. (25.6 to 33.5 isyers/cm), heat
flux ratios at constant values of layer density for 5-, i0-, and 20-shield
specimens are quite similar to the corresponding ratios for constant values
of compressive pressure.
Eq. (4.10) was used in the analysis of the heat transfer data for this multi-
layer system. Evaluation of the compressive pressure dependency coefficient and
exponent for the conduction term was accomplished using the same technique
that was discussed earlier for the double-aluminized Mylar composite system.
Emittance values and the corresponding temperature dependency exponents obtained
from measurements of emittsnce or normal reflectance for six double-goldized
Mylar specimens are presented in Table 4-5. An average emittsnce value
= 0.0215_ and the corresponding value of the temperature dependence exponent_
TR
a4 = O.51, were used to compute the radiation heat flux for each data point
obtained in the flat plate calorimeter tests. Solid conduction heat flux values
were then computed and normalized for boundary temperatures and the number of
layers to obtain values of the parameter _which are shown as a function of
compressive pressure in Fig. 4-20. The solid line in the figure represents the
equation obtained from s least-squares curve fit to the resulting data, and
the broken lines show ±15 percent deviations from the equation. Data based on
Table 4-5
EMITTANCE VALUES FOR DOUBLE-GOLDIZED MYLAR/SILK NET
Specimen
Number
11-7
11-8
11-9
II-I0
II-ii
11-12
Average ETH at
540°R(300°K) *
O.021
0.022
0.021
0.020
0.021
0.024
Temperature
Exponent
0.509
0.509
0.509
0.554
0.509
0.483
*(TH = 1.33 _TN (Ref. 5), and _TN = I-PN
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'1 II
specimen weight, where the cold boundary plate was not in contact with
the specimen, were not included in the analysis. As shown, the majority
of the data points fall within the ± 15 percent band. Eq. (4.10), with
the co-efficients and exponents evaluated for this multilsyer system, is
When compressive pressure was evaluated as a function of layer density,
using all of the data obtained for this multilsyer system, and the results
were substituted into Eq. (4.23), the resulting expression is
q
]_'37xlO'll(_)3"eTTm 3"_26xlO'9_TR / 4+(', 4+aA
Eq. (4.10) was evaluated for individual specimens, and for specimen pairs
composed of an equal number of layers. These results are presented and dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.
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4.3.3 Crinkled, Single-Aluminized Mylar
The data obtained for this multilayer material in Task I showed poor
reproductibility for heat flux as a function of layer density. (Ref.
Section 3.5.2). Because of this characteristic, and because of the two-
dimensional heat flow problem encountered in Task I for testing of thick
specimens in the flat plate apparatus, the decision was made to test only
two additional specimens of this system_ and then to investigate a fourth
multilayer composite_ double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas, in addition.
Since, in the Task I tests, the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system
characteristically exhibited large changes in thickness for relatively small
increments of compressive pressure within the practical layer density range,
it was desirable to conduct tests on specimens with a larger number of layers.
However, it was clear from the T_sk I results that practical specimens were
limited to less than 40 shields if the use of an intermediary at the edge of
the specimen and correction of heat flux measurements for two-dimensional
heat transfer effects were to be avoided. The use of an intermediary would,
of course, preclude the determination of compressive pressure since an
indeterminate portion of any applied compressive force would be reacted by
t he intermediary. Consequently, the two specimens tested in the Task II
effort consisted of 5 and 20 shields of the crinkled material. Both specimens
were tested with a cold boundary temperature of 37°R (20°K). Results of the
tests are presented and compared with Task I results for this material in this
section.
Tabulated data for the two specimens are presented in Table 4-6. Average
room temperature total hemispherical emittance values which were measured for
the Mylar surfaces were 0.39 and 0.38 and for the aluminum surfaces were
0.035 end 0.33, respectively, for specimens II-i3 and II-14. Heat flux as
a function of compressive pressure for the 5- and 20-shield specimens with a
500°R (278°K) hot boundary temperature is shown in Fig. 4-21. The Task I
data for i0 shields is also plotted for comparison. The behavior of the
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Table 4-6
FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER TEST DATA
FOR CRINKLED SINGLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR
Measured
Run Compressive
No Force(a)
ibf (N)
Equivalent
Compressive
Pressure
psi (N/rn 2 )
Specimen No. H-13, 5 crinkled shields
Boundary
Mea sured T empe rature s La yer M e a sured
Thickness (b) Th T c Density Heat Flux
in (era) °R(=N) *R(*K) No/in (No/era) Btu/hrft z (w/m 2)
Weight = 0.015 lb (0. 0068 Kg), Uncomprossed thickness = 0. 14 in.{0. 36 cm[
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
1 0.015 (c) (0.067) 5.
1 o. 015(c} {0- 067] 5.
2 o. 1 (o. 4) 5.
2 o. 1 (o. 4) 5.
3 0, 3 (I. 3) 1.
3 o. 3 (I. 3) 1.
4 o. 65 (2.9) _.
4 0.65 (Z. 9) 3.
i. z (5.3) 6.
i. z (5.3) 6.
3. 9 (17. 3) Z.
3, 9 117.3) z.
o, 3 (I. 3) 1.
0.3 (1.3) I.
0.015 (d) (0. 067] I.
0. 015 (d) (0. 067) 1.
Specimen No. II-I4,
0xl0 -5(c) (0. 34)
0xl0 -5(c) (0. 34)
5xi0-4 (3.8)
5x10 "4 (3.8)
7xi0 -3 (11. 7 )
7x10 -3 (11. 7 )
7x10 "3 (25. 5 )
7x10 -3 (25. 5 }
8x10 -3 (46. 9 )
8x10 -3 (46. 9)
Zxl0 -2 (152 )
ZxlO -2 (152 )
7x10 -3 (I 1. 7)
7x10 "3 (11. 7)
0xl0 -4(d) (0.69)
0xl0 -4(d) (0.69)
0.158 (0.401)
0. 158 (0. 401)
O. 127 (0. 323)
0. 127 {0, 323)
0. tl0 (0.279)
0. 110 (0. 279)
0.087 (0. 221)
0.087 (0. 221)
0. 067 (0, 170)
0, 067 (0. 170)
0. 0473 (0. 120)
0. 0473 (0. 120)
0. 089 (0. 226)
0.086 (0.218)
o. 107 (0.272)
0.107 (0.272)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
6101339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
6101339) 37(20)
6101339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
6101339) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
6101339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
20 crinkled shields Weight = O. 08 lb
37. 9 (14. 9)
37. 9 (14. 9)
47. 3 (18. 6)
47. 3 (18. 6)
54. 6 (21. 5)
54.6 (21. 5)
69.0 (27. Z)
69.0 (27. z)
89.5 (35.2)
89. 5 (35.2)
127. 0 (50. O)
127. 0 (50. 0)
67. 5 (26. 6)
69. 8 (27. 5)
56. 0 (22. 0)
56.0 122.0)
o. 760 (2.40)
1.43 (4. 51)
1.61 (5.07)
0.810 (2.551
o. 970 (3. 06)
1.85 (5.83)
2. 35 (7. 41)
1. 32 (4. 16)
2.13 (6.7l)
3.57 (11.3)
11.8 (37.2)
7. 45 (23. 5 )
0. 990 (3. 12)
I. 78 (5.61)
1. 44 (4. 54)
0. 643 (Z. 03)
(0. 036 Kg), Uncompressed thickness = 0, 4 in (1. 02 cm)(e)
I 0.08(c) (0. 36)
I 0.08 (c) (0.36)
2 0.08 (d) (0.36)
2 0.08(d) (0. 36)
O. 3 (1. 3)
3 o. 3 (i. 3)
4 o. 4 (t. 8)
4 o. 4 (i. 8)
5 o. 9 (4. o)
5 o. 9 (4. o)
6 1. 5 (6. 7)
6 1. 5 (6. 7)
7 2. 5 (11. i)
7 2. 5 (I i. t)
10.0 (44. 5)
8 10.0 (44. 5)
9 o. 9 (4.0)
9 O. 9 (4. O)
10 0.08 (d) (0. 36 I
10 0. 08 (d) (0. 36)
11 o. o8 (c) (o. 36)
II O. 08 (c) (0. 36)
NOTES:
2. 2xi0"4(c) (I, 5)
2. 2x10 -4(c) (I. 5)
4. 5xi0-4(d) (3. 1)
4. 5x10 -41d) (3. i)
I. 7x10 -3 (ll. 7)
1.7x10 -3 (11.7)
2. Z5xi0 -3 (15.5)
2.25xi0 "3 (15.5)
5. lxlO -3 (35. 2)
5.1x10 -3 (35.2)
8. 5x10 -3 (58. 6)
8. 5x10 -3 (58.6)
1.4x10 -2 (96. 5)
1.4xI0 -2 (96. 5)
5, 65xi0 "2 (390 )
5.65xi0 "z (390 )
5.1x10 -3 (35.2)
5.1x10 -3 (35.2)
4. 5x10 -4(d) (3. 1)
4. 5x10-4(d) (3. I)
z. zxio -4(c) (1. 5)
2.2x10 -4(c) (I. 5)
0. 498 (i. 26)
o. 498 (I. 26)
0.401 (1.02)
0.401 (1. 02)
O. 331 (0. 841)
O. 331 (0. 841)
0. 285 (0. 724)
o. 285 (0. 724)
0.242 (0.615)
0.242 (0.615)
O. 200 (0. 508)
o. 200 (0.508)
o. 154 (0. 391)
o. 154 (0. 391)
0.091 (0.231)
0.091 (0.231)
0. 207 (0. 526)
0. 207 (0. 526)
0. 324 (0. 823)
0. 324 (0,823)
0.400 (1.02)
0.400 (1.02)
5001278)
610(339)
610(339)
500(278)
500(278)
6101339)
6101339)
500(278)
500(278)
6101339)
6101339)
500(278)
500(278)
610(339)
610(339)
500(278)
500(278)
6101339)
610(339)
500(278)
500(278)
610(339)
37(20) 42.2 (16.6)
37(20) 42. z (16.6)
37(20) 52.3 (20.6)
37(20) 52. 3 (ZO. 6)
37(20) 63. 4 (25. O)
37(20) 63, 4 (25. O)
37(20) 73. 6 (29. o)
37(20) 73.6 (29. O)
37(20) 86.8 (34.2)
37(20) 86.8 (34. 2)
37(20) 105.0 141.3)
37(20) 105.0 (41. 3)
37(20) 136. 3 (51.7)
37(20) 136. 3 (53. 7)
37(20) 231. 0 (90. 9)
37(20) 231. 0 (90. 9)
37(20) 101. 5 (40.0)
37(20) 101. 5 (40.0)
37(20) 64.9 (25,6)
37(20) 64. 9 (25.6)
37(20) 52. 5 (20.7)
37(20) 52. 5 (20. 71
(a) Force measurement accuracy + 0. lb 1 + 0. 4 N )
(b) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates
(c)
(dl
(o)
o. 2 53 (0. 797)
0. 430 (i. 36)
0, 348 (1. 10)
0. 208 (0. 656)
0.308 (0.97i)
o, 475 (i. 50)
O. 480 (1. 51)
0.325 (1. o2)
0. 456 (1.44)
0, 707 (2.23 t
O. 974 (3.07)
0.678 (2.14)
I. 33 (4. 19)
1, 73 (5. 45)
7. 32 (23. 1 )
5.21 (16.4)
O. 464 (1. 46)
O. 699 (2. 20)
o. 350 (1. lo)
0, 223 (0. 703)
O. 163 (0. 514)
o. 274 (0. 864)
Force = specimen weight; Average pressure - 112 weight/unit area (assumed)
Force = specimen weight; No gap; Load cell indicated contact with specimen;
Average pressure = specimen weight/unit area (assumed)
Measured with a dial gage prior to installation in the FPC
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material under compressive loading did not exhibit a uniform relationship of
heat flux with compressive pressure over the range of compressive pressure
investigated. However, a good approximation of the true relationship was
obtained by considering that a discontinuity occurred in the region of
5xlO -3 psi (34.5 N/m2), and then by using two different equations to fit the
data on either side of this value. The curves in Fig. 4-21 indicate the
different equations and fit the experimental data within ±15 percent.
In the region of low compressive pressure, the heat flux for the 20-shield
specimen is gre_ter than would be calculated using the lO-shield specimen
data multiplied by the inverse ratio of the number of layers. On that basis,
the ratio of the 20-shield specimen heat flux to that for the lO-shield specimen
should be 0.52. However, the ratio of the heat flux values computed from the
experimental dated is 0.62 for a compressive pressure of ixXO -3 psi (6.9 N/m2).
This is indicative of a "self-compression" effect due to the weight of the
additional shields. Comparison of heat flux values for the 5- and lO-shield
specimens at a compressive pressure of ixlO -3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) shows that the
ratio, qlo/q5 - 0.48, is in good agreement with a calculated ratio of 0.55
based on the inverse ratio of the number of layers. In the high compressive
pressure region, i.e., ixlO -2 psi (69 N/m 2) and above, the self-compression
effect was not observed and the measured heat flux ratios for specimens with
a different number of layers were in good agreement with those calculated using
the inverse ratio of the number of layers.
Fig. 4-22 shows a comparison of the experimental heat flux data for the 5- and
20-shield specimens for hot boundary temperatures of 500°R (278°K) and 610°R
(339°K). The effect of the hot boundary temperature on heat flux can be
evaluated by comparing ratios of the experimental heat flux for these two
temperatures at constant values of compressive pressure. For example, the
ratios of the heat flux for 610°R (339°K) to that for 500°R (278°K) are 1.93
and _.60 for the 5- and 20-shield specimens, respectively, at s compressive
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pressure of IxlO -3 psi (6.9 N/m2). Similarly, the corresponding ratios
are 1.65 and 1.47 at a compressive pressure of ixlO-2psi (69 N/m2). Based
on the analytical model described by Eq. (4.8), the ratio of calculated
solid conduction heat flux values st a constant compressive pressure can be
computed ss the ratio of the products of mean temperature and temperature
difference for the two hot boundary temperatures in combination with a
particular cold boundary temperature. This ratio varies from 1.49 to 1.53
depending upon the cold boundary temperature selected (Ref. Section 4.3.1)
The ratio of predicted radiation heat flux values is 2.53, computed as the
4.67 67
value of TH - TC4" for 610°R (339°K) compared to that for 500°R (278°K).
For the radiation component, the effect of the cold boundary temperature is
negligible. Comparison of the ratios obtained from the experimental heat
flux values with those from predicted values shows that radiation heat
transfer is a greater proportion of the total for this multilayer system
than it was for the metallized Mylar/silk net systems discussed earlier.
Heat flux ss s function of layer density is shown in Fig. 4-23 for 5-, iO-,
and 20-shield specimens. The curve representing the 40-shield data, corrected
for two-dimensional effects, is also shown for comparison. These data show
that the predictability and reproducibility of this system are very poor in
terms of layer density. The scatter in the lO-shie!d specimen dats is such
that no conclusions can be drawn regarding the performance of the 5- and 20-
shield specimens in comparison to the lO-shield specimen. For specimen No. 7,
a curve drawn through the data (not shown) would cross that for the 5-shield
specimen at approximately 90 layers/in. (35.41ayers/cm). Yet at 70 layers/in.
(27.6 layers/cm) it would approach that for s similar lO-shield specimen,
No. 8. Comparing the 20- and 40-shield specimen data at low layer densities,
i.e., 60 to 80 layers/in.(23.6 to 31.5 layers/cm), the ratio of the heat flux
for 20 shields to that for 40 is approximately 75 percent of that predicted
from the ratio of the number of layers.
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Compressive pressure as a function of layer density is shown in Fig. 4-24 for
the 5-, i0-, 20-, and 40-shield specimens. Over the entire range investigated,
the compressive pressure values obtained for the lO-shield specimens at any
particular layer density value show very poor predictability and reproducibility
characteristics with respect to those obtained for the 5- and 20-shield speci-
mens. The predictability and reproducibility are improved for the 20- and 40-
shield specimens, except at very low values of compressive pressure. These
data clearly indicate that this multilayer system is significantly less repro-
dmcible than the metallized Mylar/silk net systems discussed earlier with
respect to the compressive pressure/layer density relationship. Moreover,
for applications in which the system would be subjected to acceleration loads,
the self-compression effects observed at layer densities below approximately
i00 layers/in. (39.4 layers/cm) could significantly degrade the thermal
performance of this material.
The broken lines shown in Fig. 4-24 represent the limits of scatter for data
points (not shown) obtained at room temperature for duplicate specimens of
20, 40_ and 80 shields. These data were measured using a compression testing
machine for which the load versus deflection characteristics were continuously
recorded d_zring the tests. Specimens for these tests were 16 in.(40.6 cm) in
diameter, and were compressed between flat rigid steel plates.
In view of the poor reproducibility as evidenced by the scatter of data
obtained for the i0 shield specimens, and the inconsistencies noted for
predicting the influence of the number of layers, this multilayer system
would be characterized by very large uncertainties in the prediction of
thermal performance with the system applied to a cryogenic storage vessel.
The "self-compression" tendency would further increase the uncertainity for
use of Flat Plate Calorimeter data to predict thermal performance as installed
on a tank or structure. For example, the heat transfer characteristics for
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this material where it is installed on s vertical surface in a gravity
environment should be entirely different from those where it is installed
on a horizontal surface.
Because of the poor reproducibility of this system, only s cursory analysis
was conducted of the heat transfer mechanisms. Fig. 4-25 illustrates the com-
puted values of the conduction term normalized for the number of layers. The
radiation heat flux component was computed as discussed earlier_ and was then
subtracted from the measured total heat flux values. The normalized dsts wer_
fit graphically to determine the coefficient and exponent of the compressive
pressure function. For compressive pressures less than 4xlO -3 psi (27.6 N/m2),
the expression that resulted is
%
7.04xlO -_(P-Po)O" _95 T
s
For compressive pressures greater than 5xlO -3
expression is
Ns+l
5.08xlO'3(P-Po)O'813T m
(TH-Tc)
psi (34.5 N/m2), the resulting
Substituting the above expressions together with optical property velues
presented earlier into Eq. (4.8), the equations which result for prediction
or evaluation of thermal performance for this system are
q
7.0_xlO-_(p.po)O. 495Tm . -ii2.22xi0 _TRA TRM/_.67 T_.67_ (_.25)
i ; Y (_._c)+ (_+_T_)_ \-M " c !
and
q
5.08xlO'3(P-Po)O'813T m 2.22xi0 "II _RA_TRM __.67 ._.67h
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ii li
for compressive pressure values less than 4 x 10-3 psi (27.6 N/m 2) and greater
than 5 x l0-3 psi (34.5 N/m2), respectively.
With evaluation of compressive pressure as a function of layer density, using
all of the data obtained for this multilayer system, these expressions become
and
q
8.57xi0"9(i) 2 "02Tm 2.22xi0 "II _TRA_TRM _._.67/ .._.67_\
o % 7i + / (4..28)
for layer density values less ths_n or greater than 87 Layers/in. (3_-,./ layers/
cm), respectively.
4.3.4 Double-A1ttminized Mylar/Tissuglas
For this m_]tilayer composite, heat transfer characteris_;ics weL'e investigated
for two specimens eac;1 of lO shields with ll spacers, 20 shields with ?l spacers,
s.ud 40 shields with 41 spacers.
The experimental data obtained for all six specimens are presented :_nTable 4-7.
These data include measured values of compressive force, specimen thickness,
_ d boundary temperatures as well as computed values of equivalent compressive
pressure, layer denaVty, and heat flux for each data point.
Figs. 4-26 and 4-27 show the variation of heat fl_ with com2ressive pressure
for 500°F (278°K) and 610°R (339°K) hot boundary temperatures, respectiv,_C¢.
In general, these data appear to fit the expression q = a(P)m + b discussed
earlier (Ref. Section 4.3.1). For this composite system, the curves drawn
through the data points are very nearly straight lines since the radiation
heat transfer component is a small part of the total heat transfer at the
higher values of compressive pressure. The data for heat flux as a function
of compressive pressure are reproducible within approximately -+I0 percent
for this material.
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Table 4-7
FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER TEST DATA
FOR DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR/TISSUGLAS
Measured Equivalent
Run Compressive Compressive Measured
No. Force (a) Pressure Thickness (b)
Ibf (N) psi (N/m 2 ) in, (era)
Specimen No. II-15a 20 shields/Z1 spacers, WeiKht = 0. 068 Ib
Boundary
Tenaperatures Layer Measured
T h T c Density Heat Flu_
°R(°K °R(°K) No. /in. (No. /cm) Btu/hr ft (w/m 2)
(0. 031 Kg), Uncompressed thickness • 0.21 in. (0,53 cm)(e)
I 0. 068(e)(0.3O)
] 0. 068(c)(0.30)
Z O.2 (0.9)
Z 0.2 (0.9)
3 0.4 (i.81
3 0.4 (1.8)
4 1.0 (4.4)
4 1.0 (4.4)
5 6. o (26.7)
5 6.0 (26.7)
1.7x10 -4(c) (l.2)
[.7x10 -4(e) (1.21
1. 0xl0 -3 (6, 9)
t. 0xl0 -3 (6.9)
2.0xl0 -3 (13.81
2. 0xl0 -3 (13.8)
5. 0xl0 -3 (34. 5)
5, 0xl0 -3 (34.5)
3. 0xl 0 -2 (207)
3.0xl0 -2 (207)
0.201 (0.511)
0.201 (0.511)
0.133 (0.338)
0.133 (0.338)
0.121 (0.307)
0.121 (0.307)
0.106 (0.269)
0.106 (0. 2691
0.082 (0. 2081
o. o82 (o.2o8)
500(278) 140(77)
610(3391 140(77)
610(339) 140(771
500(278) 140(771
500(278) 140(771
610(339) 140(771
610(339) 140(771
500(278) 140(771
500(278) 140(77)
610{339) 140(771
104.5 (41.1)
104.5 (41.11
157.9 (62.2)
157.9 (62.2)
173.6 (68.3)
173.6 (68.3)
198.1 (78.0)
198.1 (78.0)
256.1 (1011
256.1 (101)
0,291 (0. 917)
0.372 (I.17)
0.382 (1.201
0.290 (0.9141
0.415 (1.31)
0.684 (2.161
1. Ol (3.18)
0.700 (2.21)
1. 84 (5.80)
2.69 (8.48)
_ecimen No. ti-16j
1 0.069 (c) (0.31)
1 0. 069(e) (0.31)
2 0,069 (e) (0.31)
2 0.069(e) (0.31)
3 0. 1 (0.4)
3 0.1 (0.4)
4 0.2 (0.9)
4 0. Z (0.9)
5 1.0 (4.4)
5 1.0 (4.4)
6 6.0 (26.7)
6 6.0 (26.7)
7 O. 069(c) (0.31)
7 0.069 (c) (0.31)
20
1. 7x10 -4(c1
1. 7xl 0 -4(c)
1. 7xl 0 -4(c)
I. 7xl 0-4(c)
5. 0xl0 -4
5. Ox] 0 -4
1. OxlO -3
1. OxlO "3
5. Oxl 0 -3
5.0xl 0 -3
3.0xl0 -2
3.0xl0 -z
1.7xlO -4(c)
1.7xlO -4(c)
shields/Z1 spacers, Weight =
(1.21
(1.2)
(1.21
(I.Z)
(3.4)
(3.4)
(6.9)
(6.9)
(34.5)
(34.5)
(207)
(207)
(I.21
(I.Z)
0. 069 lh
0.252 (0.6401
0.252 (0. 640)
0,191 (0,485)
o. 191 (0.485)
o, 167 (0.424)
o. 167 (o. 4241
o. 138 (o. 351)
o. 138 (o.3511
0.099 (o.2511
0.099 (o.2511
0.079 (o.2oi)
0.079 (o.2oi)
o. 199 (o.5o5)
o. z55 (o,648)
(0.
500(278)
61o(339)
610(339)
5oo(2781
5oo(2781
61o(339)
61o(3391
5oo(2781
500(278)
61o(339)
61o(3391
5oo(2781
500(278)
61o(339)
031 K_), Uncompressed thickness = 0. 19 in. (0.48 cm)(e)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
83.5 (32.9)
83.5 (32.9)
109.9 (43.3)
109.9 (43.3)
125.7 (49.5)
125.7 (49.5)
152.2 (59.9)
152,Z (59.9)
212.1 (83.5)
212. I (83.5)
265.8 (lO51
265.8 (io5)
105.5 (41.5)
82.4 (32.4)
0.258 (0.813)
0.388 (1.22)
0.330 (1.04)
0. 202 (0. 637)
0. 247 (0. 779)
0.371 (1.171
0.465 (1.47)
0. 299 (0. 942)
0.721 (2.27)
I. 09 (3.44)
2.91 (9.17)
1.94 (6. II)
0. 287 (0. 905)
0. 298 (0. 939)
Specimen No. 11-17,
l 0.13 [a_ (0.58)
1 0.13 (d) (0.58)
2 o.2 (o.9)
z o. 2 (o. 9)
3 0.6 (2.7)
3 o, 6 (2.7)
4 0.8 (3.6)
4 0.8 (3.6)
5 t.6 (7.1)
5 1.6 (7.1)
6 4.1 (18.21
6 4.1 (18.2)
7 0.6 (2.7)
7 0.6 (2.7)
40
6.6xlO -4(d)
6.6xlO -4(d)
8.3xlO -4
8.3xlO -4
2.8xlO "3
2.8xlO -3
!3.8xlO -3
3.8x10 -3
7.8xlO -3
7.8x10 -3
2. OxlO -2
2. OxlO "2
2, 8xl 0 -3
2.8x10 -3
shields/41 spacers, Weight
(4.6)
(4.6)
(5.71
(5.71
(19.3)
(19.3)
(26,2)
(z6.2)
(53.8)
(53.8)
(138)
(138)
(19.3)
(19.3)
0.131b (0.
0.281 (0. 714)
0.281 (0. 714)
0.265 (0.673)
0. 265 (0. 673)
O. 222 (0. 564)
0. Z22 (0.564)
0.206 (0.5z3)
0.206 (0.523)
o. 168 (0.4271
O. 168 (0.427)
0. 147 (0.373)
0. 147 (0. 373)
0.236 (0.599)
0.236 (0.599)
059 Kg),
500(278)
610(339)
610(3391
500(278)
500(278)
6[0(339)
610(3391
500(278)
500(278)
610(339)
610(339)
500(278)
5oo(278)
61o(339)
Unc ompres s ed
140(77)
140(77)
140(771
140(77)
140(77}
140(771
140(77)
140(771
140(77)
140(771
140(771
140(77)
140(77}
140(77)
thickness = 0.28 in. (0.71 cm)(e)
145.9 (57.4)
145.9 (57.4)
154.7 (60.9)
154.7 (60.9)
184.7 (72.7)
184.7 (72.7)
199.0 (78.3)
199.0 (78. 3)
244.0 (96.11
244.0 (96. 1)
278.9 (109.8)
278.9 (109.8)
173.7 (68.4)
173.7 (68.4)
0.171 (0.539)
0.212 (0.668)
0.210 (0. 662)
O. 153 (0.482)
0. 274 (0. 864)
0.371 (1.17)
0.451 (1.421
o. 302 (0. 9521
o. 493 (I, 55)
O. 758 (2. 39)
1.29 (4, 07)
0. 843 (2.66)
0. 263 (0.829)
0.354 (I. 12)
NOTES: (a) Force measurement accuracy_+ 0. 1 lb ( +_ 0. 4 N )
(b) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates
(c) Force = specimen weight; Average pressure - 1/2 weight/unit area (assumed}
(d) Force = specimen weight; No gap; Load cell indicated contact with specimen; Average pressure : specimen
weight/unit area (assumed)
(e) Measured with a dial gage prior to insta[lationin the FPC
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Table 4-7 (Cont'd)
FLAT PLATE CALORIMETER TEST DATA FOR DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR/TISSUGLAS
Measured Equivalent Boundary
Run Compressive Compressive Measured Temperatures Layer Measured
No. Force (a) Pressure Thickness (b) T h T c Density Heat Flu);,
lbf (N) psi (N/m 2 ) In, (era) OR(°K) OR(OK) No. /in. (No. /cm) Btu/hr ft_(w/m 2 )
Specimen No. II-18, 40 shields/41 spacers, Weight = 0. 13 Ib (0.059 K6), Uncompressed thickness = 0. Z9 in. (0.74 cm}(d)
0.2 (0. 9)
0.2 (0.9)
0.4 (1.8)
0.4 (1.8)
0.8 (3.6)
0.8 (3.6)
1.0 (4.4)
1.0 (4.4)
2.4 (10.7)
2.4 (10.7)
5.0 (22.2)
5.0 (zz.2)
I. 0xl0 -j (6.9)
1.0xt0 -3 (6.9)
2.0xl0 -3 (13.8)
2.0x10 -3 (13,8)
4. 0xl0 -3 (27.6)
4.0xl0 -3 (27.6)
5. 0xl0 -3 (34.5)
5. 0xl0 -3 (34.5)
I. 2x10 -2 (82.7)
1.2xlO -2 (82.7)
Z. 5xl0 -2 (172)
2.5xl0 -2 (172)
0.374 (0.950)
0.374 (0.950)
0.251 (0.638)
0.251 (0.638)
0.202 (0.513)
0.202 (0.513)
0.188 (0. 478)
0.188 (0.478)
0.165 (0.419)
0.165 (0.419)
0.149 (0.378)
0.149 (0.378)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
610(339) 37(20)
500(278) 37(20)
109.6 (43.])
109.6 (43.1)
163.3 (64.3)
163.3 (64.3)
203.0 (79.9)
203.0 (79.9)
218.1 (85.9)
218.1 (85.9)
248.5 (97.8)
248.5 (97.8)
275.2 (108)
275.2 (1o8)
0.164 (0.517)
0.207 (0.652)
0.290 (0.914)
0.225 (0.709)
0.321 (1.01)
0.446 (1.41)
0.515 (1.62)
0.385 (1.21)
0.629 (].98)
0.898 (2.83)
1.24 (3.91)
0.892 (2.81)
Specimen No. II-19, 1(
[ 0.1 (0.45
1 0.1 (0.45
z 0.3 (1.3)
2 0.3 (1.3)
3 1.8 (8.0)
3 1.8 (8.0)
4 14. 0 (62. 3)
4 14.0 (62.3)
5 0.8 (3.6)
5 0.8 (3.6)
6 o. 2 (o. 9)
6 O.Z (0.9)
Specimen No. II-20, 10
t O. 034(e) (0. 15)
1 O. 034 (c) (0. 15)
z o. 1 (o.4)
2 O. I (0.4)
3 0.2 (o.9)
3 o.z (0.9)
4 0.5 (z.z)
4 0.5 (2.z)
5 1.5 (6.7)
5 1.5 (6.7)
6 15.0 (66.7)
6 15.0 (66.7)
7 o. 5 (2.2)
7 0.5 (2.2)
8 0.2 (0.9)
8 0.2 (0.9)
shields/ll spacers, Weight =
7.0x10 -4 (4.8) 0.082
0.034 lb
7.0xlO -4 (4.8)
1.5xlO "3 (10.3)
1.5xlO -3 (10.3)
9.0xlO -3 (62.15
9.0xlO -3 (62.1)
7.0x10 -2 (483)
7.0x10 -2 (483)
4.0xlO -3 (27.6)
4.0xlO -3 {27.6)
l.lxlO -3 (7.6)
1.ixlO -3 (7.6)
(0.015 Kg), Uncompressed thickness = 0.08 in.(0.20 cm)(d)
500(278) 140(77) 134.1 (52.8) 0.448 (1,41)
610(339) 140(77) 134. 1 (52.8) 0.640 (2.02)
610(339) 140(77) 159.4 (62.8) 0.945 (2.98)
500(278) 140(77) 159.4 (62.8) 0.695 (2. 19)
500(278) 140(77) 186.4 (73.4) 1.89 (5.96)
610(339) 140(77) 186.4 (73.4) 2,86 (9. 01)
610(339) 140(77) 224,5 (88.4) 8.98 (28.3)
500(278) 140(77) 224.5 (88.4) 6.26 (19.7)
500(278) 140(77) 177.4 (69.8) 1.10 (3.47)
610(339) 140(77) 177.4 (69.8) 1.63 (5.14)
610(339) 140(77) 154.9 (61.0) 0.837 (2.64)
500(278) 140(77) 154.9 (61. O) 0.543 (1,71)
(0.208)
0.082 (0.208)
0.069 (0.175)
0.069 (0.175)
0.059 (0.150)
0.059 (o. 15o)
0.049 (0.124)
0.049 (0.124)
0.062 (0.157)
0.062 (o. 157)
0.071 (0.]80)
0.071 (0.180)
shields/il spacers, Weight = 0.034 lh (0. 015 K_), Uncompressed thickness
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(205
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
37(20)
=0. I
94.0 (37.0)
94.0 (37.0)
114.6 (45.1)
114.6 (45.1)
141.o (55.55
141.0 (55.5)
166.7 (65.6)
166.7 (65.6)
186.4 (73.4)
186.4 (73.4)
224.5 (88.4)
224.5 (88.4)
169.2 (66.6)
169.2 (66.6)
142.9 (56.3)
142.9 (56.3)
1.7xl 0 -4(c)
1.7xl 0 -4(c)
3.3x1 0 -4
3. 3xlO -4
l. lxlO -3
1. lxlO "3
2.6x10 -3
2.6x10 "3
7.6xi0-3
7.6x10 -3
7.5x10 -z
7.5x10 -2
2.6x10-3
2.6xi0-3
1.lx10-3
l.lx10-3
(1.2) 0.117
(1.2) 0. i17
(2.3) O. 096
(2.3) o. 096
(7.6) 0.078
(7.6) 10.078
(17.9) 0.066
(17.9) 0.066
(52.4) 0.059
(52.4) 0. 059
(517) 0.049
(517) 0.049
(17.9) 0.065
(17.9) 0.065
(7. 6) 0. 077
(7.6) 0.077
(0.Z97)
(0.Z97)
(0.244)
(0.244)
(o. 1985
(0.1985
(o.168)
(o.168)
(o.15oi
(o.15o)
(o. 124)
{0.124)
(0.165)
(o.165)
(o.196)
(o.196)
500(278)
610(339)
610(339)
500(278)
500(278)
610(339)
610(339)
5oo(278)
500(278)
610(339)
610(339)
500(278)
500(278)
610{339)
610(339)
500(278)
in. (0.28 cm)(d)
0.305 (0.961)
O. 465 (1.47)
0.516 (1.63)
0.322 (1.01)
0.582 (1.83)
O. 885 (2 79)
1. 522 (4. 80)
0. 903 (2.85)
1.77 (5.58)
2.85 (8.98)
9.41 (29.7)
6.02 (19.0)
o. 838 (2.64)
1. 263 (3.98)
0.702 (2.21)
0. 445 (]. 40)
NOTES: (a) Force measurement accuracy+ 0. I lb ( +_0.4 N)
(b) Separation between hot and cold boundary surface plates
(c) Force - specimen weight; No gap; Load cell indicated contact with sepecimen; Average pressure - specimen
weight/unit area (assumed)
(d) Measured with a dial gage prior to installation in the FPC
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Ratios of measured heat flux values for the i0-, 20-, and 40-shield specimens
at constant values of compressive pressure and for the same boundary tempera-
tures are in excellent agreement with calculated values based on the inverse
ratio of the number of layers. For example, at a compressive pressure of
1 x lO r3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) for a 500°R (278°K) hot boundary temperature, the
ratio of the measured heat flux for the lOoshield specimens to that for the
40-shield specimens is 3.49. The inverse ratio of the number of layers for
these specimens is 3.73 which is approximately 7 percent greater than the
ratio of the measured heat flux values. At a compressive pressure of 1 x l0 -2
psi (69 N/m 2) for a 610°R (339°K) hot boundary temperature, the ratio of
measured heat flux values is 3.88 compared to the calculated ratio of 3.73 for
the same specimens. In this case the calculated ratio is approximately
4 percent less than the measured value ratio.
The effect of hot and cold boundary temperatures on heat flux for the double-
aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas system is in good agreement with that predicted
from the analytical model only at high values of c_,mpresslve pressure. For
example, at a compressive pressure of 1 x lO "2 psi (69 N/m 2) for 10-shield
specimens, the ratio of the measured heat flux value for a 610°R (339°K) hot
boundary compared to that for a 500°R (278°K) hot boundary is 1.55. The
ratio of the product of mean temperature and temperature difference, which
is used to predict the solid conduction heat flux component, ranges from 1.49
to 1.53 for these two hot boundary temperatures depending upon the cold
boundary temperature selected. The ratio of the expression TH4"67- TC4"67 ,
which is used in the prediction of the radiation heat flux components, is
2.53 for the same two hot boundary temperatures. It can be seen by comps.ring
the ratios of measured and predicted heat flux components given above that
solid conduction is the dominant heat transfer mechanism for this particular
case as would be expected. However, at a compressive pressure of 1 x lO-3
psi (6.9 N/m 2) for the 10-shield specimens, the ratio of the measured heat
flux values for 610°R (339°K) and 500°R (278°K) hot boundary temperatures,
respectively, is 1.52. Since this ratio is less than the 1.55 ratio obtained
at a compressive pressure of I x lO-2 psi (69 N/m 2) , it appears that the
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solid conduction component becomes more dominant with decreasing compressive
pressure. This characteristic is contrary to that predicted by the analytical
model and observed for the other multilayer systems investigated where the
proportion of the total heat flux contributed by the solid conduction
mechanism increases with increasing compressive pressure. It might have
been due to an interaction between the conduction and radiation mechanisms,
but this could not be verified conclusively from the data obtained.
Figs. 4-28 and 4-29 show the data for heat flux as a function of layer density
for the 10-, 20-, and 40-shield specimens for 500°R(278°K) and 610°R (339°K)
hot boundary temperatures, respectively. These data show a reproducibility
+
within approximately - 15 percent for the specimens with the same number of
layers. Ratios of the data at constant values of layer density are in good
general agreement with the inverse ratio of the number of layers (i.e., within
- 20 percent) for the 20- and 40-shield specimens throughout the range of
layer density values investigated. For example, at a layer density value of
125 layers/in. (49.2 layers/cm) and for a hot boundary temperature of 610°R
(339°K), the ratio of the heat flux for the 20-shield specimen compared to that
for the 40-shield specimen is 1.74, whereas the inverse ratio of the number of
layers is 1.95. At a layer density value of 225 layers/in. (88.6 layers/cm) for
the same hot boundary temperature, the corresponding ratio of the experimental
heat flux values is 2.33.
The same general agreement was observed for the lO-shield specimens compared
to either the 20- or 40-shield specimens at layer density values below approxi-
mately 150 layers/in. (59.1 layers/cm). However, at layer density values
above 150 layers/in. (59.1 layers/cm), the heat flux values for the lO-shield
specimens are from two to four times greater than those corresponding to the
inverse ratio of the number of layers. At a layer density value of 225 layers/in.
(88.6 layers/cm) for the 610°R (339°K) hot boundary temperature, for example,
the ratio of the heat flux value for the lO-shield specimen compared to that
for the 40-shield specimen is 14.75. For these same specimens, the inverse
ratio of the number of layers is only 3.73. This characteristic is indicative
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Fig. 4-28 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for ^ ^
Double-Aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas with TH:500_R(278_K )
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Fig. 4-29 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for
Double-Aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas with TH = 610°R(339°K)
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of the relationship of compressive pressure with layer density for the I0-,
20-, and 40-shield specimens. Figs. 4-30 and 4-31 illustrate this relation-
ship for specimens tested at 140°R (77°K) and 37°R (20°K) cold boundary
temperatures, respectively. At constant layer density values, the compres-
sive pressure for the 10-shield specimens ranges from two to ten times
greater than that for the 20- and 40-shield specimens.
Analysis and evaluation of the data obtained for the double-aluminized Mylar/
Tissuglas composite were accomplished using Eq. (4.11). Radiation heat flux
components were computed for each data point using an average room temperature
emittance value of 0.0285 and a temperature dependency exponent value of 0.67
obtained from measure_uents of emittance and normal reflectance for six double-
aluminized Mylar specimens taken from the flat plate calorimeter test speci-
mens. The average room temperature emittance for each of the six specimens
is presented in Table 4-8. A refractive index value, n, of 1.14 (Ref. 12)
was used in the computation of the radiation heat flux components.
Solid conduction heat flux components were computed as the difference between
the total heat flux based on boiloff measurements and the computed radiation
components, i.e., the same technique used for each of the other multilayer
systems investigated. The conduction parameter,_, normalized for boundary
temperatures and number of layers, is shown as a function of compressive
pressure in Fig. 4-32. The equation obtained from a least-squares fit of
+
these data is illustrated by the solid line in the figure, and - 15 percent
deviations are shown by the broken lines. For values of compressive pressure
above 1 x lO-3 psi (6.9 N/m2), the data generally fit within the -+15 percent
band.
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Fig. 4-30 Compressive Pressure as a Function of Layer Density_
for Double-Alumlnized Mylar/Tissuglas with TC = 140°R
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Fig. 4-31 Compressive Pressure as a Function of Layer
Density for Double-Aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas
_ith TC = 37°R(20°K)
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Table 4-8
EMITTANCE VALUES FOR DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED MYLAR/TISSUGLAS
Average _TH @ 540°R
Specimen No. (300°K) *
11-15
11-16
11-17
11-18
11-19
11-20
o.o29 ! .oo2
0.029 + .003
+ .003
0.029 - .004
0.028 -+.oo4
0.027 -+ .002
O.028 + "002
.OO3
* Based upon PN measurements for all shields and £TH
for a single shield, where £TH = 1.33 £ (Ref. 5),TN
and _TN = I-PN
Evaluation of Eq. (4.11) for this multilayer system yields
q 2.7_xI0"S(P-Po)O'6SST m 1.6BxlO-II_TR (THe.67 TC_.67)
" H,+ I (_'_c)+ _, " (_.29)
where @TR is the total hemispherical emittance of the shields at 540°R
(3OO°K). _ .
When compressive pressure is evaluated as a function of la_er density for
this multilayer system, Eq. (4.29) becomes
q
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4.4 INSULATION FERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
A major objective of this program was to develop an analytical technique for
using flat plate calorimeter heat transfer data to predict the thermal
performance of a tank-installed multilayer insulation system. Such a technique
was developed in Task II for the double-goldized Mylar/silk net system. The
resulting equations and data correlations are presented and discussed in this
section. Results of additional boiloff tests which were subsequently con-
ducted in Task III to verify predicted thermal performance of the system as
installed on a 4 -ft-(l.22-m-) diameter tank calorimeter will be presented in
the final report.
The double-goldized Mylar/silk net insulation system was selected for develop-
ment of the prediction technique and for the Task III tank tests primarily
because the flat plate calorimeter test data obtained for this system exhibited
good reproductibility characteristics and correlated well with the analytical
model. In addition, it was found that Mylar shields and silk net spacers
could be fit readily and applied to the compound curved surfaces of the tank
calorimeter without introducing significant joint or seam discontinuities.
Using the same technique developed for the double-goldized Mylar/silk net
composite, similar equations were developed for the other multilayer systems
investigated using the flat plate calorimeter data available (Ref. Section
4.1.3). However, the predictability range of each of the other systems were
not verified by independent tests such as those performed for the double-
goldized Mylar/silk net system using the tank calorimeter.
The analytical expression derived from the data obtained in Task II for six
specimens of the double-goldized Mylar/silk net system, Eq. (4.23), is
q W
5.8_xlO-_(p.po)O._2Ta 3._76x.10-9 _ / _+a_ __+aA
. + i °
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Using the average value of room temperature total hemispherical emittance for
all of the specimens tested, 6TR = O.0215, and the corresponding temperature
dependency exponent, _4 = O.51, the above equation reduces to
5"8_xlO'A(P-P°)O'_2%(TH-Tc)+ 6"70xlO-13<TH'51 _'5]1 (_.31)= -TCq Ns + 1 Ns
This form of the equation is used to predict thermal performance for typical
insts_llations of the double-goldized Mylar/silk net system where the _TR and
_4 values for the actual shields are not readily available.
In order for the prediction equation to be of practical use for tank-installed
insulation systems, it is necessary to convert the conduction term to a
function of layer density. The "as installed" layer density can be determined
from local measurements of insulation thickness at one or more points over the
tank surface. The prediction equation can be modified by substituting an
expression for compressive pressure, P-Po' as a function of layer density, N,
into the basic expression.
Analysis of the data obtained from the flat plate calorimeter tests for each
of the multilayer systems investigated shows that the relationship of compres-
sive pressure with layer density for each can be approximated by
(P - Po ) = cCN) n
The constant coefficient, c, and the constant exponent, n, can be evaluated
from a least-squares curve fit of the experimental data for compressive
pressure as a function of layer density. Substitution of this relationship
into Eq. (4.23) yields
q
Ns + i
/+-80
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Eq. (4.32) was evaluated for the double-goldized Nylar/silk net insulation
system by performing least-squares curve fits of the data for compressive
pressure as a function of layer density (Figs. 4-18 and 4-19). Initially,
for the two 20-shield specimens, the constants c and n were evaluated for
each specimen individually. The resulting expressions are (P-Po) = 2.58x10 -17
(_)7.56 for Specimen No. II-lO and (P-P) = 1.5OxlO-13(N) 5"50 for Specimen
o
No. II-12. Since the relationships for these two specimens were quite
different, Eq. (4.32) was evaluated independently for each. Also, since
these particular specimens included shields which exhibited the greatest
variations of emittance for any of the double-goldized Mylar shields investi-
gated (Ref. Section 4.2.2), the corresponding values of room temperature
emittance and the temperature dependency exponent were used in the evaluations.
The resulting equations are
q = '_ _ _' (_-TC)+ Ns , , -w C /
and
q = Ns+ 1 _m
(_.33)
for Specimen Nos. II-i0 and 11-12, respectively. For Specimen No. II-i0,
Eq. (4.33), values of _TR = 0.0193 and a4 = 0.554 were used, whereas for
Specimen No. II-12, Eq. (4.34), the values were _TR = 0.0235 and a4 = 0.0483
(Ref. Fig. 4-3).
Using Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34), heat flux was computed as a function of layer
density for the boundary temperatures imposed on each specimen in Task II.
The results are shown in Figs. 4-33 and 4-34 for Specimen Nos. II-10 and II-12,
respectively. As shown, the correlation of the predictions with experimental
data is within _ 20 percent except for a single data point for Specimen No.
II-12.
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Evalu_-tion of compressive pressure as a function of layer density for both
20-shield specimens results in
(P-P) = 3.17 x 10-15(N) 6"_
o
Substituting this expression together with the average room temperature
emittance value, ffTR = 0.0215, and the average temperature dependency exponent,
a4 = 0.51, into Eq. (4.32) yields
_.35_ao-iO(_)2.72_ s.7o_ao"_3.(aH.5_._.5_q " N.+i >+ ""c ] (_.35)
The results obtained when Eq. (4.35) was used to compute heat flux for a 20-
shield system are presented in Fig. 4-35. For this case, the predicted heat
+
flux correlated with the experimental data points within - 25 percent.
Similar computations were performed to obtain the equations for predicting
thermal performance of the lO- and 5-shield specimens. These results are
presented in Fig. 4-36 for the two lO-shield specimens and in Fig. 4-37 for the
two 5-shield specimens. The average room temperature emittance, _TR = 0.0215,
and the corresponding temperature dependency exponent, e4 = 0.51, were again
used for these computations. The resulting equations are
arm
l._exZO-z°(I)2"_)_.(q = N 1 TH.Tc)+ 6.70xi0"13/_.51-_.51h
s + Ns _ -TC ) (J+.37)
for the I0- and 5-shield specimens, respectively.
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Finally, the data for all six double-goldizedMylar/silk net specimens were
analyzed in order to evaluate the heat flux equation for a single expression
of layer density as a function of compressive pressure. The expression which
characterizes all of the data is
(P-Po) = 1.42 x IO-I?(N) ?'75
Substitution of this expression together with the average room temperature
emittance, _TR = 0.0215, and the corresponding temperature dependency exponent,
a4 = 0.51, into Eq. (4.32) yields
_"37xlO'II(N)3"27T 6.70xlO "13/_. I)
For each of the four boundary temperature combinations investigated in Task II,
heat flux was computed as a function of layer density for 5-, 10-, and 20-
shield systems using Eq. (4.38). Figs. 4-38 through 4-41 show these results
correlated with the experimental data. The correlation is generally poor as
was expected since the relationship of compressive pressure with layer density
varies significantly for specimens with different numbers of layers.
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Section 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
All of the Task I and Task II program objectives described in previous
sections of this report were achieved. Initially in Task I, the absolute
accuracies of experimental data obtained from Flat Plate Calorimeter (FPC)
measurements were determined. These data include heat rate based on meas-
ured cryogen boiloff, compressive pressure based on measured compressive
load, layer density based on measured specimen thickness, and measured
boundary temperatures. Subsequent to the determination of experimental
accuracies, the basic repeatability of heat rate measurements obtained
from the FPC also was determined from a series of tests performed on a
single specimen of double-aluminized Mylar/silk net insulation. Finally
in Task I, the basic reproducibility of two multilayer systems, double-
aluminized Mylar/silk net and crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar, was deter-
mined from tests performed on several specimens of each.
In Task II, characteristic thermal performance data were obtained for four
different multilayer systems for a wide range of compressive loads, speci-
men thicknesses, and boundary temperatures. These data include both the
system characteristics from FPC measurements and optical properties from
shield emittance and reflectance measurements. Concurrently, an analysis
was conducted to evaluate the experimental data obtained from Tasks I and II.
In the analysis characteristic equations were developed to predict and cor-
relate the thermal performance of each of the four multilayer insulations
tested. Finally in Task II, the equation developed for one selected multi-
layer system, double-goldized Mylar/silk net, was evaluated to predict the
thermal performance of 20-, 10-, and 5-shield layups of this insulation
installed on a 4-ft-(1.22-m-) diameter tank calorimeter.
For the insulations investigated in this program, the maximum uncertainty
in heat rate measurements was found to be _+4.5 percent for a heat rate of
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0.100 Btu/hr ft2 (0.315 w/m2). This uncertainty decreased to _+3.0 percent
for a heat rate an order of magnitude greater. A maximum inaccuracy of
_+O.10 lbf(_+O.Z_ N) in compressive forces measured on the FPC was found for
forces ranging from 0 to 100 lbf(O to 445 N). For the nominal surface area
of the specimens tested in the FPC, this force inaccuracy is equivalent to
an uncertainty of _+5.0 x 10-4 psi (+_3.4N/m 2) in compressive pressure. For
compressive forces of 100 to 400 lbf(Z_5 to 1780 N), the maximum uncertain-
ties were found to be _+0.20 lbf(_+0.89 N) in compressive force and _+1.0x 10-3
psi (6.9 N/m 2) in compressive pressure. These uncertainties in compressive
pressure are equivalent to _+50 percent at a compressive pressure of 1.0 _ 10-3
psi (6.9 N/m 2) and _+2.5 percent at a compressive pressure of 1.0 x 10-I psi
(690 N/m 2) . The maximum error in specimen thickness measurements was found
to be _+I.O x 10-3 in. (_+2.5 x 10-3 cm), which resulted in a _+9 percent devi-
ation in layer density for the 5-shield specimens at maximum layer density
values decreasing to less than _+I percent fo# the 20- and 40- shield specimens
at the lowest values of layer density. Maximum inaccuracy of the boundary
temperature measurements was found to be _+I.O°R (_+0.6°K).
From the series of tests conducted in Task I on a single specimen of double-
aluminized Mylar/silk net, the repeatability of the FPC heat flux measure-
ments as a function of compressive pressure was determined to be _+12 percent
at a compressive pressure of 1.0 M 10-3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) decreasing to _+5per-
cent at a compressive pressure of 1.0 x 10-I psi (690 N/m 2).
Reproducibility of heat flux measurements as a function of compressive pressure
for multiple specimens of each of the four insulations investigated in the
program was found to range between 10 and 20 percent. Based on layer density,
however, t he reproducibility of heat flux measurements for the four insula-
tions was found to vary much more widely_ e.g., up to 80 percent for the
crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system. The insulations using double silk
net spacers exhibited better reproducibility than did either the crinkled,
single-aluminized Mylar on the double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas insulations.
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On the basis of the heat flux data obtained as a function of compressive
pressure in Task I, both the double-aluminized Mylar/silk net and the
crinkled, single-alumlnized Mylar systems were found to be reproducible
within iiO percent. On the basis of heat flux as a function of layer density
from the same Task I data, the reproducibility of the double-aluminized Mylar/
silk net system was found to vary from +10 to +20 percent, while that for the
crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system varied from i15 to _+80 percent
depending upon the number of layers tested and the layer density. In general,
specimens with the fewest layers showed the poorest reproducibility.
Optical properties of the three reflective shield materials investigated in
the program were thoroughly characterised by measurements of emittance and
reflectance as a function of shield temperature obtained in Tasks I and II.
Typical values of total hemispherical emittance for these shield materials
are summarized in Table 5-I.
Table 5-I
SUMMARY OF TOTAL HEMISPHERICAL _NITTANCE DATA FOR _-MIL
MYLAR REFLECTIVE SHI_DS
MATERIAL
Double-Alumlnized Mylar
Single-Aluminized Mylar,
Aluminum Side
Single-Aluminized Mylar,
_-Mil Mylar Side
Double-GoldizedMylar
54o (300)
300 (16'7)
115 (64)
540 (300)
300 (167)
115 (64)
540 (300)
300 ( 167)
115 (64)
540 (3oo)
300 (I 6'7)
115 (64)
E TH
O. 028
0.018
0.010
0.035
0.025
0.015
O. 37
0.25
0.13
0.022
0.016
0.OO9
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As expected, t he gold-coated surface exhibited the lowest values of total
hemispherical emittance. The aluminized surface of the crinkled, single-
aluminized material showed the highest emittance of the metal surfaces inves-
tigated, and the temperature dependence of the emittance deviated from that
of the double-aluminized material.
From the heat transfer tests conducted in Task II, it was found that use of
the insulations with double silk net spacers resulted in the lowest values of
heat flux for a given value of compressive pressure and for a given number of
shields. For the same value of compressive pressure, and for the same number
of shields, the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar and the Tissuglas spacer
systems yielded somewhat higher heat fluxes in that order. Typical data of
heat flux at two different compressive pressures for 5-, -10, and 20-shield
systems are presented in Table 5-2. These data show that an increase in
compressive pressure from 1.O x 10-3 psi (6.9 N/m 2) to 1.0 x 10-2 psi (69 N/m 2)
resulted in the least increase in heat flux for the double silk net spacer
systems; i.e., a factor of approximately 2.1 to 2.3 for the double-aluminized
Mylar/silk net system and a factor of approximately 2.4 to 2.6 for the double-
goldized Mylar/silk net system. For a corresponding increase in compressive
pressure, the heat flux values increased by a factor of approximately 2.9 to
3.6 for the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system, and by a factor of
approximately 3.6 to 3.8 for the double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas system.
At the low compressive pressure, 1.0 x 10-3 psi (6.9 N/m2), and with the 610°R
(339°K) hot boundary temperature, the heat flux for the double-goldized Mylar/
silk net system was 10 to 15 percent lower than that for the double-aluminized
Mylar/silk net composite. However, at the higher compressive pressure the
trend was reversed, probably due to the difference in compression response
for the goldized Mylar and the aluminized Mylar material systems. For 10-
shield specimens and a 500°R (278°K) hot boundary temperature, the rate of
change of heat flux with compressive pressure varies as shown in Fig. 5-I
for the four multilayer systems tested. At compressive pressure values below
4.0 x 10-3 psi (27.6 N/m2), the crinkled, single-aluminized system exhibits
the least increase of heat flux with compressive pressure, while the double-
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aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas system show s the greatest increase. At com-
pressive pressure values above 4.0 x 10-3 psi (27.6 N/m 2) , the silk net
spacer composites show the least increase in heat flux with compressive
pressure whereas the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system shows the
greatest increase.
Table 5-2
COMPARISON OF HEAT FLUX MEASURED AT TWO T_MPERATURES
AND AT TWO COMPRESSIVE PRESSURES FOR FOUR INSULATIONS
PRESSURE
1 x 10 -3 (6.9)
1 x 10 -2 (69)
TEMPERATURE
°R (°K)
500 (278)
610 (339)
500 (278)
610 (339)
NUMBER
OF
SHIELDS
5
t0
20
5
10
20
5
10
2O
5
10
2O
HEAT FLUX, B%u/hrf$2 (w/m2), FOR THESE INSULATIONS
Double-A1
Mylar/Silk
Net
0.79 (2.49)
0.41 (1.29)
0.23 (0.72)
1.42 (4.48)
0.68 (2.14)
0.38 (1.20)
1.75 (5.52)
0.96 (3,03)
0.49 (1.54)
3.o_ (9.68)
1.50 (4.73)
0.78 (2.46)
Double-Gold-
ized Mylar/
Silk Net
0.86 (2.71)
0.39 (1.23)
0.21 (0.66)
1.32 (4.16)
0.62 (1.95)
0.32 (1.01)
1.88 (;.93)
1.00 (3.15)
0.54 (1.70)
3.22 (10.1)
1.60 (5.04)
0.77 (2.43)
Crinkl ed,
Single-
ill Mylar
0.89 (2.81)
0.43 (1.36)
0.26 (0,82)
1.72 (5.42)
042 (1:32)
3.20 (10.1)
1.55 (4.89)
0.82 (2.58)
5.3o (16.7)
i?20 ( 3:781
Double-A1
Mylar/
Tissu_las
0?56 (1?77)
0.29 (0.91)
o?85 (2:68)
0.42 (1.32)
2?01 (6:34)
1.04 (3.28)
3?io (9777)
1.58 (4.98)
The experimental data shows that the cold boundary temperature exerted little
influence on the heat flux measured for a given warm boundary temperature.
This characteristic is as predicted by the analytical model since the con-
duction term is proportional to the temperature difference multiplied by
the average temperature which is nearly a constant for the two cold boundary
temperatures investigated in the program. Also, the radiation heat transport
is governed by the hot boundary temperature for cases where the temperature
difference is large as it was in the program investigations since this com-
ponent is proportional to TH4+ a4- TC4+
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Heat flux as a function of layer density is shownin Fig. 5-2 for 10-shield
specimensof each of the four insulations tested for a 500°R (278°K) hot
boundary temperature. The lowest heat flux values obtained were those for
crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar for the uncompressedstacking layer density
value. Slightly higher heat flux values were observed for the uncompressed
stacking layer density values for double-alumlnized Mylar/Tissuglas, double-
aluminized Mylar/silk net, and double-goldized Mylar/silk net systems, in
that order.
The average uncompressedstacking layer density values for each of these
systems were derived from the uncompressedthickness data presented in Tables
3-8, 4-I, 4-4, 4-6, and 4-7. The data used were based on both the pretest
thickness measurements(obtained with a dial gage after layup of each specimen)
and FPCthickness measurements(obtained by observing the initial contact of
the cold boundary plate with the specimen). The average uncompressedstacking
layer density values derived for each system reflect measurementsmadefor all
specimensof that system regardless of the numberof layers. This was done
because the values obtained for individual specimens scattered widely, and
no consistent relationship as a function of the numberof layers could be
found. Consequently, minimumheat flux values for 10-shield specimens, both
above and below those shownin Fig. 5-2, can be found in the tables.
Bulk density as a function of layer density is shownin Fig. 5-3 for each of
the four insulations tested during the program. These data were computed
using the weight/unit area data presented in Table 3-2. It can be seen that
the bulk density values, within the range of practical designs for each system,
are comparable for the double-aluminized Mylar/silk net, double-goldized Mylar/
silk net, and double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas systems, although each system
exhibits different practical layer density ranges. Bulk density for the crinkled
single-alumlnized Mylar system is significantly less than that for any of the
other systems throughout its range of practical layer density values.
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Fig. 5-2 Heat Flux as a Function of Layer Density for
Four Multilayer Insulations with TH = 500°R (278°K)
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An indication of the relative overall efficiencies of the four insulations
investigated in the program can be obtained by plotting the product of heat
flux and weight/unit area as a function of layer density for each. Such a
plot is presented in Fig. 5-4 for 10-shield specimens with a 500°R (278°K)
hot boundary temperature. As shown in the figure, the very low unit weight
of the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar material reduces the heat flux-
unit weight product so that this system shows a better overall efficiency
than any of the other systems. Based on this measure of efficiency, the
double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas, double-aluminized Mylar/silk net, and
double-goldized Mylar/silk net systems, in that order, exhibit higher
values of the heat flux-unit weight product.
Insulation unit weights as a function of heat flux for a 50OOR(278°K) hotboundary
temperature are presented in Figs. 5-5 through 5-8 for each of the four in-
sulations investigated in the program. These data were compiled using the
best fit of the data of heat flux, layer density, a_ specimen thickness for
each composite system (Ref. Tables 3-8, 4-1, 4-4, 4-6 and 4-7) together with
the bulk density data from Fig. 5-3. For each system, the data shown is
limited by the average uncompressed stacking density of the specimens tested,
since this represents a minimumpractical design condition. The data shown
in these figures can be used to compare idealized system weights (no allow-
ance included for attachment or installation penalties) for designs with the
same thermal performance. For example, consider the typical design cases
noted in Figs. 5-5 through 5-8. In each case, the designs were selected to
yield a nominal heat flux value of 0.300 Btu/hr ft2 (0.946 w/m 2) using the
minimum practical layer density (uncompressed stacking density) for each
system. The resulting layer density values, number of shields, insulation
thickness, and insulation unit weights are summarized in the figures.
The com?arison described above can be extended to show the relative total
unit weights for each insulation system (i.e., insulation weight plus pro-
pellant boiloff weight per unit of insulation surface area). Such a compari-
son was made assuming that each system was applied to storage of liquid hydro-
gen in space for a 30-day mission duration. The results are presented in
5-I0
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Fig. 5-9 which shows total unit weights as a function of actual-to-design
nominal layer density values for each insulation. In the figure, the data
which represent the best fit of the FPC measurements are shown as the lower
boundary of the data band for each insulation. The unit weight penalties
which could result from increased heat fluxes (greater than the design
nominals) due to the maximum reproducibility uncertainty of the data are
shown as the upper boundary of each data band. The reproducibility penalty
values of heat flux as a function of layer density which were derived from
the Task II data and discussed in earlier sections of this report were used
to compute the heat flux penalties. The nominal design layer density values,
design heat flux, and the maximum reproducibility penalties used in the
calculations are summarized in the figure.
It can be seen by inspection of the data presented in Fig. 5-9 that the total
unit weights are approximately equal for each of the four insulations investi-
gated if the nominal design layer density values are achieved and if the best-
fit data are correct. However, considering the maximum heat flux values based
on reproducibility data, the total unit weights begin to diverge as shown.
For this case, the minimum total unit weight of approximately I.34 lbm/ft 2
(6.54 kg/m 2) is exhibited by the double-alumlnized Mylar/Tissuglas composite.
The systems with double silk net spacers show a slightly higher total unit
weight of approximately I.45 lb/ft 2 (7.08 kg/m 2) and the crinkled, single-
aluminized Mylar system shows the highest total unit weight of approximately
2.06 lb/ft 2 (10.1 kg/m2). If the actual layer densities achieved are 20 per-
cent higher than the design nominal values, and again considering maximum
heat flux values, the relative total unit weights for each system are some-
what different. For this case, the minimum total unit weight value of approxi-
mately I.81 lb/ft 2 (8.84 kg/m 2) is exhibited by the double-aluminized Mylar/
silk net system. The total unit weights for the double-goldized My];Lr/silk
net and the double-alumlnized Mylar/Tissuglas systems are slightly higher,
and that for the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar system is again the
5-16
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highest of those investigated. For actual-to-design layer density ratios
above approximately I.3, the double-goldized My_,r/silk net system exhibits
the minimum total unit weight, considering the maximum heat flux values.
For very high values of actual-to-design layer density ratio, the double-
aluminized Mylar/silk net and the double-goldized My_Lr/silk net systems
show significantly lower total unit weights than either of the other .systems.
For example, total unit weights at a layer density ratio of 1.6, considering
the maximum heat flux values, are 3.60 Ib/ft 2 (17.6 kg/m2), 3.80 ib/ft 2
(18.6 kg/m2), 5.24 Ib/ft 2 (25.6 kg/m2), and 5.45 ib/ft 2 (26.6 kg/m2), res-
pectively, for the double-goldized MyR, r/silk net, double-aluminized Mylar/
silk net, double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas, and crinkled, single-aluminized
Mylar systems.
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Section 6
CONCLUSIONS
Results of analytical and experimental studies conducted under Task I,
Insulation Repeatability and Calorimeter Checkout, and of Task II,
Multilayer Insulation Performance, are presented and discussed in this
Interim Report. Results of Task III, Insulation Installation Verification,
are presented in the Final Report.
Based on the results of Tasks I and II, each of the four insulations
investigated exhibited heat flux reproducibility as a function of applied
compressive pressure within _20 percent. The silk net and Tissuglas spacer
composites also exhibited heat flux reproducibility as a function of layer
density within +_30 percent. The crinkled single-alumlnized Mylar insulation,
however, showed generally poor reproducibility with heat flux scatter of up
to +80 percent as a function of layer density. As expected, the total
m
hemispherical emittance of the double-goldized Mylar reflective shields
was significantly lower than that of any of the aluminized shields. This
characteristic resulted in lower measured heat flux values at low values of
compressive pressure and at a 610°R (339°K) hot boundary temperature for the
double-goldized Mylar/silk net system when compared with the others investi-
gated.
A comparative study of insulation and cryogen boiloff weight increments per
unit of insulation surface area was performed to illustrate the relative
performance of the four insulations for a typical mission. In the study, a
design heat flux value of 0.300 Btu/hr ft2 (0.946 w/m 2) was used. Storage
of liquid hydroden for 30 days in a space environment was assumed. It was
found that the double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas composite was optimumwith
a unit system weight of approximately 1.34 lb/ft2 (6.54 kg/m 2) if the design
layer density values were achieved, and if the maximum heat flux penalties
due to insulation performance reproducibility were included. Unit system
weights were not significantly higher for the silk net spacer systems under
these conditions, but were significantly higher for the crinkled, single-
aluminized Mylar system. The investigation also showed that the double-
goldized Mylar/silk net system was optimum for the typical design case if
the actual layer density values achieved in practice were higher than the
design goals by 30 percent or more.
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The conclusions which evolved from the Task I and Task II work are:
1. Thermal performance of the silk net and Tissuglas spacer composite
systems investigated in this program can be predicted within approximately
30 percent using the analytical expressions and the data obtained from
laboratory tests. The performance of the crinkled, single-aluminized Mylar
system, however, can be predicted only within approximately _80 percent.
These predictibility limitations are characteristic of the variation of the
solid conduction heat transfer component due to the non-reproducible behavior
of_ltiple contact resistances between the multilayer shields and spacers.
2. Of the four insulations investigated, the double-aluminized Mylar/
Tissuglas and the double-goldized Mylar/silk net composites are optimum
for use on a liquid hydrogen tank exposed to a space environment for 30 days
assuming a typical design heat flux of 0.300 Btu/hr ft2 (0.946 w/m2).
3. The characterization study of thermal performance for the double-goldized
Mylar/silk net and the double-aluminized Mylar/Tissuglas composite systems
should be extended to provide design data for systems composed of up to
lO0 layers which could be applied to the long-term storage of cryogens in
space. The additional work should include FPC tests on specimens of 40
layers or less at other hot boundary temperatures, flat laboratory specimen
tests of up to lO0 layers to assess thermal performance and gas evacuation
characteristics, and additional tank calorimeter tests of up to lO0 layers
to assess overall performance.
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Appendix A
PURCHASE SPECIFICATIONS FOR METALLIZED MYLAR*
I.0 SCOPE
This specification establishes the requirements to be met by suppliers of
vacuum-deposited aluminum and gold on 2.5 x 10-4-in. - (6.4 x I0-4-cm -)
thick Mylar (Polyethylene terephthalate) film for use in studies of cryo-
genic multilayer insulations. The coated material is designated as follows:
Tyoe A: Vacuum-deposited aluminum on one side only, film crinkled
_eB: Vacuum-deposited aluminum on both sides, film smooth
T_oe C: Vacuum-deposited gold on both sides, film smooth
2.0 REQUIRemeNTS
2.1 Materials
The film material shall be "as supplied" by the film substrate supplier.
The metal and deposition conditions shall be such as to achieve the emit-
tance values specified in Section 2.2.1.
2.2 Properties
2.2.1 Radiative Properties - Emittance of the metallized surfaces at room
temperature, 530 to 550°R (294 to 306°K), shall be as given in Table A-I.
Near-normal spectral reflectance measurements may be performed in lieu of
emittance determination (Table A-l).
2.2.2 Adhesion - The metallized surface shall not be removed by normal
handling during shipping or fabrication of the insulation assemblies.
*Tradename, E. I. DuPont
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Table A-I
METALLIZED SURFACE RADIATIVE PROPERTIES
Material
Type
Aand B
C
E_mittance
_0.030 average with no
single measurement
>0.035
gO.O20 average with no
single measurement
>0.025
Reflectano¢
5.0 to 25.0 _m,
0.975
5.0 to 25.0 _m,
0.985
3.0 TEST METHODS
3.1 Radiative Properties
Room temperature, 530 to 550°R (294 to 306°K), emittance measurements will
be made with a Lion Research Corporation Model 25 Emissometer using standards
supplied to the vendor by LMSC. These are a low range (_ = 0.030) and a
mid-range (( = 0.59) standard. The total hemispherical emittance of these
standards has been measured by LMSC to provide correlation with the emit-
tance as measured by the Lion Emissometer.
In order to assure that the specimen and standard are at the same tempera-
tures and that the temperature remains constant during the measurements,
both the standards and the metallized film shall be placed upon a suitable
plate of high thermal mass; i.e., a_-in.- (1.27-cm-) thick by 4-in.-
(I0.2-cm-) square aluminum plate. Measurements of standard and specimen
shall be made with the emissometer head in the same position (horizontal,
inverted).
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In lieu of emissometer measurements, near-normal spectral reflectance may
be measured from 5.0 to 25.0 #m (Gier-Dunkle Model HC-300 heated cavity
reflectometer or equivalent). Apparatus and procedures for this method
shall be reviewed by LMSC before approval is granted for this method.
3.2 Adhesion
No evidence of metal surface removal shall be evident during re-rolling for
packaging.
4.O SAMPLING
All specimens taken for the optical properties measurements shall be
supplied to LMSC at the time of shipment of the finished material.
4.1 Aluminized Material
Three test specimens shall be cut across the web from each end of the lot
(a total of six). The specimens shall be taken 6 in. (15.2 cm) from each
end of the web and at the center.
4.2 Gold-Coated Material
Specimens shall be taken across the web as per 4. I. These shall be cut
at the start of the roll and at 100-ft (30.5-m) intervals along the roll
to the end.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF HEAT TRANSFER EQUATIONS FOR MULTILAYER INSULATIONS
For multilayer insulations such as those investigated in this program, the
heat flux between adjacent shields can be expressed in a general form as
_(TI'T2) _$(Tl-_2)
+ +
q: f
(ebl-eb2) tan N_T O
3 To - !3v_-T_o
tan h_T
O
+
+ 2 sin h3V_'T J
O
where _s and_g are equivalent thermal conductivities for the solid and
gas phases of the spacer layer, respectively, T is the total hemisphericsl
emittance of the boundary surfaces, and eb is the blackbody radiant flux of
the surface. As the parameter V/_-_To is less than 0.2 for these insu-
lation systems, the third term on the right side of Eq. (B.I) becomes
ebl" eb2)
1
For boundaries of emittance _ andT andT-o<<_E q. (B.I) reduces to1 2
 s(Tl- 2) ÷ (T1-T2)÷
bl- ÷ !.
In Eq. (B.2), the surface radiation contribution is obtained under the
assumption of diffuse and gray surfaces; i.e., _ is the total hemi-
spherical emittance. In general, the directional and the polarization
effects are negligible (Ref. B-l). For relatively small temperature
differences between the shields, such as occur in the warmer regions of
a mvltilayer insulation, the non-gray surface effect is small and may be
neglected (Ref. B-2). Although large temperature differences may be
present in several layers adjacent to the cold boundary and the non-gray
(B.2)
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effect becomes significant, the radiation component in this region is much
less than the conduction term and its effect on total heat transfer is small.
For insulation systems using spacers of refractive index n > l, the blackbody
radiant flux of the surface becomes
and _ = n( where _ is the total hemispherical emittance of the surface to
vacuum (Ref. B-2). For the case of a shield having a single metallized
surface, the emittance of the unmetallized surface is evaluated as that of
an absorbing dielectric film over a metal substrate. Thus,
_s(TI-T2) _(TI-T2) n3o( h- T24) [61(T)62(T)]
In the first term on the right side of Eqs. (B.I), (B. 2), and (B. 3), the
solid conductivity coefficient, _s, is dependent upon the interfact contact
conductance and is not the thermal conductivity of the spacer layer itself.
Thus _s_ where H is a contact conductance, and N c is the number of
interfaces, i.e., two for a separate spacer and one for 8n integral spacer
system. In general, the interface contact conductance follows a dimension-
less relation (Ref. B-3) such that
H_k c(P/E) m
S
where c is a constant depending upon surface conditions, k s is the thermal
conductivity of the _pacer material, P is pressure applied to the macroscopic
area, E is a deformation parameter, and m is a correlation constant. In the
general case,the deformation and thermal parameters are temperature dependent.
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As these properties are not easily obtainable for multilayer insulation
systems, they are lumped into a correlation coefficient C(T ). The solid
conduction conductivity coefficient can now be defined as
s N
c
The second term on the right side of Eqs. (B.I), (B.2), and (B.3) contains
a different conductivity coefficient for the gas phase, kg. This coefficient
applies to an effective conductivity for the reduced pressure in the void
spaces, and it is a function of the true conductivity of the gas and the
relationship between the gas mean free path and a characteristic dimension
of the void space. From probability considerations, Verschour (Ref. B-%)
developed an expression for the mean free path of a contained gas in terms
of the gas mean free path, Lg, and a characteristic dimension of the void
space, Ls. The thermal conductivity of the contained gas phase is
kg = kg
where k is the conductivity of the unrestricted gas at temperature T.
g
pressures less than 10 -3 torr, Lg>>L s and
At
=k
g
Substituting these expressions for the Conductivities into Eq. (B.3) yields
When a system is composed of many shields and the temperature difference be-
tween two adjacent shields is small compared to the total temperature differ-
ence, the heat transfer across each segment composed of two neighboring shields
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may be expressed by differentials rather than by differences. This implies
a contininum approximation to a discrete system such as the multilayer
(Ref. B-5). The approximation approaches the exact case when the number
of layers is large and the temperature drop between two adjacent layers
is very small.
For x = Nh, where N is the number of segments and h is the segment thickness,
q
Nc (-_)+ kg _gg_-_-#+ 61(T)+%(T)
and
I(T) 2(T) _
or
+ k L + h n3o_ -- (B.5)
g g _I(T) + _2(T) dx
With the heat flux described at any location, x, in the insulation, the
governing one dimensional heat transfer equation, without internal heat
generation is
aT a
pCp a@ - ax qx
aT
and for steady state conditions, _ - 0 so that
n3o _ T 3 dT
o Nc g g ,I(T)+%(T)
(B.6)
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When the parameters of Eq. (B.6) are known, the insulation heat transfer
problem can be solved for the appropriate boundary conditions. First
consider the case of reflective shields metallized on both surfaces with
emittance _l _ _2
Let the temperature-dependent properties be approximated by simple power
functions as
aI a2 b3T(+) a4C(T ) = biT , kg = b2T , Lg = , and _ = b4T
Then
I °2 )p__blJl b2T Ls
. _ + _ + 2n3_b4T3+a 4 d-xdT
ffiA = qx (B.7)
and
Pm._bI
Nc(l+a I)
TI+_*I b2Ls j2
+b---_ +
2n3a_b 4 T4+a4
(_+a_) = AX + B
(B.8)
For the boundary conditions x - 0, T - T2 and x = N h, T = TI, where NO O
represents the total number of layers and subscripts 1 and 2 denote the
hot and cold temperatures of the exterior surfaces, respectively; it follows
that pm_ bl b2L s a2 2n 3o_b 4
B= No(l÷%)T21+5.÷ b3---_2T2 + (_+%1T2_+%
and (T)o IbsO oo No(I+_.I)1I÷% - T2I_ +_ 1 - T2
2n3e'_bh (TI4+" h T2h+ag>+ (4+-2)
+ Mean free path is directly proportional to the absolute temperature of the
gas.
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Since A = qx' the equation which finally describes the temperature
dependent heat flux is
q = \ / + %h9 \ NO
. /_.a,. _ /_+a_.
+ 2n3°_b4 (T 1 ;_-oT2
-- ") (B.9)
If the insulation reflective shields have widely differing emittances on
the two surfaces, a numerical method can be applied for the solution of
Eq. (B.4). However, for the case of the single aluminized Mylar, the
temperature d_pendence of both aluminum and Mylar surfaces is nearly equal
as shown in Section 4.2 of this report. The temperature dependent
emittance properties of the two surfaces are
a 4 ak
¢i = bkT and ¢2 = b5T
and Eq. (B.4) becomes
q _.
• a 2 a2
Pm,_b I (Tll+a_-T21+al) + b2Ls (?I_o _ )
( i+ 5 ) _ I _ b3h_
/b h b \ n3o._ /T 4+a4-T h+a4\
(B.zo)
Application of Eq. (B.4) to multilayer insulations requires certain assump-
tions to define the coefficient and exponent of the solid conduction terms.
Multilayer insulations present a complex structure in regard to contact
geometries of spacers and shields, and no method is available for computation
of the values for this undefined set of conditions. As a first approximation,
a linear temperature dependence can be assumed, i.e., aI = 1, because for the
materials used in multilayer constructions, the thermal and deformation prop-
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erties are reasonably fit by this linear form over a large portion of the
temperature range of interest. The coefficient b I must be derived from exper-
imental data of heat flux versus compressive pressure for constant temperature
conditions. The remaining coefficient and exponents are taken from experimen-
tal or theoretical data on the behsvlor of gas conductivity, mean free path,
refractive index, and emittances as a function of temperature (and pressure in
the case of the gas phase).
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NOMENCLATURE
A = a parameter, proportional to T2/3 used to describe total normal
emittm_ce of a metallic surface, dimensionless
= blackbody surface area for calorimetric emittance measurements,
ft2 (m2)
A
c
A
S
insulation specimen surface area for FPC heat transfer measurements,
ft2 (m2)
insulation specimen total surface area, ft2 (m2)
B = an integration constant
C1 = a constant correlation coefficient that recites electrical con-
ductivity of a metallic film to its total normal emittance
C2 = a constant correlation coefficient that relates electrical con-
ductivity of a bulk metal to that of a metallic film
c3 = a constant correlation coefficient that relates absolute temperature
to the parameter A
c4 = A constant correlation coefficient that relates absolute tempera-
ture to electrical conductivity of a bulk metal
C
P
E
= specific heat of a substance, Btu/lbm°R (joules/gm°K)
= insulation surface interface deformation parameter, psi (N/m2)
F = compressive force, lbf (N)
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= geometric view factor for radiation heat transfer, dimensionless
H = contact conductance of an insulation surface interface, Btu/hr ft2°R
(w/m2°K)
= latent heat of vaporization of a calorimetric fluid, Btu/Ibm
(Joule s/gin)
L
g
= mean free path of an interstitial gas, ft (m)
L
s
characteristic dimension of the void space between insulation
radiation shields, ft (m)
N = number of elements in a system, dimensionless
= layer density of an insulation system, No./in. (No./cm)
N
c
= number of contact interfaces in an insulation system, dimensionless
N
o
= number of spacer layers in an insulation system, dimensionless
N
S
= number of radiation shields in an insulation system, dimensionless
P
P
a
P
o
= total compressive pressure acting on an insulation specimen per
unit area, psi (N/m2)
= compressive pressure acting on an insulation specimen per unit
area due to an applied external force, psi (N/m2)
compressive pressure acting on an insulation specimen per unit
area due to its own weight, psi (N/m2)
Qc = total heat rate into the FPC, Btu/hr (w)
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Qc = power input into the calorimetric emittance apparatus during
calibration, Btu/hr (w)
_c = extraneous heat leak into the FPC, Btu/hr (w)
Q1 = heat rate into the calorimetric emittance apparatus blackbody
thermal link, Btu/hr (w)
Qr difference in radiated sample energy absorbed by the calorimetric
emittance apparatus blackbody and that radiated by the blackbody
during calibration, Btu/hr (w)
T = absolute temperature of a surface on an element, OR (OK)
TI = absolute temperature of an insulation specimen hot boundary surface,
°R (°K)
T2 = absolute temperature of an insulation specimen cold boundary
surface, OR (°K)
Tb = absolute temperature of the blackbody surface for calorimetric
emittance measurements, OR (OK)
T
O
TC
TH
T
m
T
S
absolute temperature of the insulation specimen during calibration
of the calorimetric emittance apparatus, OR (OK)
absolute temperature of the FPC cold boundary plate, OR (OK)
absolute temperature of the FPC hot boundary plate, OR (OK)
absolute mean temperature of an insulation specimen (i.e., average
of the hot and cold surface temperatures), OR (OK)
absolute temperature of an insulation specimen for calormetric
emittance measurements, OR (oK)
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W = weight of an insulation specimen, Ibm (kg)
Y
C
heat transfer loss in the calorimetric emittance apparatus due to
radiation exchange between the blackbody and the chamber walls
during calibration, Btu/hr (w)
,s
Y
S
heat transfer loss in the calorimetric emittance apparatus due to
radiation exchange between the blackbody and the chamber walls during
a sample run, Btu/hr (w)
a = blackbody absorptance of an insulation spacer material, ft-1 (m-I)
= a constant coefficient, dimensionless
% = blackbody absorptance of the calorimetric emittance apparatus
during a sample run, ft-I (m-I )
= blackbody absorptance of the calorimetric emittance apparatus
during calibration, ft-1 (m-I)
a
s
absorptance of a calorimetric emittance specimen during a sample
run, ft-1 (m-1)
!
a
s
absorptance of a calorimetric emittance specimen during calibration,
ft-I _m-I )
bI
b2
= a constant correlation coefficient that relates absolute tempera-
ture to the correlation constant for solid conduction heat transfer
= a constant correlation coefficient that relates absolute tempera-
ture to the thermal conductivity of an interstitial gas
= a constant correlation coefficient that relates absolute tempera-
ture to the mean free path of an interstitial gas
i
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b4 a constant correlation coefficient that relates absolute temperature
to the total hemispherical emittance of one particular surface of a
radiation shield
b5 a constant correlation coefficient that relates absolute temperature
to the total hemispherical emittance of the opposite surface of a
radiation shield
= a constant coefficient, dimensionless
= a correlation constant
C(T) = a constant correlation coefficient that relates compressive pressure
to solid conduction heat flux
.--%
d
ebl
= thickness of a metallic film, in. (cm)
= blackbody radiant flux of the hot boundary surface of an insulation
specimen, Btu/hr ft2 (w/m2)
eb2 = blackbody radiant flux of the cold boundary surface of an insulation
specimen, Btu/hr ft2 (w/m2)
h = spacing of radiation shields in an insulation system, ft (m)
k = thermal conductivity of an insulation, Btu/hr ft°R (w/cm°K)
k
g
thermal conductivity of an unrestricted interstitial gas,
Btu/hr ft°R (w/cm°K)
g
equivalent thermal conductivity of an insulation spacer dependent
on conduction through interstitial gas molecules, Btu/hr ft°R
(w/cm°K)
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k S = thermal conductivity of an insulation spacer material,
Btu/hr ft°R (w/cm°K)
S
equivalent thermal conductivity of an insulation spacer material
dependent on interface contact conductance, Btu/hr ft°R (w/cm°K)
= clear distance between reflective shield surfaces in an insulation
system, ft (m)
m = a constant exponent, dimensionless
= a correlation constant
n = index of refraction for an insulation spacer material, dimensionless
q
= a constant exponent, dimensionless
= total heat flux through an insulation specimen, Btu/hr ft2 (w/m2)
qr
= heat flux component through an insulation specimen due to radiation,
Btu/hr ft2(w/m 2)
qs
w
= heat flux component through an insulation specimen due to solid
conduction, Btu/hr ft2 (w/m2)
= volumetric boiloff flowrate from the FPC, ft3/hr (m3/hr)
= unit weight, lbm/ft 2 (kg/m 2)
X = location of an isothermal plane within an insuh_tion system with
respect to a reference boundary, ft (m)
a constant correlation exponent that relates absolute temperature of
a metallic film to its total normal emittance, and is dependent on
film thickness
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aI = a constant correlation exponent that relates absolute temperature
to the correlation constant for solid conduction heat transfer
a2 = a constant correlation exponent that relates absolute temperature
to the thermal conductivity of an interstitial gas
a4 = a constant correlation exponent that relates absolute temperature
to the total hemispherical emittance of a radiation shield surface
a constant correction exponent that relates absolute temperature of
a metallic film to its total normal emittance, and is independent of
film thickness
= extinction coefficient of an insulation spacer material, ft-1 (m-I)
A = increment of uncertainty of a physical parameter, dimensionless
= insulation thickness, in. (cm)
= percentage uncertainty of a physical parameter, dimensionless
= parameter used to describe the interaction of radiation and con-
duction heat transfer processes, dimensionless
total hemispherical emittance of a surface radiating to a medium
with a refractive index, n, approximately equal to unity,
dimensionless
= total hemispherical emittance of a surface radiating to a medium
with a refractive index, n, other than unity, dimensionless
I(T) = total hemispherical emittance of one particular surface of a
radiation shield at a given temperature, dimensionless
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_2(T) = total hemispherical emittance of the opposite surface of a radi-
ation shield at a given temperature, dimensionless
b total hemispherical emittance of the calorimetric emittance
apparatus blackbody surface, dimensionless
= total hemispherical emittance of a FPC boundary surface, dimensionless
_s
= total hemispherical emittance of an insulation radiation shield
surface, dimensionless
- same as
TH s
_TN
= total normal emittance of an insulation radiation shield surface,
dimensionless
_TR = total hemispherical emittance of an insulation radiation shield
surface at room temperature, dimensionless
TR4
= total hemispherical emittance of one particular surface of an
insulation radiation sh_Id at room temperature, dimensionless
TR5
= total hemispherical emittance of the opposite surface of an insula-
tion radiation shield at room temperature, dimensionless
= parameter used to describe the ratio of heat increments transferred
by the conduction and radiation processes, dimensionless
= increment of time, hr
= parameter used to describe the ratio of the radiation energy
absorbed to that scattered by an insulation spacer material,
dimensionless
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P = density of the boiloff gas from the calorimetric fluid used in the
FPC, Ibm/ft 3 (kg/m3)
= bulk density of a material, ibm/ft 3 (kg/m 3)
= near-normal reflectance of an insulation radiation shield surface,
dimensionless
U = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 1.713 X 10-9 Btu/hr ft2°R 4
(5.669 X 10-8 w/m2°K 4)
= electrical conductivity of a metallic film
a
b = electrical conductivity of a bulk metal
w
O
= parameter used to describe the optical thickness of an insulation
spacer material, dimensionless
increment of solid conduction heah transfer normalized for the
number of layers and the boundary temperatures, Btu/hr ft2°R 2
(w/m2°K 2)
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